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SIB/MARY
The lamella structural systems consists of a 
number of interconnecting units forming a lozenge­
shaped grid pattern* Each unit which is twice the 
length of the side of a diamond is Galled a "lamella". 
Theoretically lamella construction may have any geo­
metric surface. The lamella roofs have been used 
frequently for structures where a wide clear span, fre 
dom of movement, and attractive ceiling are required* 
Lamella roofs are ideal for prefabricated construction 
as all the units are of standard size. Lamella 
structures can be constructed in steel, timber, alum­
inium, and reinforced concrete. The stress distri­
bution in a lamella system is remarkably consistent, 
since the numerous lamella units mutually brace eaoh 
other at the joints.
In the theoretical analysis six degrees of free­
dom are assumed for each joint. The method which was 
selected for the theoretical analysis was the "Stiff­
ness Method"| employing the "E.T.Compiler Technique" 
for the solution of a large number of simultaneous 
equations. Computer programs were written for the 
most general case of a space structure (pin or rigidly 
connected) in ALG-OL 60.
The lamella barrel vault, Eig*(l), is considered 
as a rigidly connected structure, and theoretical 
analysis of its stress distribution was carried out to 
investigates -
1* The influence of longitudinal supportss- 
for this purpose two cases of longitudinal support were 
taken into accounts
a) Boundary joints fixed in position,
b) Boundary joints fixed in position and direct­
ion
and for both cases (a & b) two systems of symmetrical 
and anti-symmetrical loading were considered?
2 # The influence of gable-stiffenings- for 
this investigation six types of gable-stiffening, which 
represent the different kinds of gable-boundaries were 
studied?
3« A short-cut solution * - For a long barrel 
vault two approaches were considered, which gave 
similar results;
(i) - Analysis of central arch along the lamellas,
(ii) - Analysis of half diamonds between two
transverse sections over the entire span. 
Finally, an approximate method was used. The results 
for each of the above cases are discussed individually*
Experimental investigations were carried out 
on the lamella barrel vault model, Big (l), employing 
the "direct method of testing". The theoretical and 
experimental results were compared and certain con­
clusions drawn. Finally, general conclusions and 
the possibilities for future research were expounded.
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NOTATION
a 5b,o (Direction cosines of a member.
*1D Displacement.
d -Joint displacement vector.
E Modulus of elasticity
F Force in a member; Flexibility matrix.
f a Direct (axial) stress*
f-^  Beading stress.
G- Modulus of elasticity in shear (modulus
rigidity)
H Horizontal thrust; Equilibrium matrix.
I Moment of inertia.
I&3. Moment of inertia of a plane area with
^ respect to x & y axes.
J=I Polar moment of area.ir
K Stiffness matrix.
L Length of structure; length.
M,n Bending moments.
P Menber-end force.
R  PLadius of arch,
r Rise of structure.
S Span of structure.
T Twisting moment; Transformation matrix.
D Strain energy.
V Shearing force.
W External load,
w Intensity of load.
x ?y,z Rectangular coordinates.
AG Shear rigidity
A C r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  a r e a .
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El Flexural rigidity
El Flexural rigidity of the member in the xz
^ plane*
BIz Flexural rigidity of the member in the xy
plane*
GJ Torsional rigidity.
Angles
EA E x t e n s i o n & l  r i g i d i t y
Deflections.
a Strain.
S' Normal stress.
e Rotation of a joint
Poisson’s ratio.
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QL AS S1P10 AT I ON OP SP^OE STRUCTURES
Any conceivable arrt. ngement of stress-resisting 
materials can be called a "structure" when they are 
arranged in such a manner as to transfer the loads 
from the members under the loads to other members 
and finally to the supports or to ground. Structures 
essentially exist in three dimensions, but in pract­
ice, for simplicity, it is possible to reduce one or 
two of the dimensions. Structures, in general, may
AL
be grouped according to the following characteristicss* 
a - Material used, 
b - Type of loading,
c - Method of determining static forces, 
d - Geometrical considerations, 
e - Stre^-resultant classification, 
f - Other methods of classification.
Although, the different kinds of space frames 
can be found in the above groups, due to the great 
progress of space structures and - as the author’s 
work is in the same field - it will be advisable to 
have a separate classification for them. Professor 
Z. S. Makowski has introduced a classification of 
space systems as followss-
(i) - Skeleton frameworks, i.e. braced barrel 
vaults, braced domes, single and double-layer grids,
OHAPTER I
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(ii) - Skin systems, i.e.. folded plate struct­
ures ,
(iii) - Suspended type, i.e. cable roofs struct­
ures .
brief summary of the skeleton frameworks is given 
belows-
(i) - Skeleton Frameworks
(a) - Braced Barrel Vaults.
An assembly of bars, which give a structural 
configuration similar to a shell, is called a braced 
barrel vault. In practice, there are many kinds of 
bracing, each lerding to a different behaviour of the 
structure. In the last few years, many industrial 
buildings have been covered with prefabricated systems 
of different kinds of bracings.
(b) - Braced Domes.
Braced domes are composed either of curved members 
lying on a surface of revolution, or of straight members 
with their connecting points lying on such a surface * 
Lamella - and Kiewitt-domes, which are in the cate­
gory of braced dome will be discussed in Section (2.3.2)
(c) -- Single and Double Layer Grids.
Grids are ideally suited for structures which may 
be under the action of heavy, concentrated loads. A  
concentrated load is distributed between all members of 
the grid. This reduces the stresses in those members 
under direct loading. Two - or three - way, single - 
and double - layer grids are very common and many of 
the large spans have been covered by then. Lamella 
barrel vault is a good example for two-way grids?
Fig (1 ). In general, grids can be subdivided into the 
following groupss-
(0.1.) - Flat grids.
(0.2.) - Two-or three-way (single layer) grids. 
(0.3*) - Two-or three-way double-layer gridss—
These consist of two plane networks, parallel to each 
other, forming the top and the bottom layers, and inter­
connected by vertical and inclined members. Double- 
layer grids can be subdivided into?-
(C.3 *i.) - Lattice grids? consisting of inter­
secting vertical lattices,
(C»3*ii) - True space grids? consisting of 
skeletal pyramidal units with a triangular, square or 
hexagonal base.
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LAMELLA STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
2.1. Introduction
Although the word lamella in the English diction­
ary is stated to be a thin plate, the lamella struct­
ural system as discussed hereunder consists of a 
number of interconnecting units forming a lozenge­
shaped grids pattern. This grid pattern when viewed 
perpendicular to the roof surface shows as a network 
of diamonds. At each internal joint one unit runs 
continuously through, whilst the other two are connec­
ted to it. Each unit, which is twice the length of 
the side of the diamond, is called a "Lamella"? Fig 
(2 .b). In the other words the term lamella refers to 
one of the many identical diagonally placed units - 
with twice the length of the member - which compose the 
lamella structural systems.
The Lamella structural systems, usually, have 
application in design of roofs and most authors refer 
to these as "Lamella Roofs". The lamella roof may 
be constructed of timber, aluminium, reinforced con­
crete, or structural steel. The unit can be a pris­
matic bar, open-web steel joist, or plane-truss.
The classical lamella roof is barrel vault. Eor 
many years the diamond patterned lamella barrel vault 
with a section of a circular, elliptical, two centred,
CHAPTER I I
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or other arches have been pictured in the text books and 
most of the designers in this field worked on the lame­
lla barrel vault. Luring the last few years, many 
large spans have been covered using one of the differ - 
ent kinds of lamella structural systems. These 
structures show that the lamella roof can have many 
different types of surface such ass a segment of a 
cylinder, parabola, sphere, section of cone, hyper­
bolic paraboloid, or theoretically any geometric 
surface.
To increase the stability of the structure, 
purlins (in the case of vaults) and rings (in the case 
of domes) have been employed for some lamella systems. 
a*lso, rings have bien employed for lamella domes to give 
a pleasant appearance to the structures as the uniform 
length for the lamella units gives an unpleasant 
pattern, when the units are large. In these oases the 
structure is similar to a th:.-ee-way grid, but it is 
referred to as a lamella system for the following 
reasons s
(i) - The purlins or rings are secondary
members,
(ii) - The structure has a decorative pattern
of diamond,
(iii) - The structure is constructed as a lam­
ella s y s t GUI c
2 * 2. History
The first lamella roof, a lamella barrel vault, 
was invented by Zollinger, a German engineer, in 1 9 0 8 . 
Historically, the lamella roof derives from the
"Planked Arch", in which the parallel arches formed the 
barrel vault ribs. In the eighteenth and nine­
teenth centuries, the Planked .afich .barrel vault was in­
favour with the architects and they used it a great 
deal. In the construction of this kind of barrel 
vault, each arch was built up from two layers of 
short, shaped timber plank; one layer lapping the 
joints of the other; Fig (2.a). Purlins whioh 
spanned between the arches gave stability to the 
barrel vault and carried the roofing. although the 
planked arch was formed by two layers of timber planks, 
in the design, the strength of only one arch had been 
taken into account and, therefore, it was not economical.
In fact, Zollinger, by his invention, improved the 
idea of the planked aroh by incorporating arches and 
purlins in the lamella roof. The two layers of the 
planked arch were separated and splayed in all the 
arches, then connected to the neighbouring arches in 
such a manner to make a lozenge-shaped pattern? Fig (2 .b)
In France, Italy and Russia timber systems are very 
popular. Although, reinforced concrete is not an 
economical solution for shells, domes, and skin systems; 
lamella reinforced concrete systems are almost econ­
omical and have been used in some countries, for example, 
Italy, France and England. Several German firms, 
specialists in lightweight steel lamella roof, employ 
cold-formed steel section as the structural units.
Lamella roofs have been used in the United States of 
America from 1925* Since this date, however, the 
science of their design has been greatly improved. In
- 1 7 -
the U.S.A. there is an association of twelve firms 
specialising in the construction of lamella struct­
ural systems.
In Japan, this kind of structure has been called 
"Diamond truss sj^stem", in view of the diamond grid 
pattern of the roof. "Tonoegumi Iron Works” special­
ises in the construction of the diamond trusses 
systems, and has constructed a number of large-span 
prefabricated lamella systems. Many auditoria, 
gymnasia, assembly halls, churches, exhibition halls, 
warehouses, and industrial buildings have been covered 
by their domes, barrel vaults, flat grids, or hyper­
bolic paraboloids.
2.3* Some Examples of Lamella Structural Systems
Hereunder, some of the existing lamella struct­
ural systems are classified. These examples, which 
most of them have been constructed by the "Lamella Roof 
associates", display the great development of lamella 
structural systems.
2.3»1« Lamella Barrel Vaults
The simplest configuration for a barrel vault roof 
is'the plane arch with squared vertical gable ends*
The arch form can be segmental, parabolic, elliptical, 
two or three centre segmental. Also, it is possible 
to cover two non-parallel side walls using lamella with 
standard constant-size. In all configurations the 
ends can be closed either by gables wall, hipped ends 
or by rigid diaphragms.
- 1 8 -
Although the practical range of rise-to-span ratio 
for almost all barrel vaults varies from semicircle 
(l/2 ) to flat arch (l/8 ), but it is advisable to choose 
this ratio greater than (1/ 5 )«
The horizontal thrust at the base of the arch can 
be eliminated by? tierods (Fig 2.c), buttresses (Fig 
2.d), or steel or reinforced concrete 'A' frames along 
the side walls (Fig 2 .e), or by placing the bases of the 
arohes almost to ground level on small size buttresses 
(Fig 2.f). The horizontal thrust is a function of the rise 
to-span ratio and, by decreasing this value from (1/ 2 ), 
the horizontal thrust will increase. The cost of the 
supports depends, to a large extent, on the magnitude 
of this horizontal thrust; therefore, the thrust 
should have the minimum possible value.
Having the ratio of rise-to-span, the size of the 
lamella and the angle between the two lamellas at a 
joint should be calculated in suoh a manner as to give 
the most economical construction. The length of the 
lamella and the angle between two lamellas at joint, 
have great influence on the stress distribution in the 
lamella structural systems.
The above paragraphs show that for the seg­
mental lamella barrel vault, while stability is satis­
fied, economy is a function of four variables, that is? 
radius of curvature, span, length of lamella, and the 
angle between two lamellas.
The lamella barrel vault can have any length, but 
due to the ratio of the length of the structure (L) to 
the radius of curvature (R), barrel vaults have been
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divided .into three main classes?- -
( a). - A barrel vault is called, "Long barrel ;/;+ • ; • 
vault" "when (l / r ) ^  25> / - v/;v  ‘ ;/
(b) - When (Ji/H)’' ’ ;<£ :6 m 5 •; t h e- barrel vault is - V,/
.•'balled.'"Short"-barrel vault"y • -v-; ’'' 3 / : / y y f j / / : / - - ;  
v ■ ,(.o) -A/barrel' vault' is : called "Intermediate ■ A q y v
barrel vault" when 0 * 5 (L/r) 2 5 . / '
’ 'Although the early 'lamella roofs had been* con- +-V 
struct'eS; withf; timbe r as a si r uoiural>, riateria. 1 , th er ei .is;: i 
a. great tendency! towards'ihe steel/ lamella barrel- '
•' vault in recent years• y/ Lamella/.barrel;/vaults from . ;/l
■ .viewpointU<^rimaterial/ used;1 cahi.be /classif ied las/,.;//'-/ii/ 
follows;: r i y - f  y  Uw/iyj.. i.V>i'-V:- .V. • ./ %■ A
(i) Reinforced Concrete Lamella Barrel Vaults-"! -VyJ V  
Some/lamella .-barrel/' vaults have/beep built, even ■ 
. in reinforced, cohdrete in different countries. An i 
. / example of t hi;s/; kind .of • strUbture^'iis'""iPe'/"Holy Trinity' ./•/ 
/ 0 hur o h " / whi c h: i s c o Ps t r ubted • i h .Hounslow, • Engl a nd *1 
Fig (3*a). /shows Vi he-' roof/unit f or ^erection;' and Fig ' i 
(3 ;.b) 'shows-/the- asbemblediroof unitsv-5" '/
( if) Timber Lamella-.Barrel Vault s 3./ / i //•-'
■ There are. many"'- examples;- of'••timber- .lamella^ barrel iijy. 
ivaults. ;ylh the early 1930s ? several/’timber lamella /! //;: 
' barrel vaults /were constructed in Ehgland.: One of. them,
which was constructed Pear London,: v/as ' a': 115. ft. / span' '/ / 
warehouse.; . A-steel. A-frame -to a depth of 1 2 ft. 6 in.,- !.
■ was used along each side wall/ which.reduced/the spanp://./ 
to 90 ft. _/These A-framea (Fig 2,.e) Carried the long- -' '/
■; itudinal sills, and gave useful storage spaces in their
•" / •' * A- 't'. ; * J Vv . * !*i*A*-'«V* I*v%/ *•* ^ .7 . nj’* V: * r*Y; • V *,,' ,'./ / >;/A' •*. ''V* •'*' / A
> % V ' /  - 2 ^ :  1 -l'.;*•*/• /‘y^  .*>./, ■ ; ’.gi+ :y. . •' .;Y *’ ' ■ v- ; 7v../'-v,+ -v *• v.r ./ g \ %c-v *?// 1 <• •' •* : • *' .//-/ ■ ;.’v+. .?<, * •» •' •> -• * *../•..* \ ■;• .>•;/. *.;• -.. it < V ’ . .** ...
b a y s . -  T h e  o t h e r  o n e ,  w h i c h  w a s  c o n s t r u c t e d  i n  t h e y ; / .  
M i d l a n d s ,  . h a d ■ a  . . G o t h i c  c o n f i g u r a t i o n ,  a n d  - c o v e r e d  :•/■/ / ; / • / /  
n o n - p a r a l l e l  s i d e  w a l l s . •  / I n . t h i s  b u i l d i n g ,  t h e  m e t h o d  
o ' f r t i  e - r o d s  w a s .  u s e d ,  a s  a  l o w - c o s t  w a s  r e q u i r e d  a n d  
f r e e 1 r o o f  . s p a c e  w a s  u n i m p o r t a n t . - / '  \K'-Q: , 'y  /  / / / . . . • /  ‘ •'.*/
. There .va r e ,more .examples of constructed timber^ / /..; 
lamella barrel vault bin . England and other countries ,. - /;; 
e-.g.. Fig (3.c) shows ,a .timber lamella, barrel vault//:/ / 
under construction/ and;:Eig. (,3 »d) a;.’j68....ftspan - ;;•/
timber, lamella /barrel ..vaultwhich has been constructed 
in Missouri, U.S. A .  , / / / / ' > , . . . . . . . .  . .;••::///>:*
( i i i )  >- S t e e l  L a m e l l a  B a r r e l  V a u l t s s  -  v - /  v / i / ; r :.v/ / / / / / -  
• ; 7 / S t e e l  X k B e fl I a  b a r r e l / V a u l t  a- a r e  e x t r e m e l y  p o p u l a r  
i n  t h e  U .  S i  A . ,  a n d . i n  J a p a n .  . E i g  ( 4 . b )  s h o w s  t h e . '  '••■•./;- 
" L a d i i .e .  J u n i o r /  H i g h  ' S c h p o l ’V / . / (  S t . /  L o u i s  . C o u n t y ,  / M i s s -  / / /  
o u r i )  u n d e r  c o n s t r u c t i o n .  / /  I n  t h i s - ,  s t r u c t u r e ;  t h e  / /  /  
2 5 2  f t  . / s p a n  l a m e l l a  L a f r e l \  . v a u l t '  t y a s  p u l l e d  a l m o s t  t o  
g r o u n d .  1  e v e l / a n d  -was; s u p p o r t e d  o n  t h e  s p e c i a l  b u t t - •; •••;; / ‘. 
r e s  s e a  • ■ T h e  / s i z e  / o f ;  e a c h  / b u t t r e s s ' , ,  d u e .  t o  t a k i n g  t h e  
h d r i z o n t a l -  t h f u s t  . m o s t l y  .b y . . . t h e ,  . g r o u n d ,  i s  . m u c h • s m a l l e r  
t h a n  a  ; c o n v e n t i o n a l ' b u t t r e s s : ; ^ ; v ' ; ; / / / / / - ~ / ' y ; > • /
2 > 3 « 2 .  ‘ L a m e l l a  D o m e s  / . / ; -  , . , . . /  . . + .  • . • : / / / ;
' / . .  T h e ' l a m e l l a  d o m e , / t h e o r e t i c a l l y ,  c a n  h a v e  a n y  . . / / ;  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n ;  f o r  r o o f  s u r f  a c e s u c h , . a s  s / / /s ' .e g m e  n i g  9$. ■■ - 
s p h e r e  , p a r a b o l o i d , ,  e l l i p s o i d , /  c o n e  , a n d  a  p y r a m i d  
h a v i n g  a n y  b a s e . ; / ,  . U s u a l l y , / a l l  . t h e .  m e m b e r s  i n  a  d o m e  
a r e  u n d e r ,  c o m p r e s s i o n .  -  • / • ’; •
/  ■ • F r o m  t h e .  p a t t e r n  v i e w p o i n t  l a m e l l a  d o m e s  a r e  s u b ­
d i v i d e d  i n t o  t w o  m a i n  g r o u p s  a s  f o l l o w s : - .  . .. >■ ■ .•/• //
(a) Roof u n i t  fo r  e re c t io n (b) Root unit t>eing assemr>
H o ly  T r in i t y  C hu rch , Hounslow
TABERNACLE BUILDING, SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS, OHIO CONFERENCE. BARREL VAULT 1 20' x 203'
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In this, case the'^umber vof laniellss per cone'entrio 7.:/ 
ring is const ant 5 this; cro wds ;the' members (radial ribs);
v  7 * f i t  7, ' . v r v "  •/ 7 '7  7 - ' : ' •  ***• *'»: 7 . ' '  .*7 \ s * l  7 7  / • ; .  7* f 7  ... ~ ■ ’ • . '• . 7 ’ * - ’ 7 ;  7 - 7  •’
near..the crown -area with>.the, result i ng .increasey in dead 7  
weightqof j the' jdome. /■/../■ Ify-mos^/Yofl^ 7 7 7
b e e n . constructed' using:.this ;pattern^7 ;:the;:Sebtioh\of0fi0fi
the. me mb e r r a n d  -/the' thickness; of/!thS.;r oof ihgs ar e: tyaried.l
.*7 '%.>.?* • ’ '• « 7 ' •. • * ”, "...'..V,--' 0 ' ’'-:7. \ } 4$V‘ 7*77. :** ;*'7\V ?. 77. '7* 7 77'■ • 7 -y."b ‘ %''fi' \7 f 7 7 7 7 7 *V4d;{A-'7'>7*77vV*7 7 ’ 7,7* 77 7/• *77 ^ 7 *>,* .. \Y. ' 7! 7...7 -77;
from; sill fyo/ crown.; .7;..Pigs>7 7 ^  plane 7!/
7 7 7 ; T V i *‘7 ' 7 + V'<7 . 7 7 * W 7 7 .v V V 7 t - , 7 7  7.' 7 7  *'*'!*7* *7 7 7 V * 7 V * / <. / ■> ».• 7 v 7 7 7 7 ' 7 ‘* A v  7  ‘ 7 - 7  .- 7 > ; .7 - ;  '
pr 03 e.ctions; of/-.t:he: conventional- lamella patter n 7/ .*; 7-777
(li); -• Egual 7 7  7 7
777/7171 n iLis+Pas777ihe - crown; ;pf; the7'dgme7;.is:-divided .into.
'■ ;7 ; ” 7 + 7  7 7 / 7 ^ ’v  V - '" : * 7 77 .777a > 7 Y V 7 ^ 7 7 7 ^ 7 ^  7 7 -c7?7;V • • *'Avv7 ' 7 p ' -  ^ /v - r .7 7 7 ']'*7;* •7-'7-7> ’ r* p 7 ,%7  *•
e qual a nfele s; & nd;7i lip7/numbei7 .of,; s e pi'pr sb a s -7 ;us uallyY --7 - - 1 0  
between four and twelve. The sections of the lamella
7-7;7k • j V :>'7’7;;773>:7 .'&< \« ;Y/. 77. :/V.vL v; • '.>-7 7’ s V >'<♦* > *7 7 ‘7.
units for all parts of the dome remain the -same,7 also —  
Troofi;ng-:.;c"a;h'.:l'e.;7t%k'b;ii:.;Ji‘s,: the same .from-. $
0 *' 7; 7-.;!7?i ?.;7 )-^7/\77 77 77j’!;7 7r-7'7f 7'>7 :7>/' :-7 77/ :t7,f * ’.’t} 77-’.77" :<*77 aN-.x /: C a- 7; vt. +7;-; it '77* f " -•the 7 9 ill;!:ib;.:i;hb;-:cr'own.^ :^7;7' lhe,. assembly./bfilamella domes - ’ •
0  »7 / 7 “* c' ^ ^ < * 7 7 ;  7 7 - 7 - 1  * 7' V., /  . v H ^ y  '-..7 *. y  . ;■ "  7 ' v / '  • ■/  ' " 7  . '•
having;^  ^this 7\p latter n':is':;7easaetyi;ahd7Vqu:icker ■ ifte ' bbnH 7:
.■00100;. 0*\: ;•*■•*■'-7. VM/+Y: ■ 7 7 >’r0* *• •vV.:,‘ 7.7 ‘7 ;7-77-*/;77 .«v777'M.>77‘:'r7' ^ ^ 7 7 7 7 '77-:7 *• 7-- ,/
v e nti 6 nal. ;patterh7:777'Eig;7:7-;7*Y) '!shows':.a plane:•.prbyl-b:7 7 77
E •, 7? :7i7V • +’•* i}': .'77t--7*7 777r>77r‘''" 7< _’;7:; 7^. 0"0: * , '*/: 7-v t*.P7V7-' 7. 7 ;v P »7’7': *.
gectipn :df .thls:.7pattern.vi;’7 P i ^  '&ib);7shp^
-q E E, ■; l . v / - . '’7 0  By) j '  ■’ >J f i *?'•'!>' #^ 7, v‘\'i ?i7V-"P'7x'?; i '7’ ? v-77ty+/*'-7^  *7i7 +  f ^  '7-*-7'"!'.- . r * .' / < :\> ■ \ 5>7‘ •
pr o j e ctio n of ; two : • pt her . pa 1 1 er n s ,r.; buf .- ty peb (e & : f ) / v ;
are 7mor e-lconmbh.i7777-7^777 fiffivfififi fifi'-- ■-• >■ ,7:
■ f i f f i  A '.new ; d eye 1 ppmc- nt i n: lamella / domes ' was made . by . :}f  
thp;.late Lr ./'Kiewitti'7 :^l AlthodghiblLe' design'which/ is7 : l: 
done by him" is, sti 1 1  y ; a ..'-1 ame 1 1 a  .dome; but. itlis’ -/ ■'■/ ;:/; 
ief erred: to /as r;a H:Kiewi'tt! dQm'en.. .Hereunder lame 11 a /-7" 
domes :(pbnvehtl6nal); and:Kiewitt / dpmes::,wiil /beldisousbed
2 . 3* 2 . a* Lamella■ Domes/:(Gohventional)/ 1/ :i/77 : .fi'.-r'0fi\
-( ilY -  C o n v e n t i o n a l  L a m e l l a  P a t t e r n s : — • ' fi . 7 7 Y7;;:;7'7•.,Y.
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M a in  Types o f Lame! la Domes
■ P a r a l le l  la m e lla  b r a c in g
. ' I
W it h  h o r iz o n ta l  r in g s  j R o o f  c o v e r in g  ta k e s  h o o p  fo r c e s
rV fa A •». ■ 7- . •« « ‘ * ■» • • s" fa-• ; i --. *>* A«* • "■  ^ . •- • «- . r ■ -s' - • ••
■ ;i:fa: fafaffa 
1 • ! \ - ' „ • . ’
; . Y/hen the dome • has .a diamond pattern shape,, viewed 
perpendicular-’to the* surf age fait' is called a convent- fa/ fa: 
ional lamella dome or a "Lamella: dome? ./ / J
-fa- These . types of dome can have conventional lamella 
patterns or " equal/ angle /lamella pattern# ./Fig (4. a) .fa 
shows a conve ntional timber 1 ame1 1 a/ dome; the numberfa / 
of member in faeaoh of >the/faconcentric ring is °the/same.•
To decrease .the .weight , of the. crown:.-area due to the fa fa 
crowdsv of, the: members/ He ar.fa.it; the seotion of lamella, fa; 
from/the;; sill to. t he, hr o whf, was. decreased from; 4 - in#fa 
by .16/inAut/ifa^Jfain.fa;by X 2:fain#fayfa?S^  ^ thick- •,
ne s s of the,, s. heat hi hg - me mbr a he wasfafeduc ed. from; t wo y■ ’ fa: I 
:i no he s '• at/-1 he:bas e.. to-; one i ho.h. pve.r • the; crown* -fafafafa U  faf-fa
2 . 3 . 2 . b . Kaewitt Domes /-fa' + fa/fa -fa fafa'fafafa/- fafa y ■ / fa fa fa fa./, fa" ,fa; 
fa/./; ' fa During the;/last :twentjr;;;fiye-fayears ..many steel lame­
lla; domes/ have; beehfafabonstructed'faall faoverfathe worldiyA 
wit h 0 ut do ubt fa" Roof St rue t ur e a ;I no •#.n is t he/; lefaader in•' ; /. ' / 'fa • V"* /:,!/'• ■ w'V1 '"-'N■. •'*/- * • • ‘"1* Ufa ' \ ’ '■ /' 7' fa:, far {.fa .
these' types : of structure, and during fathe;/laSt:: ten' fa.’;
,‘1 f’:r) ~*-V fay .'fa -•<-//fa ■- •'
years more.;t h a n :thirty lamella domes have been built' / ' 
by thiS -firm; withfaspans far angihg between 3Q ft • to /fafafafa
- •* '.-•';V>fa :J< fa ‘"favy *.;• fa4" *. * • -fa 4fa jfafa*'fa: fa. ■2’/-xA: p fay / v .; Ufa •'//*/>! /fa* / »/-, :* • .*•
64.2faftV yfa/Threir -.engineers /believed that 'iifa/is fapossible 
to increase the^ span eveh: to more fat ha n 1 2 0 0 ; ft fa. where /fa;: 
many variations' in veaoh, typefa/oi dome ar,e possible'#- , fa /fa 
■fa ■;./ The ./recent/ deyelopme'nt;/ i n . d e s i g n - ;  of lamella 
domes byfat he latefaDr#/ .Gf,:: R. /Kiewitt - (" parallel/l am-‘fa v ;  
el I a’" bracing; dome" ‘ bit "Kiewitt dome") gives, a good' 
solution toi ver'y large, spans• fa; His dome is divided;, fa 
into a nitnber,v6f facyc lie ally '..■syttetr.ic al/ .s.e/atorsfa (equal 
angle lamella : pattern)/ braced .by .two sets; of- lamella fa.
' 2 7 -
members, each member is,, parallel to one of the main 
radial ribs. There /are many examples for. Kiewitt ;
domes .and two of them will, be /displayed .here: iv/. ’
(i) - Brown; County Veterans Memorial Arena, (Green 
Bay,. Wisconsin) with .270 ft. diameter is'"an- example of 
the Kiewitt dome? Fig . (4 . d) • /' ; / /  /• //
(ii) - The Biggest Dome of' The5 World.//5 ./.+/./ • / ;././/
/;/.;//Another : gc>o;d+example; for. Kiewitt dome is.; the , b / 
biggest/dome/$£/the: ;wofld,/covering ''Harris County •••:.; // 
Sport Stadium" (Houston, Texas) . \ltie Iioust0 n S p o r t \ /. 
is an ysir-cionditibhai/stadium with the. large st/cl ear.: ;/;E 
span • dome - which has; ever -been constructed, >and ;4at$it- 
uated ; seven’ miles south;;'of/the city (Fig. 6)>// /Many / /:/ 
reas ons led the designers- to- choose/a' Kiewitt dome f or< 
this construction, ;• such as: the low cost of the struc­
ture, ,the/remarkable ..rigidity,;bthe. light, weight of 
lameil'a..Lst.f.uctural systems;, s'hd . easy, erection* /The. //. 
dome foilows ,the equa! angl e  pattern and is divided 1 tit0 
twelve identical - sectors. / Each sector, itself , is /;■/ 
divided/ into/.six. peripher.at • joints . al0 ng the^ tension/./: ' 
ring and/there are six ' joints ;along meridian/ribs.
The stadium" was/designed ;by/a/team, /and; the /engineers -// 
were Kiewitt Bass ./(Qonsultants - Makowski & Mesmbr )v/./ 
For the stress .design, of the dome ' various/ methods were / 
employed/such as:. + shelly ah/logy," analysis of (-a pin-// ://; 
connected structure, and elastic, analysis; ( donsidering / 
the ,be nding moment i/i ■co--p'per at ion With' the/sxial j ///• / 
f orces) V . In the. shell'/analogy' the approximate.. size of 
the lamella was. found and for the elastic analysis the > •;
-------------------------- --------------
Harris C ou nty  Sports S tadium, Houston, Texas
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use; of -a -high speed computer was necessary.+ ../ ;i‘- 
: / ;• IheAtfreoretibal/ r esults/ w^ 
a i/ 8  i n *  /t/o Y1 !ft .7 scale* 'sieal/Mod;el!/Y;Y.Tfrr' ee-models7; Y 
were prepared/ hdyi ng7.ro of angular membe r s ;1  nst e ad of: .7 Y 
truss member s - twoY models/ wef e us ed Tor ' valid ity' of/7 7
(C+J/\y. ;+ ; //T,.V-’i / • /•* - •’ " . f i f i g '  hgf i ' V 7 ; Y'T7/7 /“ "7 f ig 'f i f * ’ ■ fi,*w ty/7- ' 7/'Y‘7 Y.Y ’*’■*. • • '-7 7 ' ./•“. 7 .7 * ‘ .
anaiytioal;,results+and / t.he:/;third7brie7f or'/winddtesti ng.
•' ■ ■•.*■ ;.+v.'..v j.'-. <L ' T : Uts ‘ ■ «*•’v- C;VIn the eiperimental analysis various/combinations ' of Yu
*•"7". '. ’/•■v,:/' "•' 77, ,> ’7;‘ v •'+' 7  >;”>?/! , v -7 '%v •* V'7:7y. u7./:7:7y" /*/'777/ T O .7 //Y !7---.;7;7: 3 \ -7/7
symmetricai/ioodingYaddYuhsyiM vwere77:'T!/.
'•7.';7(V+/' •YfYi' ^v- TYty*'''' 'V4/'*' -/■* Y'7 f i . f i /  '-.fi. L “7 .77 •;*;;{:»? >t* J»-* * 7 7;. '7 . Yr ;./+■ f i - f if i . ;Y ■ 7 7 *  7 ’! /
./tod .as ur.frijefrdjs; Ywe^e-- / c a r  ri.e/d; /d.ut: /byv fh  77 •' 
means o f  152 -  SR4 e l e c t r i c a l  s t r a i n  g a u g e s .  / IPo’fcalL- 
a p p l i e d  lo a d s ’. ..to.:th e  7
f  rom ! t  h e t o  p. /by m e a hs o f  a / fo rm " . f i l l e d  w i th  /sand >37!; ! 
.a n d / s lx ' f y jp h s 7 i f r 7 h S  65/;;lbsy. weightS-; suspe nded- •//.
f r o m  each  o f  th e  j o i n t s .  The w ind l o a d  t e s t  was 
c s r r i e d  ou t f  o r / w i  nd ve  i  o c i t  i  es o f  60 mph, 7100, mph/Yu; 7 
and! 140 mphj; -and 74 8 /:arr!angemefrts/Ybf/oend i t  i o n s  w ere  7 
t e s t e d .  1 u.. v '• *+- ■ . ' • -■ -VY *' v.'; v. f  •/•*.» " A 7 YYY 777.. • ’ J. 7  A . *  /
-..Beside- the design ■ of the: frame there were' other ■ • 
prbblerns to; !be considered sucU Yas;i; a;the; necessity of /!-7 
growing/grass .inside ,-th e..struoture, .the appustioal.'. Y.:
v / ’7 7 ’Y Y Y.’/--’ Y7 >./’7-7,-' ’.A - ' ’• /.YY V w'.*1-■* ,- V77gYY f f ih f i x +*777 ,;’YY7 VYY^//’•‘■Y+7; Y-; j / i f i ' f  L
problemj+Yand:the airYoonditibning-'. /:/Pirially! .the dome 
has 641 ,ft• 8 -in. span, and 93 -ft• -rise« >fi The steel 7;7 
tenslbfrTning'/has j O O O ; 7 
92 ft . above the, ground. Ie vel and supported by .72
coiumns • The dome4:i;s/dlesigfred; for •: 15 - -PSf live. /• Y-Y7’/; y B N : f i f i B f i  Y;v>/7Y ^ f i f i . f i r f i Y T'f i - 'B
loads,! 3 0 -• P^f: d e ad 1 o ad s , a nd !^ h oriso tit al v/i nd //Y 
ipad /of! 4.0 PSf, ^ whioh: is: :aIn'ost equal : tp;!l40 mph7!,7; 7 Y-: 
velocity.' The complete stadium is as tall as'a fif-
' -’Y ■ v* . .• *.;• ' ' /’ /v*-. '•r7‘, //>• a';*Y ♦ J' •''•*«* : * ■ \ 0 \ ; ' s \ ■*  ^- :/-Y orr*v* > ? ..r. :7 ' 7  v ^ '• -
teen storey buildingi f i f i f ' i 11 a has! 120 ft.. ! length 
and 5,: ft. /depth./.-v/Tha/dfOt /lamellas/is ■ ■
4 , 0 0 0  tons while about 8 , 0 0 0  tons of steel are 
necessary for the remaining parts of the structure. 
Special cranes with boom length up to 275 ft. were 
used to lift units up to 2 1 0 ft. clear height.
The unit weight of structural steelwork was 
14.32 psf, which is very low for ft', span. The 
cost of one square foot of the stadium including the 
erecting on the site, patent rights, and engineering 
costs is only 4.29 dollars. .
2.3*3* Other Lamella Structural Systems
In this section some examples of the other geo­
metrical surfaces, which have been chosen as a roof 
using lamella units, are demonstrated.
(a) - Twin and Repeating Barrels.• - / ' /
Bloomfield Hill Junior School (Bloomfield, 
Michigan), Fig (7.a) is an example for a twin lamella ■ 
barrel vault. This twin.lamella barrel, vault is ' 
supported at .the centre by/a beam without supporting 
columns.
It is possible to have a -large number of repeat­
ing barrel vaults instead of a twin barrel vault. An 
.example of this type is the 11 War son Woods Elementary 
School11, (Webster Groves, Missouri). The span between 
each two successive beams is equal to 2 0 ft. (Fig.
7* d & e). The short span and short radius results in 
small size lamella.units and, therefore, effects 
economy in construction.
J /
(b) - Sector of Gone
The roof of the "Sidney and Phyllis Allen Amphi­
theatre" , (Camp Tamarack, Ortonville, Michigan) is 
covered by a sector .of, a cone; (Pig .7 «b),//, / The . number ;// 
of ‘lamella joints across' the arch .and: the- angle# ; of /‘: // 
intersecting lame 1 1 as throughv the; 1 ength. of >the f.oof .• are 
chosen to be equal• This has been achieved by de- /y A 
./•' creasing bbth the; .1 ong and '-the • short axes, of each- . • ://7 
. • successive diamond and. inclining the"Lamella face '///;//•/ 
towards the; cone axis. .The advantage of’'giving this/ 
'./shape to;the roof is./in eliminating the. sbund dis-^ . /:/.+ 
turbance ? as the * sound ;oa.n/ba/ref lected; and distributed 
/ "between/all; parts. of ihe/bm^hitheatre////:/;///,,;/; / .;/
• (o) - Groined Roofsv Yl/ y y /- //' -'// + ///./;/v,/;///' / /Y/Y*:-'- •/
. To cover the .^South/Side^Luttieran Higb'^choolV,///// 
.. (St. L o u i s M i s s o u r i )  the/groined roof . (lOG ft. ' by. 100 
/ ,ft .) was selected/ // This/.conf iguratipn can be obtained 
by intersecting/two ’barrel vaults / ofYequal .epan and v/
.-V •/.-•;./ / .equel. length./ / In/this typev of roofing/ all loads •/ 
applied- to the surf ace ;pf the -roofYwill/beYtransf erred 
7 ibtd/l^heVgroin/;afbHes >ahi^ strong end large groih ■ ///' ; 
arches are/; compulsory.',//'/r^'b.ddi'tion the; erection of the 
..structure is hot. very, .facile ,';asv .alA;the: lame lias. /.//•// ; 
adjacent to groin, arch must’ be cut/ and!. f i tted..,/ : Y-Y,Y
.;/; Tberebare-: -four /axes; of; symmetry, for this .struct--.vY/..- 
ure,- (Pig,7*c), but'it is, c.ohyehient/to.'make f our;i simi-;: 
lar sectors - with,.edge - beams ,//s.oj that /each/- of /them: can// 
be considered as a self-r-supiDorted/arch.';-" structure, and 
they are then jointed together to form the groined roof. 
There are many variations of this type of roofing
~ 3 2 ~
and it is possible to have three triangular lamella 
roof sectors. In this case the triangular sectors 
are jointed at the apex and the roof crests are in a 
horizontal plane*
(d) — Skewed Arches
A new development in the lamella structural 
system is.the skewed arches system, in which the gable 
ends of the roof, and/or side walls are formed by 
skewed arches. . In this type of structure the long­
itudinal tension is a difficult problem and should be 
prevented. In.the small spans (34 ft.)., sheathing 
is sufficient to prevent the tension resulting from 
skew arohes but, for large spans, the longitudinal 
tension can be carried by means of tie-rods hidden in 
the baffles at the joints. An example of this type of 
lamella structure is the n40-lane, Bowlerama" (Detroit, 
Michigan), which has 109 ft. span. Fig (7•f) shows an 
interior view of it and Fig (7•g) shows an exterior side 
wall view*
2.4* Properties and Advantages of Lamella Structural
• Systems
In addition to light weight and attractive app­
earance of the pattern,, the main reasons of increasing 
interest expressed in "Lamella Structural Systems'* are 
discussed hereunder. -Ho doubt in the future, a more 
progressive designer will work in this field, and ad­
vantages of lamella systems over conventional systems 
will' be more fully realized.
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Warson W o o d s  Elementary School, Webster Groves, Mo. 
Hellmuth, Obata & Kassa b a u m  — Architects
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2.4*1* Stress Distribution fay ’fas';
A lamella system behaves as a two-way grid. The 
applied load oan be distributed to all of the members, 
this-reduces the stress in those members under direct 
loading. The efficiency of the lamella roofs derives 
largely from .the fact that-;it oan assume the full ad­
vantages of triangulation. Purlins, or rings can be 
used/to complete the triangulation of the diamond: and 
to fulfil the stability requirements of the- roof in 
the plane of its surface;
Lamella systems are the most efficient for com­
pressive structures,; and they are.ideal for domes in 
which most,of the members are under compression.. The 
stress distribution in the lamella systems is remark­
ably -consistent, since thefahumerous Lamella units 
which in the surface of revolution are along the differ 
ent arches - mutually.bracefaeach other at the joints*.
It has -been noticed that lamella constructions 
have the minimum risks of building collapse under , 
natural phenomena, such asrearth quakes, hurricanes, etc- 
For example, in America a hurricane caused complete 
destruction of all building around a lamella roof,• 
while the lamella roof was lifted bodily and carried 
away. For repairing that roof more than eighty per 
cent of the old lamella units were' used*
2.4*2* Materials' . y.fa ■ fa.
Tho possibility-of using-the following struct­
ural materials? timber, aluminium, steel, and rein­
forced concrete in the construction of the lamella
systems is advantageous. In the construction of the 
lamella systems in recent years steel was used as a 
structural material. The main advantages, of steel 
over the 'other structural materials ares its strength 
reliability, adaptability and.economical applications. 
Timber is the more popular material for small spans.
In timber lamella systems, a lamella is' a timber plank 
which depending on the design requirements; might be of 
length from 5 ft. to 1 0 ft. and of section from 7 in.
by lj ini up to 1 2 in* by 2J- in., having its top edge
•r • - ,. \ ‘ • ■shaped to a surface curve, and the. ends made suitable
for joints* . fa; ' ;
2.4*3*__ Clear Span
Lamella roofs have found a wide use. for hangars, 
exhibition halls, field houses, gymnasia, warehouses, 
auditoriums, and any structure .where a wide clear span, 
freedom of movement, and attractive ceilings are.re­
quired. . Also, lamella structures are beneficial for 
acoustic reasons, as the sound waves will be scattered 
by the diamond pattern. ,.
2.4*4-* Prc-f abrication.
Lamella roofs are ideal for prefabricated con­
structions, as all the units are of the same (standard) 
size. The high degree of repetition of. unit gives 
low-cost mass production. Transportation of the 
units is not a difficult problem,' and/the units can be 
taken to the site by trailer. The lamella roof is 
even capable of predecoration especially where timber 
Is used as a structural material. The 'erection of
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lamella systems is very easy and the use of scaf­
folding is minimal, (e.g. lamella arches are usually 
erected a bay at a time from a movable scaffold as 
wide as the roof). Also lamella systems are usually 
self supporting structures during the erection and the 
light weight of the lamella unit reduces the total 
weight of roofi
The connector is the most important part of any 
prefabricated system, and great economy can be ob­
tained if a good connector is used. In lamella sys­
tems the connector is much simpler than ih conventional 
systems and at each joint there are, usually, four 
members. Joints in the timber 'lamella system consist' 
of bolts and bent plates. The erection of a timber 
lamella system using this type of connector is very, 
easy. For steel lamella systems bolting and/or 
welding can be used.
In the previous sections, the properties and char­
acteristics of the lamella structural systems have been-- 
explained, and some examples of these systems-have 
been discussed. Without doubt, as time, passes, the 
necessity for large span construction, whilst main­
taining an attractive appearance, will be greater.
The studies which had been done on the "Houston Stadium" 
demonstrated that a lamella dome was the .best solution 
for its large span. The most important part in 
design of a ‘space structure is the connector and-this 
is a simple problem in lamella systems.
The.great advantages, outlined above, of the 
lamella structural system gave incentive to the author 
to investigate both theoretically and experimentally 
the elastic properties of-certain lamella systems.
2 .5 *  C h o i c e  o f  The T o p i c
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
3 .1 . Itrbrod got io ty
The complexity of stress-design of the three- 
dimensional structures prevented their progress 
until recent years. In the nineteenth century 
engineers were familiar with design of complex struct­
ures, but - as they could not solve a large number of 
simultaneous equations - they had to choose approx­
imate method of analysis. In their approximate 
methods the safety factors were very high - this can 
be seen from the great thickness of the columns, walls, 
roofs etc. in the existing old buildings. Besides 
the complexity of the stress analysis they lacked 
suitable materials, connectors, and construction 
facilities# To-day most of these problems have been 
solved and any configuration of a structure and es­
pecially a space structure can be solved without any 
difficulty.
A lamella structural system, whioh is considered 
as a skeletal structure, is in the category of space 
structures. It seems to be easy to divide the 
skeletal structures into some m a i n . groups - (due . to 
the number of degrees of freedom and the type of 
the stress-resultant component) and find a unique 
solution for each group.
A skeletal structure is represented diagram- 
atically by a series of lines (as members) meeting at
CHAPTER III
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points (joints). Therefore, structures which are 
formed from elements such as beams, columns, struts 
and ties, come in this group, while structures, such 
as flat slab or flat plate, curved shells, mass, and 
stressed skin are not in this category. Most 
skeletal structures can be assumed linear under the 
working loads. In a linear structure all the dis­
placements and internal ’loads are linear functions of 
the applied loads.
In the case of the skeletal structure the com­
plete analysis consists in calculation of the joint 
displacements (translations and rotations), and the 
member-end forces (internal forces and moments acting 
at both ends of the member); where in the other types 
of structure the complete analysis consists in the 
determination of stress and displacement at each 
point.
Doubtless the increasing use of space structures 
in recent years is mainly due to the use of the elect­
ronic digital computer (employing the idea of matrix 
algebra) to solve the highly redundant structures.
Some methods for analysing a skeletal structure with 
particular reference to lamella structural systems, em­
ploying the idea of the "matrix method of structural 
analysis" will be discussed in section (3 *3 *)*
3.1*1. Degree's of freedom
A joint in a skeletal structure under the 
different types of loading has some displacements. The
total number of displacements of a joint in a skeletal
structure related to cartesian axes is called the 
degrees of freedom for that joint. The degrees of 
freedom for a joint in a skeletal structure depend on 
the type of the structure and are* tabulated in the 
table (l).
TABLE (l) - Degrees of Freedom For a Joint 
In Skeletal Structure'
Type of the skeletal 
structure
No.of degrees of freedom
translation rotation total.
Pin-Connected plane
trusses 2 0 2
Pin-Connected space
trusses 3 0 3
Bigidly-Comiected
plane frame 2 1 3
Hi gidly-C6 n ne c t e d
space frame 3 3 6
Each degree of freedom results in an equation of 
equilibrium and, therefore, the number of equations 
to be solved is equal to the total number of inde- 
pe nd ent d i spiac erne nt vari ables.
3.1*2. Symmetrical and Anti-Symmetrical Loading
A structure is called a "geometrically symmetric 
(or symmetric) structure" when there is at least one 
plane of symmetry. The required time for stress 
design in a symmetric structure is remarkably less 
than in a non-symmetrical structure, and having more 
planes of symmetry makes the task even easier. In 
general, when there are (n) pianos of symmetry, (under
- 4 1 -
symmetrical - or anti-symmetrioal loading) it suf­
fices to solve only (l/2n)th of the structure.
A symmetric structure under symmetrical loading 
has the following characteristicss-
(1) - Reactions are symmetric,
(2) - Bending moment diagram is symmetric,
(3) - Shearing force diagram is anti-symmetrio
with zero value at the mid-point (anti­
symmetry plane),
(4 ) - Axial force diagram is symmetric.
A symmetrical structure under the anti-symmetrical 
loading has the following propertiess->
(1) - Reactions are anti-symmetrio (components
parallel to the plane of anti-symmetry are 
equal in magnitude but opposite in direc­
tion; and components perpendicular to 
that plane are equal in magnitude and in 
direction),
(2) - Bending moment diagram is anti-symmetrio with
zero value at the mid-point,
(3) - Shearing force diagram is symmetric.
(4 ) - Axial force diagram is anti-symmetric with
zero at the mid-point.
3.1.3. Principle of Superposition
One of the most important properties of linear 
structures is the possibility of application of the 
principle of superposition. By this principle when a 
structure is under the combination of loads, the total 
displacements (or member-end force) due to that
-42-
combination of loads is equal to the sum of the dis­
placements (or member-end force) for individual load­
ing. This approach simplifies the stress analysis 
of a very complicated loading, as any type of combined 
loading in a symmetric structure can be divided into 
the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical loading; Fig (9)*
Wind loads in addition to the dead loads is a 
good example of complex loading. Dead load, is
usually uniform, while wind loads exert pressure on 
the windward side and suction on the leeward side*
This combination of loading can be easily divided 
into some symmetrical and anti-symmetrical loading.
3.2. Some- Methods of Analysis For the Lamella 
Structural Systems
As was mentioned in the section (2.2), histor­
ically lamella barrel vault was derived from the 
planked arches barrel vault and, therefore, its 
design followed the same procedure. In general, most 
authors have worked on the lamella barrel vault and 
considered it as either a two-hinged or encastrb, 
constant .depth arch of a width equal to the length 
of tlae building and of a span equal to the width of the 
structure (from sill to sill). They have calculated 
the critical thrust, shear, and moment for a one foot 
width of this arch, taken perpendicular to the length 
of the structure, and found the stresses in the diag­
onal lamella employing some approximate methods. 
Hereunder some methods which have been employed by
other workers in this field, will be briefly dis­
cussed and the author’s work will be described in 
section (3 .3 .).
3*2.1. _ Professor Otzen ’s Method
Professor Otzen, of Hanover, considered the
lamella barrel vault as either a two-hinged or en-
castrd arch of a given shape and constant depth and
analysed it under a set of given loads, employing the
2 3standard method. To consider the inclination of
the lamella member he inserted a factor of (l/(oos °</2 ))? 
where (2 t<) is the angle between two lamellas.
3.2.2. Verne Ketchum's Coefficient For A Two-hinged 
Circular Arch 
Verne Ketchum considered one-foot strip of roof 
over the entire span of the arch> Fig.(9«a-c), and 
compiled table (2 ). He computed the coefficients of! 
moment (M'), normal thrust (T'), and horizontal thrust 
(H') for various values of the central angle (2 0 ) 
for a segment of the circle. The angle of the circum­
ference ( B ) varies between 2 8 ° and 4 3 ° and the 
analysis was effected in two parts as f o l i o w s ^ ;-
(i) - Coefficients for sill or tie-rods-
The upper part of the table gives the coefficients 
for the dead loads (DL) plus live loads (Itfj) over the 
full span. These values were computed for a point 
on the arch which gives approximately the maximum value 
for M", T'' and H', namely at a distance of 15$ of 
the aro length from both hinges.
* R e f e r e n c e  ( 1 5 )
(ii)- Ooefficnts for arch rib or lamella designs- 
The lower items of the table represent M' and 
T' for (DL) plus drift loads. The most unfavourable 
point on the arch for this case is placed at 2 5^ of 
the span from the hinge on the unloaded side.
All of the coefficient are based on one pound 
per square foot loading and the maximum values for 
bending moment, normal and horizontal thrust for one- 
foot strip of roof can be easily calculated knowings 
w(the intensity of loading in pounds), S(the span of 
arch in feet), and 0 p(half of the central angle of the 
segment of the circle). Let Ml be the critical 
bending moment, and Tq be the normal thrust at the 
point which has maximum bending moment, and Hq be 
the horizontal thrust at hinge, then these can be 
found by the following formulaes-
Mq = M'wS^ (in lbs., for one-foot strip of roof)
Tq ss T'wS ( lb, for one-foot strip of roof)
Hq =3 H'wS ( lb, for one-foot strip of roof)
Dor the design of a lamella he assumed that one 
lamella can take all of the moment and half of the 
thrust over a width of arch equal to that of a dia­
mond. Also, he assumed that the broken lamella at the
edges can share the thrust, but not moments.
The values found for Tq and Mq were for one-foot 
width of roof, while for a diamond those values should 
be multiplied by the width of the diamond. Let T and
M  represent the normal thrust and moment for the widthh
of a diamond, and A and Z be the area and section 
modules of the assumed lamella. The combined stress
- 4 4 -
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formula (f = P/A •+ M/z), for allowable stresses, i.e. 
f a(normal) and f^Cbending) can be written ass-
, J L .  /  ig
A f a  -  Zfb ^a
Considering the full moment and half of the shear and 
the effect of the diamond . patterny Pig ( 9 > d ), the 
combined stresses formula oan be written as
I Sec M  . Sec
2 A f a  y  Zfb 'C1
'./ Design of the lamella barrel vault by this pro­
cedure is simple, but the results are approximate* 
Beside the values of the moment and;.normal thrust for 
one diamond (two lamellas) are calculated while only 
one lamella.’ is assumed;, to take the /moment and, there­
fore , it is not economical.
3*2.3. Lamella Design By Virtual-Work Method
. Considering the lamella barrel vault as a two- 
hinged arch, the "virtual work method" can be employei? 
In a two-hinged;arch .the only redundant force is the 
horizontal thrust whioh can be found by the following 
equation! / ,;-y. . ' •
M Qmds
EI
H
/ m^dsEI
where! M g ■is the statically determinate moment at any 
given point in the arch, due to the applied 
•loads (equivalent load for one-foot strip),, 
m. is the moment-, at the .same given point due to 
a unit (dummy) load applied, horizontally at the
-48~
p o in t  t h a t  th e  v a lu e  o f  th e  h o r i z o n t a l  • .
t h r u s t  i s  r e q u i r e d , : y 'b'Y''Y:. ; . ,, • ' b
• +•:+•;' E l  . i s  t h e  f l e x u r a l  r i g i d i t y  b f b t i e b s e c t i a n  ... -yy  
b / ' / ’ vb ..at t h e .1 p o in t  -a t w h ich  Ms and. m a re  . computed 5 .
;• ;•b r/ In i precticer ii seems to be: easier .1 0 ,use' the :)< ,b// 
summatidn , ( ^  ) instead of the /integratibnAb: ’In ' ttie;/.bb.:5 
lamella roof; the depth of- roof and
the lamellas- are. of the same material- and cross- .-y v 
section.- .The moment Cm) at any point, is equal to yy. Y-: 
Eig (lO;b)> aridbwtienY;(:s-j;^ bfbmains^bohstaht;: a l o n g ^  % y .
/, ‘ *.*/'•:■ X:-* • >7/:V v b-v.*,, \y-; y ~ £ev *yf V y  • 7.• • / .* /' y •*
a rch b  th e  . h p r is p h ta l^  ;t:hrust b o a a ;Beyibpres.en i&dY-tiy  s* AY4  y y  .
-b\b ;:; : :b :b / b / ' i . : H / =
:GiiA b ; . Y b b b ' b 7 i ' / b b  r-Y
■: - .:;Th e ; c o o rd in a t .e  s v  o f + each '5 5po i  n t i  o f  :t  he :,:c i r c  ular- Vft-Fif:}. 
arch ' ( s a y ;  p o in t ,  A )  e a n  bbe;:f ound /by vbhe b f o l l o w i n g ,  f o r -  
mulaes-r ' / ) 5,.1/4, .'•*V"Y n.\f ' / V-Y •
y - b x ,  ,•=• _R;..(;Sin,bb©^.v:' / - b s i ) Y y y .;Y
y  = R- (C os  0 ^  -  Cos 0 O ) . ... , ‘ ‘ ,
The; d i s  t  anc e b e t  we eh t  he ;c en t r  d id y  a/from ;;// y/y
th e  .= r e f e r e n c e ; ; p e l c ) | e a n - b b b c a l c u l a t e d  // 
as • f o l l o w s  s -  * y Y b v - b Y -y
i, Y  ■ ■ . Y  - / Ye®; / i di\ : ; Y  r( bos 0  n-Ooa e o) Y i
w h ere :  
Nows ;
-. • \ - d + Y .  b:r ; H. d 9 and X-, = H . S i n © '
; x Y;-x/: Yie/Y;;;Y5;b5'Y; Yv
0rsi / :4 b  3(q°3 g n - cob 6 0) _ H 3 t n  Y /;;■"
y 0 ,“ / 5 A b | b / : ; b Y b ’b / ' b b ’b/i.;/',
• Having .1 at all points 'the valuesy o £ :(IrMgy) and
( 21 y 2) can ; be s easily calculated .and -these give the 
horizontal thrust. The following formulae in which 
? (V) is -the vertical .reaction/at the hinge,; gives ; .
the axial force (normal thrust) and shearing forces- - /fa
7 T = 3+ Cos 0  n.+-.Y:,Sin;© vn-/fa V:-fa;; ' /fafa:.fafa-fa'-i fa Ufa fa 
Afa-fa/fa; Q = V  COS 0  n -~ H ■ Sin fa 0:/U; X  Ufa’. -; -fa, .fa- .v.fafaU fa fa/ 
To select the lamella the same procedure, as section
. ( 3 *2 .2 .) can, be ;used,:fai.:e/fay .fafa fay- fay/fa.-0X.' 'fa/.fa.y fa-fa4,;fafafa
fa- U.S
T Seo-cA + : . M  Sec o< fa ^  1
; fa. ' '• • 2Af . zf, , ... .......
V-iVH a fa , D fa-v fafafa:y. - - fa'fa-': -fa
far' 3.2.4. : Churchman -*-8 Work '-/fa -Vfafo fa fa' fay
fa: Churchman considered a strip of one-foot of {a :fafafafafa" 
fa , lamella barrel vault s pringihg from . sillfatofa sill fa: andfafa fa 
: : divided it into the eight equal sections^,fax.e. fourfafa 
fay each ; side; of fat he be'ntrefa^ fa-Then loads (DL/faliiijfa WL -fafafafa 
and SL) ’ were applied, at the centre of fat hes e sections 
fa,and the final (M) and (T) due to these sets of, loading fa. 
palculated. fafa ' The: calculation thenvproceeded as .in; fa: ,/fa
fa section (3.2. 2 .). -fay//fafa^’fafa-A/.- fa y fa-fa fayfafafa fa>/y fafa- fafa; -fayfafa
■ .3.2.5. Smollett *s Method.yyfafa-'-yyfa'fay.’: fa;fafa-.yfa- ,.y :fafa/y- fa- :- fa,:
fafaSmoliett: auggested.ya ‘method for the analysis, of fa fafafa 
faa lamella, barrel -Vaults fahaying:- nine farows. of fa joints from . 
fafa-whioh the, two lowest joints lay:on the continuously. fa
• . y. I j i i ♦ i f /  ' .. • fa- ♦/:;*/> - -fa ‘ . • fa ; O  1  ' ''• r < fa;
fa-fasupported: wall plates at the- springings; Fig (10,dfa.fafa .Vj 
. & e) . ; The method employed was to find the dis.place-
;fa meats; of jointsconsidering the effect of the di s - . fafafa 
fa placements of any one:of the j pints oh the dis piao erne nt fa 
Of: the others. By the t w o .following assumptions he fafafa 
analysed only: one/ arch; along the lamellas ( ABC) passing 
fa through, the centre of the roof fa(B),: - yfa; fafa: ;:fafafa fa fa/fa’fa fa fax fa-fa-, {
(i) - The lamella barrel vault is a" "long 
barrel vault" and, therefore,- the effect of gable- 
stiffening is negligible. . 7 7 7 7 7 7 ' A 7 7 7  27 a q;
(ii) - The type of loading is linear, i.e. all
nodes lying on the same horizontal line/are/.equally v ://
l oaded and th us e qually displaced. / :! ;v /!/7.7 / 7 ’ ./' :> 7 7 / .
■.•■3)he;;above; assumptions:; result^in three/ degrees /••;;/• 
of freedom for each internal joint, i.e. one rotation 
and two translations in the pl-ane of .the section;/ 7
perpendicular to /the.length of the roof, while the/ / .
support joints have only one r ot at io n . i n't his plane!.
,7 7 In this barrel/ vault; th er e afe s eve h ; int er nal/ - 7 ,, 
joints"and two /support joints, whioh: give rise to .77 
t'wenty-three degrees of .freedom for the arch./ As ;t.he 
barrel vault i s /a symmetrical structure, any type of / 
loading can/ be divided, into symmetrical - and anti- : 7’ 
symmetrical - 'loading and $ therefor e,/.these twenty- 7 7  
three' degrees of;freedpm+'bah7;be/;s,pl‘it;:;ihto twelve and 7 
eleven. The analysis, finally,.will be reduced 
into the sblutibn: of/ two sef s /of twelve, and eleven 7 7  
simultaneous- equations/respect ively ' 7 7 7  The/ solution .of -■/
• t.h e se r s imul t ane ous; e quat i ons give s: ;t he - -d is pi a c erne nt s 
of.,. j .pi hts, ; from;whic h/the ;member-ehd :. f or c es., can be 
calculated. .-. •*'.•// /;;7 Y Y-v ‘ : Y Y Y / 7 :v --YY
• + The above metho.d for analysis of a barrel vault 
is the most accurate method among the methods mentioned 
and the results are'more reliable. Smollett 
suggested the/ use of certain tables for arranging the 
coefficients of equations (stiffness/matrix of an 
arch) for. the barrel vault having nine ,rows of joints.
F I G ;  ( 1 0 1
But, it will be much.easier and more/accurate to do 
the entire calculation using the computer*
3*2*6* Analysis of-VLamella Domes
The first steel lamella dome in the U.S.A# 
covered University of Wiohita fieldhouse27 ( 267 ft. 
span). The first suggestion for stress analysis was 
to consider the dome as a number of three-hinged 
arches, but as it gave rise to non-uniform stress 
distribution in the, dome it was rejected. The exact 
frame analysis was also discarded, as the structure 
was highly redundant; and- finally, the shell ana-'
logy was employed. ,+;- . \
1 " 7  ' •••/-' • • • 7* . •Bass had divided the lamella domes info two main
groupsi pin-connected -and rigidly-connected; and
suggested a shortcut solution for each of them as
/ 1 ‘
followss~
(3*2.6.a.) - Analysis of Pin-connected Lamella Domes;- 
Some types of lamella domes can be assumed to be 
pin-jointed. 7  Pour • variations of them are shown in, the 
Pigs, (ll.a-d), of which (a & b) bracing are most 
common. Por the stress analysis, in this' case, a 
method similar in application to the "moment dis­
tribution for continuous frames" is employed* In fact 
this is the stiffness method; slightly modified. The ■ 
suggested procedure is as followss-
(i) - Give a significant number to joint, i.e. 
from (l) to (n), and consider a cartesian coordinate 
system for each joint; and.-assume that all the in­
ternal forces* are initially zero,
rea%tioris;
} rfV >’ ; ’*• * f a .-. .fa ;< fa'. -.faYy- ■• ;;/-X •"v *V\.‘*.-fa - ' i . ' .  Afafa'VfafaY. fa ' -A y?fa: ■■■' fa 'fa"'' . / a V  . '
fafa fa fa(2)A'Allow;:the(i) th joint (say jdint No A:i)fafai;Ofa-/-fa
fa * • fa”, ’ ey. - ‘ v  f ay  f a ' y f a  fayfa f a . • * *fa fafa .fa***•?. fa- :fafa fa / v ; ; ; fa: V  •’ .*/f a v f a ^ - f a f a r  :Y * • ' • * / , ‘ fa • * • •*: * fa* fa fafa’-. -fay-fa.;: [ A .; >-
t rahs lat.e/-lh J&fafa yt&fa zfadirec'tlpii>Snd• fxndv/the falri+erfa;fa,fafavyfa
fa‘fa ’ * *i "-fa; *%> .far/fa fa .-W i '*'/■*' 2 "fa fafa/y y; fafa'-V.fafaxfa -fa * *\ . fa '.• ’ fafaj' ifa’fa11 VO * * V / X y fasri/c : /fafa ; //*:> fa/V'.V
nal member/ forcey.Vcjiiahgbsydiie-ytqfa^
■•-. v . t *■ ^ _ .* ; -> *>r.1 ' j , ; ; , . y (/ ,
/f or faallbmembers, a nd /add these/ values; to ,.any .previously:
• , ■’ .*! u-' ,vfa •’*/' ,y:* ' *fav.-; ■ V fa - •fayfa’fayA • * 'yfa A/.fa. -’V V'.','.', fa •/. 'fay fa’X fafa vfa.r/ .fa- ! vfa.' fa/'" ' *. fa
louhdfa'memberfa;f oroefa changes,fayfa yfafafa/fafafafafa: fafaHfafafayyyfa’fafafa,fa.* fafa* fafa.. •*tfau-Y-' ' - fa' ■ vfafa:'*/ *.fa fa'r: fa/f/{faYfa?'y . fafa fa-fay fa: '•* fay. ••;. fa.-fa •' •’ Vfa •
fay y -(3):‘~ • Consider ;the.’,nexi ’■ 30iiitW.fati-nlfa:fai+2/yfVv-va-.H):.4fay . 'i.~ ■< y, y ' - > ■* , - Vt; /. .. ; - * *' ., , * * .
and re peat,, step. (2 )"fa/.v-fa yfa Vfafafafa fafafafayfa ':fa fa-fa. fafafa; fa • fa" fafa; fafa• '/fafaW *fafa -‘yyyfafa-fa' fa4\w /yiyvlfa'fay'fafafay/'y. /-‘/fa y W 7*' // • I ■ V fa'fa//J '’faV V * ’fa / Ufa/
fafa- 'fafafa C/) T St ait agai h fa with^h=l/fa andfare'pqaffa.st e psfayy/ y/
(2) . and (3) -;andfacontinue .this 'step until the. changes,iri.fa 
all menber-forces become negligi’bleVy-yi'^fa/fa’fa.Mfa;fa//f//= fafayy 
faj: y./: This, is: a:g0 od:meth 0d ,^f oJ?X a n a l y | //T /IH/ 
jointed dome, but without vhe .high-speed -electronic . ■ 
computer, seems to, be .almost: impossible :tp follow. fay
*> " X  fa/y ;.■?';••• -fa.ri/-' V; - /  y • •'//'-Y*;y. .fa; ' v : /  ’./*•». /fav '\70' \ Z  /Vy'-x/' \ * fan r ^ * . fat* .
C3* 2.'6. b.:) : Analysis ,'offaHigidljr-UconnectedfaLamella'’^
'Ay; X- :;. fa'/y.fa7y’fa '■ Jyfay fa ;*•'<■/' .‘fafa/X y fa"' • fa ' V A''X/fy:sfafay fa’ * -fao'.:’ w fit. fa fa',*-:fafa,;' /<*" ’ ”•. .• y fa h
' ;X’fafa:faTdfaaiaiyse ;afaiigidiy;facbhnecfbdfadbmefathefareactiev" V'^.fau ’* . ' /  fa/fa:.V': ■».;•' fa .fa-; A/".! -.fafafa y V'fafa • /- * fa-' y /''fay faU-fa i V fa/i i ‘ -.fa '.fa'y*.
between the- "me r i d ian r ibs > a h d r  i ngs at fa i nt pi do nneq.ti ng -’fa { 
points: oan be f ound by the following steps and then the> 
member-end forces can be calculated!- 7
fa yfafayyfl) +fa,'Se 1 e ct faia .:iepeat ingfs ectbrfa a.ndfashpw'fa'itfaA:ny a - /fayv/'/y i'Uvfa-'fa fa:-AV''v'/.fa/fa/--ifa fafa-/n'V=. fa: v/;>fafa'V fa faSfa-/'' .’fa / . fa:- y *y / fa* i/1,' fa. {/fay* Vr’*‘-fa y fa
free bpdyfadiagram•*:with+allfa;exter^^halfafor
f orces^ ring: f orces, and - t her;crown momentfaAfa’ +I-n- the case
\ ' . 'fa-'y I-."'-.. ' ■' • fa •. ’' . fa-far ’ - • •, ' fa ', • fat ./‘fa'fa.-y •’•'/’ /fa . • ••;- -. ! »' .. A>. '' -. ."fa.
of symmetrical faloadihg the analysis ofy 0 ne s g 01or is; '-fafa: 
suffioient; Fig (ll.e). / • 1
'; fa.- ^vfa.yfaCfaS Jfafa^fafa'Vfefa^’0;^  fat?tlbfaefafanfe*6^i zfao u^;a*ibl/6 hfafafay
fa.fa-' /.'fa/fa ' *'$ A"'vr ' 0 \  V;' / ’/fa*-'/fay .^fafa'./’v’fay ' .yfafafay fa/fafa-V^fa/»;fa fafafafa'1. fa.'fa’v - y '  vfafayfa
f br'fa^3^|^i’ntsfa^^!y&gfabpt'h/:thA^‘m nd/yfay yfa/c
rings ~ and equate the two equations for eaoh joint./ fa 
•:fa/fat/3//“ /;Soive; theequatip.ns;faihfastepyj2) faandfa ;f ihdyfafafafa. 
the ;f orbesfa/betweenfathefarihgs /and. meridiainsVfafayfafafa/.fafafa/fafa fa 
: (4) ~ -By;: static;fare.latio.ns, .corripute the member-end.
Note;-. The horizontal displacement is a function ,of -
.axial force (P), 'bending, moment CM), and; shearing force
/( :Y) I /and rthe Oastigliano’s./displacement statement /
gives '• the/^e.lsrtyq n /betweea:/t/heni*7 ' [ 0 0 / 0 0 0 0 ' 0 - ' / 7 7 / 4 7  
777 7 — +/ Y-f/Y^ Pcls 7 v;“ : p ^ ^ds:7 7 / ’ . ^Vda 77
/  A//:. + f 7 v = J P V p r ~  + y 3IT r w  +  j r / x i s z
,, 7Y/YThis/:;metpoqalso, leads tp/accur ate /results, 
but/thb./stiff ness method ./off analysis gives more;,/.- 7.7/:. 7 
accurate results 111 less time., f i
3« 2*7. /Analysis of Other Types of The Lamella Systems 
:./•//; /Por; the other types; of lamella/ systems ,/'Usually,Y // 
the membrane^analogy has b een employed . r • This metPod , ' 
also, ; can be used to f l n d Y t h e ^
initial inyes/tigation ..oh/the lamella’ ^ s$^ms:77/L. 7 7  
./ ;/All/types efthe/.lamella struotural; systems-:+/ 
can ;,bb.7'ahaly se.d;:asvfig&dVekei. etetl-/st f uqtUre.s•. e m - 7  7-;+;7 
ploying the stiffness method of analysis* • , . - ‘
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3*3* General Motho d of Analysis For Skeletal
Structures with Particular Reference to 1 
Lamella Structural Systems
The problem of elastic structural analysis is the 
calculation of the joint displacements (translations 
and rotations) and member-end forces (forces and 
moments), when the structure is subjected to load 
(external loads and moments). In general, there 
are three sets of condition which these member-end 
forces and displacements must satisfy
(i) - The stress-strain relationship of a
member,
(ii) -The compatibility condition for menber-end
displacements, 1
(iii) -The equilibrium condition satisfied by the
member-end forces.
For a statically determinate structure, the 
conditions of equilibrium are sufficient to find the 
menber-end forces, and if the displacements are re­
quired the other two conditions can be used. For 
statically indeterminate (hyperstatic) structures,, which 
include most of the lamella structural systems and 
skeletal structures, all of the three conditions 
should be employed. According to the order of using 
conditions (ii) and (ill), two methods of approach can 
be classifieds when the compatibility condition is 
used before the condition of equilibrium the method is 
called "STIFFNESS (or equilibrium or displacement) 
METHOD"? otherwise the method of approach is called
"FLEXIBILITY (or compatibility or force).METHOD”.
In the stiffness method of analysis the basic un­
knowns are displacements and the number of equations to 
be solved is equal to the number of degrees of freedom - 
of the structure* To compute these equations three 
steps should be followed:- . :
(1) - Express the member-end forces in terms of V V 
member-end displacements, (force-displacement 
relation)*
(2) - Write the member-end displacements in terms 
of the joint displacements, (condition of compatibility)..
(3) - Use the.equilibrium condition for applied 
external loads and internal loads at each joint.
Yin the flexibility ,approach, the number of the 
equations is equal to the degrees of .- redundancy of 
the structure* The/idea o f :employing this method is 
the fact that the analysis of a statically determinate/'; 
structure is - much easier than that of. a . statically in- - 
determinate structure. In the case of a hyper- 
static structure, the' equations- of equilibrium re­
present the menber-end loads in terms of redundant 
forces. The-three steps in this treatment are;
(1) - Express the deformation of the- members, in 
terms of member-end loads'. -V • ■ . 'v ' ■ . ■ ' ' i
(2 ) - ’ Write the. member-end loads in terms of the-v" 
redundant■forces, moments and known external loads
by means of the condition of. equilibrium.
(3) - Use the condition of compatibility for the 
deformations to show the/member, is continuous.
In the stiffness approach the physical quantities y
associated with the structure are represented? while 
in the flexibility approach a certain number of mem­
bers must be chosen as redundants. The1 choice of 
these redundants is not regular and this gives rise 
to a system of equations which are often badly con­
ditioned, resulting in loss' of accuracy in their sol­
utions. There is an inverse relationship between the 
stiffness matrix and the flexibility matrix: F » K •
The method selected for'the analysis•was the stiff 
ness method, which had not been employed previously 
for analysis ,of a lamella system considering the full 
structure. A brief summary of its approach is given 
in section (3.3•1•)•
The lamella structural systems can be assumed:, 
pin-connected or rigidly-connected. In the following 
sections, the assumptions for analysis, the transfor­
mation matrix, and the analysis .of these two types of 
the structure, employing the stiffness'method, will be 
discussed. The analysis in both cases is reduced to 
the assembly.of the stiffness matrix of the structure, 
which gives the joint displacements; and, finally, 
the member-end forces can be calculated.
3.3.1. Brief Summary of Stiffness Matrix v-
Consider any linear skeletal structure under 
loads applied at the joints - this type of loading is 
called "equivalent system of ‘ loading"., and any. 
system of loading can be transformed to an equivalent 
system of loading - and give a significant number .to 
each joint. Each member, therefore, can be identified
' . ■ ■ • * . - 5 8 -
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Assume two types of coordinate system ass
(i) - "Member coordinate system" in which the 
x-axis passes through the centroid of the cross- 
section of the member and its origin,.is placed on that 
side of member which has the lower significant number. 
The y and z-axes are along the principal axes of the 
second moment of area of the cross-section. -.Usually, 
there are as many member coordinate systems as there 
are members? Fig (12.a)*
(ii) - "Frame coordinate system", which is a 
common coordinate, system for the structure; Fig.(12.c)^ 
o'x'y'z'.
Let dq, Pq and. Wq represent the,displacement vector, 
member-end force vector and load vector respectively 
for,joint (i ) in the member coordinate system* These 
vectors in the frame, coordinate^system are shown by 
^ i »  ^ q  and .W'q® The positive directions for dis­
placements and load components are. shown in Fig (,i2ib) • 
The force-displaoement relation for a member in the 
member coordinate system can be written ass J
(3.1) [  = (lal)id dij + Yji 5
V * J i  = (K2l)it dii + (K22>ii + i  Y
where, e.g. YP, . is member-end.force vector at joint* -
(i) for member (ij); and (Kll). ., (KI2). ., (K21). . &
i —  J •“ u . *1» JJ
(K22).. which for simplicity can be written as Kll, K12 
K21 & K22 are called the member stiffness matrices.
For a single member equation (3»l) is singular, because 
a rigid body displacement results in no change in the 
member-end forces; while the stiffness matrix for a
b y  i t s  tw o  e n d s .

structure/ is ' lion-singular. ‘ /A
. The f orce displacemeiit;. relation f or a member 
in the frame .coordinate ;system .can, be represented as
(3 ,2 ) m m i j
— IT '  - • 1 1 d/I- 7 '. / +13, :• K ' *12."a Y j
T i l l ji ~  K '  .. ': ~ ;7 : 2 1 ;d ''  . . .  + I C 22 ;l i i l f Y
where the Kqq ?; ; K ; ’ Tr .>127/7/'21 & IC '2 2 are the member
stiffness'/matrices relative:;tQlthe;/ffame coordinate 
system, and can be found/as: .follows s /;/;+//
IC'
K'(3.3)
K'
IC'
11 % m u N .
12 7  + 1 2 Y
21 = :'CK2Xt /
22 =; TEgglt
-ffy/which; ;(:T):/is+thq/fransf orma^on; matrix f or member, 
(ij). f ^
777/ /ThG /cp’nditioh ; of /pbmpatibilityYatY j qi'nts/.(i) ,j 
& (j) give rise to the following equations; *
(3*4) J ^ ~ j= i^p /
S'ufcst, i f  f r t l ^ v f S r '7 (  S f  j  f  SySj+gferbP s. / '/•
(3.5)
.7 7 7 ;/The ;■last/step/is^^Ihe/yappiioatibh/qf/the equilib 
rium 00 nditionA which" -can; be/ZshoWnia'si//{YZ ; ■/+ +/> /'/;.
vector, load vpctof and stiffness:'matrix for a 
structure with (n) active joints, relation (3*7) for 
whole joints of the structure can 'be written as
Kd W
where:
. -YY, -y ,*; ”'A Y Y ' > Y//’y '' ’’ • - Y
,v  d  A
d k
w  > V ; ■/ V  - v /? -  = K ' u -  - E ' l i - • • • K ' l n  | /  ‘ - ;y / /  y'• ■ rb / f Ji _ Y 'i /•;., . . 1 . .
r x
» . • Y Y. * . .
y :;.» • •/.• 1 * *
. ! .* . *.(
-i • v ./
'' . * ; /  ■/
7*
1 V Y -J ,• 1 • * ■ '• * * x • Y: ." . / .Y  .| / 'Y / //• • / /  ■//' • .Y Y
•k Y 1 .. '-Y * ■ d Y /y y/ ^ ’V i ; -y •> V/> b .  IC " .
1 ... ■'* Y ' ' -V* . »: i b’ ' v • \ ’; v.-.Yv / X l  Y  1 1 . . , /  i n
i.’ 4 '/ Y  -V / 1 : i'.Y"/ Y. Y ,’Y r. .../J . * .  .. . f . • : . .» /■• a
rl '*•’*/• •"/■/ .,„/•/• V///V- ■//
■ r  -t ' ; 
V f' , * .Y y •■“.'/ v - A - M  AYy:*//-/: V ' ‘ *Y /’Y).'y
Y n ■ ‘ *
ill
•; n /•;r-A /’* V;, y: f ! ^ / n l ’ 7 Y i ‘Y , ' :' * * K ' , _
• " / • 'T , .
i  /.. A‘ ' / . ' Y [s ’ ,Y- , n n  • * b Y. /. yf ' l .
V - ‘ '..Yy'- '-SV" Y/Y/bY:i 'Y : v'" *’
/ Y" ■ ••/' ; • •.,// ' X
./Y>;/Relation;/(3* 8)r gives Yn/simultaneous equations 
f or n unknownYdisplacements, and' its solution .gives 
the . j oints/displacement vector AY //Then, the for ce-dis-Y 
placement relation for ind^^ividual' members ( 3*1) can- be 
employed to- find . the member-end/ forbe.s/YY.; /v b ;/'. Y.,/7 bb ■ V. 
;./ ,y : Y /The bassembly//of '■ stiffness matrix ‘Of ' t he / structure 
follbws ihe. rule/which is. giyen iu relation/ 9) V/- 
See page ;-72a7::Y't//Y/y /'6.Y' ;/b/yY 'y-'-/- /,-/./;/y yYy /’ ; Y/y 'Yy Y -//.,
3 - 3 . 2 . Assumptions
//The/structure is a skeletal structure under 
equivalent system; of/loading. 7/ />/ ' v -//Ybb; /•' y / ■ _ ;
-;7a/method'/to find 
the equivalent•member stiffness matrices for a non- • 
unif orm: member '’is/'giveti in/appendix (1)'. /
- T h e  material obeys Hooke’s law*: -
(4 ) - The deformations are sufficiently small for 
ordinary linear theory to apply, i.e. the change in the 
length of the member' due to curvature of the member is 
negligible.
(5) - Lhe Plexural rigidity of the member in the
xy and xz planes are denoted by El and E respectively.^ 1/
(6) - The member - and frame •'-coordinate systems 
are shown by (ixyz) and (o'x'y'z') respectively;
Pig (I2.c).
3.3»3« Transformation Matrix
Por the assembly of the stiffness matrix of the 
structure, the member stiffness matrices should be 
transformed from the member coordinate system to the 
frame coordinate system. To find the transformation 
matrix for- a member the following two assumptions 
may be employed
(i) - The member - and frame - coordinate 
systems are right handed cartesian systems and the 
projection of the z~axis of the member coordinate 
system onto the z-axis of the frame coordinate 
system is positive.
(ii) - (a, b & o) are the components of the unit
vector along the x-axis of the member-ooordinate
\ / ; '
system in the frame-coordinate system (direction 
cosines of x-axis), and (1) is the length of the 
member*
Consider a frame-coordinate system (o'x'y'z'), 
and a member (ij), then its related member-coordinate 
system is (ixyz). When (ij) is not parallel to the
- 6 3 -
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plane (o'x'y') choose the (iy") parallel to that 
plane, and measure the angle (£<) from (iy) to (iy") 
Pig (12.c). The transformation matrix in a general
case can be written ass 19
Tij
I
(3.10)
QR I 0
0 | QR
I■H i
where the rotation matrix about- the x-axis (R) is
equal to:
R
(3.11)
1 0  0 
51 0 Coso( SineC
0 -Sinrf Cost*
J
and is used to transform (ixyz) to ( i x " y " z " ) ,  and:
Q = a -b/d
b (a+e)/d 
c 0
(3.12)
-(a+e) o/d 
~bc/d 
(d-e)
In which (d & e) can be found from the following con­
ditions i -
Por (a2+b2) = 0  d = e =  1
Por (a2+b2) y  0 d = ^ a 2+"b2 > (3*13)
e = 0
J
Por a pin-connected frame as the member co­
ordinate system has only one dimensions
tT =
and for the ot
a b c ) c (3.14) 
her conditions this transformation
matrix can be easily found.
3*3.4. The Analysis of a Pin-connected Space Prame 
In a pin-jointed space frame any member (ij) is 
under only the aXial force; therefore, the member
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coordinate system is one dimensional. There are 
three degrees of freedom for each joint (three trans­
lations), and the member stiffness matrices ares
K l i = K 22 = -K12 = ~K 2l = (3-15)
where: E = Modulus of elasticity
A = cross-sectional area,
L =* length of the member.
The foroe-displacement relation for frame
coordinate system c a n ‘be written ass
P ' . . = K ' d '. - K'd' .
1 3 1 3
P', = -K'd', + K'd',
E' = SET"*' = f  1a * EA * fa b c 1 = a2 ab ■ac *EA
~L~ I J O 1b ab b2 bc
c ac bc o2 (3.16)
Having the stiffness matrix (K') for each member, 
the stiffness matrix of the structure (K) can be ob­
tained following the rule (3.9)*
3«3«5* The Analysis of a. Rigidly-Connected Space 
Prame
This is a general case and there are six degrees 
of freedom (three translations and three rotations) for 
each joint, which is a most suitable case for the 
"Lamella structural systems” 
equations can be written ass 
Pn K lldl+K12d2
where: P
and d
f ' P  1 x
(^x
‘y
y •
d'22 2
P  r :n; m? m' z X y z
s  - 0X 0*y vz
i ng of the membe r ,
The load-displacement , 
(3.17)
r  •
)
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war ping effect can be assumed negligible and the 
torsion axis of the member coincides with the x~ 
axis, can be written ass
mx-^  = -mx2 ss (Gj/lr) ( ^ x ^  - $ Xg) (3-18) 
where* (GJ/L) - Torsional stiffness of the member,
J ss Polar moment of inertia of the 
section,
G = E/2(l + V )  - Modulus of elasticity 
in shear. 
r y 'es Poieson's ratio.
To compile the stiffness matrix of the structure 
the transformation matrix and member stiffness 
matrices are required. The transformation matrix in 
a general case is given in section (3«3.3«). Since 
the y - and z - directions are taken as the principal 
axes of the section - namely the flexural behaviour of 
the member in the xy - and xz - planes may be consid­
ered quite independently - the calculation of the
member-stiffness matrices can be computed in two 
steps. Then two sets of results can be super­
imposed to get the final stiffness matrices.
STEP (1) - Plexural behaViour in xy-plane
Consider member (1,2).in an exaggerated form
after applying the load in the xy-plane; Pig (13.a).
The load-displacement relation in the x-direction oan
be'written ass-
Px, = (EA/Ii) ( Sam - STxp) 1
1 > (3-19)PXg = -(EA/Ii) ( 5 +  - Skg) . J
The moments on the ends of member (when the axial
F I G .  ( 1 3 )
•68-
force id Asm a IP AcbppaVed with ;-thep/Buie^ /Load) can be
f ound ,by the siope-def 1 ectiBh equation2 UA:AY 7A77
7 a 7 : : Y 7 7  a
mz1=(6EIz7/L^).S'y1+( 4EIzA ) A 0  z^-C ;6El^2.);:'SyYii: 
A A l z A )  0 Zg
mz2= ( 6 B I z A 2) 5*y^+ ( 2EIz/L) & z^-(,6EIz / j 2 )  *>y2t
(3.20)
(4EIz/Tj) © z 2
The normal forces (shearing forces) due'to theA 77; A > * j : ’* A ‘A'”' 7..;: 7. •/.); % • ’ / ’ yA- ’v • . > .-A A !Y7,7p>' 7 7- ' A
/ :A 7 :A A A A y747 ; 
77/A 1 7 Py-i « (mz^ + m z A A  I -A
?;• 7 + /  2 v , I (3 .2 1 ) ■ + ■ +
,. . /:,. - ■; ; Py2/“ A " " ^ * 7 ’ m z g ) '■ Z^  l ;+//* 4 7 / ' A,-'/Aa':,>. A Y 7 A  
Equations (3/. 20)/andA (3723?)//resultAin: Y 7 4 7 A ' / 7 a A a
^ 1  “ rff"2 = (nzq + HZg) A
or Vpyj_ ;= p i + ^ d 2 E i + i 3 ) ; S y A C e i s i / A 2)'® Zl
Ssg+C 6BIz/L ) © z .
1
-(3.22)
Now equations (3*19)> (3.21) and (3*22) can be 
represe.hted, in/ matrilforni-/as belo'w:•■ A/A/AA:0 *J ;00}}■:.■}
isp:t§f / = A;”e ^ A  ; ’ 'O’ •' 0 7  -7‘. '■ V
Pyi A 7'-
w -zl •; 0-s 63IzA 2 ^ a ak P.
A/7; -Ei*A 0; ; *f ]</ 0
0 -12SIz A 3 6EI
A 7 A / ' 5U A i,2 /;;/ 2EI
*
A 2a. 
z A
i l
1
fjfx,
az-.
Sy,
Qz,
«
Px2 ==A -e+ A ISAA;-77 Sxl
J 7 ::;/C/77;a 2Ei 7 3:I I U B i /
¥c
+ 2Wt
A 07/4 A + zA 2: A ® ^ # A : ®*1
X EA/li'://•/<+;/// ttfal
7'/AY '.a7 4; ;
z + :0';A,A A f i f i l A/-6BIaA 2 *
: A cm
A>=:lo
A*;* / . 47 V ;V '. ::0/v;:/ _6"IzA 2 ez2
y  ( 3 . 2 3 )
:>!i.r. r i\-: *v•;,'\ ’. '■ '■*•' .’’
■ *! ;AA^Avr.s ■' v ,V\'- -
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fafay STEP (2 ) - Flexural behaviour in xz-plane fa/fay fafa fa'' 
•fafay fay fa-b the/xz-pianei Fig (1 3 .q) , the, same - pro- :;fa;- fa 
., / ocdure : as for the xy-plahe/can ybeyf oilowedleading + 0/ 
■fafa relations fafa These - relations can be
y.;. fafa derived vfrom, relat ions y,t3>23)'> replacing force fa fafa 
fafa andymoment alphg- thefay-axis -withfaf orce :;ahd moment , fa. 
' • ’along .they z-axls , ; and.:facbnsidering':.th:at: m_ ./isfain the ,;* 
fafa opposite direction td. / fafa'fayfay/fay-'fa-fafa-fa -fa.fafa:fa;fa;fafay:fa'fayy'fa-:s; fa' y ': .-fay / ’.fa vr!« ■' fafafa / “• ffa fa - fa‘;f.fa\V •’ fa Yifa. A fa fafa- fa fafavfa' *v‘ fa - fa* 'fafa fafa- 'V fa *' fa -
fafafa ;S.uperimpos i ng relat ions' (3.. 13 )fa (3*23), and J the 
fay/corresponding relations/ £ o^fafathefastepyt 2),. t.he .final. fa 
yfay yrelatlons: f or ;f orce~displacement of ',a . member; in the. •.
•rigid- sp ape ,frame is, 0btained• T h 0 s e r e 1 a t i o ns i h ; fa. 
fafafa matrix.' f,Q.rm:.are j f o r (  l)fa y yfa V
can be written ass
m
■ " » fa * .t ’ ■' • fa.-:fa 7 "’fa fa' •' ‘ ’ •* •' / • ...y-Y,,;;. Y:yfa -'‘'yy vfayfa-i.
Px, xs.- 0 0 . 0 a  ;fa f a f a f a v f a f a / f a f a  XI
Pv. fay fay/Q/:fa : f a E£ A f a  0 y fa fa fa 0fa-y ^ t j i S y r
f a f a fa fa fa o fa 0 tte Iy /t3 0 0 / fa il ,; .
Irtxi y fa /fa fa fay^fafa'fa^Y’f a
; 0 9 & O -6 € ly /P 0 f a r
. -f t
yfa /fay/d--: * « • / £  0 0
fa
/p -*> Ht
!
H
** r V B z i
r f a f a / f a f a
✓
l W / L ; , o -
.> . -v* ‘‘ «n
y  ; ( Y ; , y V ; y f a t
’■..: /-fafafa/ fa- /  0 - ,1£V ( - 3 0 0 ; y . b ; ; 5 6 » » / r
• fa----fafa; -' fa -*•fafa-fabfa’-’' 0  - m h / d 0 . o y y .
far fafaoy t y + i f y f a y f a 6 3 y y b y y  ; ; t f a y : ®X2
fafafa: 0 <JV m fa t-
4 
'
V fa
: 0 2ei»a - y.°:-: SV2
4 *. fa fa. • fa : -fa /fafa /Ofa,:h - fa -; ; fa '■
0
0 ^  V l  . Bzj.
: The ;Corresponding;faelatlbnsyfor erid (fa) show:: ’.-fafa
fa~ K 2i: = fa?”13 - . '• ’ / '
fa":?'22*'';^ t ^ x i  with the; signsfaof ’ .off-diagonal
y fa/fa •/ yfalgtiterill re ver s ed )fa ;• fa.fal ..fa fafa fay;-;‘fafa-
■ 7 0 -
In the analysis it is sufficient to caleulate 
only (K22), as the other member stiffness matrices 
can be obtained from (K22) and equilibrium matrix (H) 
These;relation for member stiffness matrices in the 
member-and frame-coordinate systems are shown by 
relations (3*24) & (3'«25) •
(3.-24)
Kg 2 « K
K 11 HKH
&
K12 " “# K  . ’ + K 21 « K 12 -KH
(3.25)<
k '22 » T d C ) ^
K£ I = T(HKHt )Tt 
K £ 2 =  -TdfrOT15 
IC' 2i = Kjg = -TdOII^T^
The equilibrium matrix for a uniform member lying 
along'the x-axis of the member-coordinate system can 
be written ass
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 -L 0 1 0
0 L ,0 - 0 0 1
(3.26)
3.4. Wind Load Analysis for Barrel Vaults
Wind blowing against the structures produces 
pressure on the windward side and suction on the leeward 
side, which are assumed to be perpendicular to the 
surface of roof. The combined force (pressure) on 
the outside of the windward side and leeward side when -
the velocity of wind-is (V m.p.h.) is shown by:
pP ss kV , in which P is expressed in pound per square 
foot and k is an empirical constant - the hydro­
dynamic equation gives (k - 0.0034)*
There are many empirical formulae giving the
2 14pressure and suction on the structure ? • The basic
equivalent wind pressure in the windward side depends 
on the height of the building and its degree of ex­
posure to wind. The "British Standard Code of
Practice (CP3,Chapter V 1952) suggested: P = (V2/5l8)p_
I Cm
in which P^2 - pressure corresponding to a 
velocity of 72 m.p.h.; and tabulated the values of 
pressure and suction, for variation of the angle of 
the roof with the horizontal plane. In the case of a 
barrel vault, the curve should be divided into four 
parts and from the angle of each part the required 
values can be found; Pig (I2;e). This has been done 
for the lamella barrel vault under investigation and 
.as the tabulated results shoy;, there is suction in some 
parts of the windward side which is mainly due to the
ratio of rise-to-span (r/S = 0.258)*
Wind pressure relative to the frame coordinate
system
0 Windward
X
Leeward
= 40°,57' +0.10 P +0.45 P
e 2 = 13°,39 -0.59 P- +0.-48 P
The pressure and suction-cad be resolved into
vertical and horizontal components. Obviously, each 
type of component can be subdivided into symmetrical - 
and anti-symmetrical - loading for the analysis. The 
refore, the analytical results for the wind load, in 
the general, can be obtained by superimposing the 
four systems of loading mentioned above.
The horizontal components (assuming P = 0.1) 
for the model under investigation relative to the 
frame-coordinate system are tabulated below; and.see 
Pig (12•f)•
Row of.joint A B 0 D R G H K
Component lb. 0 0.2 8 -0.
32
-0i59 -0.2 8
0.4-8 Oi
89
11
66
0
RETiXTIOCT (3.9) (see page 62)
(i)-fch (j)'bh
column column
COMPUTER PROGRAMING
4*1. Introduction
The stiffness method of analysis has proved to 
be the best method for highly redundant skeletal 
structure. This method was seldom used before the 
development of the high-speed computer. During the 
lhst decade the method has received wider acceptance 
because of the possibility of employing the digital 
computer to solve a large number of simultaneous equatr* 
ions. It should be noticed that, although the computer 
gives very quick results for the simultaneous equat­
ions, the capacity of its working store is limited, 
e.g. the working store of the Elliott 503, which was 
available for this work, is equal to 7000. This com­
puter is able to solve up to 60 simultaneous equations 
(in the normal manner), namely, as a rigidly conn­
ected structure with about ten joints. Generally, 
a structure has much more than ten joints and, there­
fore, some mathematical device must be employed. In 
this work, the "E. T. Compiler Technique", which will 
be discussed in section (4»4) was used.
Due to the influence of the computer, today, most 
of the accurate traditional methods, which were diffi­
cult to follow by long hand, can be followed; and the 
approximate methods have lost their popularity. A 
civil engineer (designer) does not need to know much 
about the computer itself, even how to operate it; but
C H A PTER IV
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he can use it (as a tool) to eliminate the human 
errors and to reduce a great deal the amount of 
routine office work - knowing only the language of the 
computer.
To solve a skeletal structure by the computer, its 
four main properties, plus the system of external 
forces are required; these properties ares-
(i) - Geometrical (coordinate of joints? A, Ix, Iy,
and J for each member),
(ii) - Physical (elastic constants such ass E, G, ry-),
(iii) - Topological (numbeus and names of the joints,
list of members),
(iv) - Kinematicsl (degrees of freedom at each joint,
the way in which they occur and their relations 
- compatibility condition).
4.2. Gases.of Symmetry and Anti-Symmetry
The size of the stiffness matrix of a symmetric 
structure, under symmetrical or anti-symmetrical loadi- 
ing, can be reduced to (l/2n)th when there are n- 
planes of symmetry. To compile the stiffness matrix 
(K) of this portion certain rules should be followed^^s- 
(4*2.a) - Symmetrical loading.
(i) - W h e n  the plane of symmetry passes through 
the mid-point of the member, assume a joint there and 
consider, only, the deformation within the plane of 
symmetry; Eig ('14 • a).
(ii) - When the plane of symmetry passes through
a joint, consider only the deformation within that plane 
and half of the rigidity of those members lying in
- 7 f -
|.iy‘Wffifjaawpl^»l ^i+iipfpwiii pkp*^1-'WP^WPtw
(b)
S Y M M E T R I C A L  L O A D I N G
Cd)
A N T I - S Y M M E T R I C A L  L O A D I N G
F I G J U )
(4c2.b) - vAnti-SyminetriQar loading 'vbb': V/5///" • .Vc/ '77 T / H i
. . 7 . ' <*•• • - .  7 '■ > V - y .  / -;y. ;; £ * *'*?'*'. Y/ *Kv- rY>V,. <■/ *i»v *. *Y,* ‘7... y y ’V*' > ' *V ;.V.YyV .-7. 4-
Y (i) -bWheb the -plane ’ of bSymmetry; (antisymmetry)Yy y /-•' Y' Y- b , 'v • Y Yb 7777;- ‘Y/vV77 7>* - Y 7 7  Y •/-. V ■>Y>Vv77v ' + ■; ■ - 'Y-YYYv
passes through/the mid-point of "the member, assume ;'al ■ b;.b
joint there/ and; consider,/ohiy /Vhe dtif ormations /normal//;*» t •?•- * Y' Y'/'/y'' ' 77 yb'b A 'b77>V/ ■/• •;- Yb.-, / b • Y 7 ~';7v ft ,* 'X / v *'*Y Y - y **
to the plane of symmetry/y It should|be noticed that • ■ 
the tr a nsl at ions / normal/^bt he/ plane/ of symme try*, i n - y Y-Y 
this case' at bboth ends: o,f .the :mernber are equal;and /in;/.// 
the same direction? Pig (14,d). f 
/:/: (ii) - When, the plane of symmetry passes through/ 7 ' 
the: jointy consider - only/the deformations : normal ;tb rthai: 
plane and. half . of the rigidity of those mAmbersyb7/Y54 /7y
, • vY  -.Yv'yb a  / .  ' b ; b :y  /?* V , 'v 7 Y y  7 y  y T / f . y x  < 7 . .v » l  7  „ 7 v ; /  *•• •• ' '  g ; ' . v Y - V f i v Y - 'O '  7  7  4 . / ; / ) , '  •' .*
lying in this plane? Pig (l4*e)*'“ • 7 " * . /
•: b /• /Y/yy l 7; v  ■
• • • \ .  .7- / ! r *  Y.b '  • r? /  . * * • . / /  7 / / . ; *  *•* 7  '  u  \   ' * - 7 ,  7 7  .. • /.‘7--
4»3» "Analysis .of.:a Structure; Havi.ng Oonformable';Y '/v
//: J oi nt s / yY- / Y . - N Y b b b Y ; : bVYbb:///; b/ -'/ b; -b.' -'"'t4 
A joint, in a • skeletal structure can be "Inactive!1. ' . 
or/"Active";//b/biniactiye.bjbint; is called. "Pree?• .when it b
'• •. '/'■« ” / . •/.//■*.; Y  + ’ /7*/r- * '.'^ 77-k *>:• .7 •' b/./-* / b - + 4 / 7 !' Y :;;*'Y Y'//;•■•/+ t :'/Y/ .YY y  .-7'^ Y/*v 7 ’Y
has all; possible ;degrees of' freedom, andb.ig:. c.alled :• jbY-7;•
**  ^ " . /*V;77b-Y • v- "b Y-'/. '\.77+,, Y'Y/A'bY''--'"Y.--fV.7b/_Yv:.'^ *‘'';g‘Y / 7 Y . < b ' Y , % ' ‘Y / b ’^ -YbY/'yY/Y*4‘■'/•’f''' ••/ )
" partially constrained!' when the existing degrees ' o f .Y
Y  " * ••*.'.■/•’'•' *7 '"Y; Y . /, /'"*>'4j -7 ••'.’vYS'.Y bY^’Y-V./Y .••/;• v / .. :/ Y**Y b'Y'.’YYi ’• Y../ H*.b' i '•■/.*•' - X
freedom are lessbthah/theYmaxi^tim.m 7V'"V;yYY
•' ' ’7 * ,7<;7.b n ' ;-7 V V.-..’• /■'; Y’ :V J  '; ’b .* " " "/ '•‘b * -//*■ ■' Y* Y f.-/;/ .7’/. -V /-//"v'/. f/w ’J < Yb. .• • « • *4
•A :partically : cons trained- j oint /is pa 11 ed "Corif ormable'/ .• 
when the. directions of the- constraints for that' joint ■ • - 
are : parallelb:i,b/the’ axes/of vthe;i frame-cpordinatefsystemf; 
ot herwis e; itr is; ;ca 11 ed /a;’ " Noncpnf ormable ’ j oi nt / •//;:/;/y ;/-Y ' 
r b Due t o ..symmetrical or; a nt i-symmetrical. Io ad ing. ; /: Y b 
those joints which are assumed atYfche mid-span ofb / | y
the membera, a nd5 those , vyh 1cb; - ar e bplaced: 1#: the pla ne/7/ : ■; 
of - s y mm e t ry .haveYl es s d e gr b e s b of.- freedom5 than the; max A /•'./: 
•imum available. 7 Besides/ .theYsupportb joints, usually/;/
have less.degrees of freedom than the other joint.
All these joints may be partially constrained joints, 
and if the restricted directions be parallel to the 
axes of the frame coordinate system the stiffness 
matrix and the load vector or load matrix of the 
structure (or due to symmetry one portion of the
structure) can be compiled by the two following
19 ' • 'steps 7 -  . . ..
(1)- Assume all joints of the structure have the 
maximum number of degrees of freedom and following 
the rule (3*9) section (3*2),. compute the stiffness 
matrix (or sub matrices) of the structure.
(2) - Consider .each of the constraints and 
replace all the element of the row and column of the 
stiffness matrix (IC) corresponding to that constraint 
by zero, except the leading diagonal element (which 
should be non-zero). .Als0,replace the element (a) of 
the corresponding row of the load, vector (matrix) by 
zero.
4*4* ff.T. Compiler Technique
The stiffness matrix of a structure is a function 
of the degrees of freedom of the structure. A 
structure with (33) joints (one fourth of the lamella 
barrel vault) having six degrees of,freedom for each 
.joint, results in (198) simultaneous equations; 
namely, the stiffness matrix of' the; structure is a 
square matrix of dimension (198). The necessary 
location for .this stiffness matrix number (39204)? 
which is more than five times the capacity of the
working store of the Elliott 503* In general, it is 
not possible to analyze m o s t •of the structures 
straight forwardly by solving the stiffness matrix of 
the structure and some technique should be employed.
The stiffness matrix for most of the structure 
has many zero elements and it will be advisable to 
store and operate only the. non-zero , elements. The 
time taken by the computer is approximately a function 
of the amount of significant arithmetic operations, 
and working with the non-zero elements results in a 
great saving of time on the computer.
The technique which has been employed is the 
"Elexibility Transformation (EiT.) Compiler” . .. .‘This ;Y 
method may be employed for those s/tructures which 
can be divided into several groups of joints such that, 
e.g. all the joints of the group (n) are only connected 
to the joints of the groups n, (n-l) and (n+l). The 
stiffness matrix of the structure following this tech­
nique is a bounded matrix with zero elements other than A 
that bound.
Let the structure fee divided into, only, four 
groups of joints staisfying the above conditions. In 
this case, the stiffness matrix of the structure can 
be shown ass
K 11 *12* 0 '0
K 21
i 
CM CM K
H TT ro 0
0 hr! C-> ro K 33 K 34
l ° 0
11 
m
 
' 
-e* K 44
• 0 • * ^44 are su^ ma‘fcr:i-cesin which IC^g,
relative to each group and, e.g. = (K i2^
dimensions of these sub matrices can be chosen con­
venient to the computer storage. In the. case of 
the lamella barrel vault the maximum number of joints 
in a group of joints is taken to be three, which 
results in a square sub-matrix of dimension (18).
The general form of the stiffness matrix of the struct­
ure following this technique is given in Pig.(15.a).
In the P.T. Compiler Technique, a method similar 
to ’’Gaussian Elimination” can be employed to work in 
terms of the sub matrices. The relation Kd = W may
be wfitten as:-
K 11 K 12
(K1 2Y  E 22
0 (IC23)
23
0
E 33 E 34
(E34)tE44
—
h 255 W1
d2 W 2
d3 w 3
d4 W4
(4.2)
Premultiplying the first r o w  of the augmented matrix
IC
^ l l )
0
0
(4*2) by A l gives;
*M,‘* 1t7*
11 12 0 0 E ll-1
K 22 E 23 0 W 2
(E23}t V E 33 E 34 w3
0 (E34 A E 44 W4
w,
(4.3)
Now premult I pljring the first row of (4.3) by (-K^)
and adding to the second row we obtain;
" h e 0 .,0 W,
/ m n + l y !  !
; i
(b) A  m e m b e r  in a pjn- 
c o n n e c t e d  s p a c e  frame.
z . :t M
J • -• '■■■! 
m-rf\ i
- I  V I  j
(c) A  m e m b e r  in a rigidly-
c o n n e c t e d  s p a c e  f r a m e J
F I G J 1 5 )
.
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P o r  s i m p l i c i t y ,  we i n t r o d u c e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  n o t a t i o n s : -
If i=l
else s
then
K fi
. 3 i  = K ii' f x = wi 
Xii ” ^i-1,i-1) • +  .)■1-1,i' ’ > ( 4 . 5 )
f. = W.-(Ei_1 ) .)-t(K1_1)i_L )-1 (fi_1 ).
Substituting from (4.5) into (4*4) and repeating the 
same procedure for: the remaining rows, .--the final 
result can be shown as:-
- l , r r  . \ ^ ^ /T  \~1/»
(K22)"1 (k 23) 0 ■22) h w 2 )
0 /. 0 I (f33)-;L(K34) (K33)-1 (W3)
x (k 4 4 )"1 (w 4 )
(4.6)
0 ' 0 0 
Backward; solution of (4*6) gives the following results:
“l/fT,V (?44> <V>.
d3==(?33)"1 (f3)-(E33)-:i(K34)(d4 ),
d 2= ( f 22) " H  W 2 ) -(k 22) _1 (k 2 -) (a 3) 
d, =(f,,)_1 (f ,) -(E, ..) “f (K, 0 ) (d „ )
7  (4.7)
‘l-'-ll/ v^l r , '**12' >
.and the general formula can be written as: .
ai = 7 i > “Y ® i)  -  (ei i ) " Y + / i+ 1) V w  (4 .8)
The above steps to find the unknown in a struct­
ure, which were given in detail,., are very straightforw­
ard for the computer. The computer can only work in 
terms of IC. . K, . and W, in time and repeat the
i  j  J .  ? JL j  X ~ r  J -  X
same procedure for next group to find the final results*
4.5»' Programming
Computer programs were written by the- author for 
the most general case of a space.structure (pin or 
rigidly connected) in .ALGOL 60 for Elliott 503. Any
skeletal structure may fall.in one of the. groups -
-82-
listed in section (3.1.1.). In the case of a 
space structure it is assumed to have two possibilities! 
pin-connected and rigidly-connected, which are^suit­
able for the lamella structural systems. Due to 
the lack of storage, the "F. T. Compiler Technique" 
is employed. The assembly of the stiffness matrices 
for each group follow the rule (3*9). The assumptions 
for this programing are the same as given in section 
(3*3*2.) and the member stiffness matrices for pin- 
connected and rigidly-connected are given in section 
(3*3*4) and (3*3*5*) respectively. All the cal­
culations mentioned.in section (3*3*)? plus consider­
ation of the cases' of symmetry and anti-symraetry 
(section 4 •2 ) , and the problem of constraints (section 
4*3) are left to the computer. ;
Four programs were written in .such a way as to 
be applicable to both, pin and rigidly connected space
frames- ,'. . fa fa... . / .
Program No.(l) is written, for a space structure 
having member with different cross-sectional prop­
erties ( A,
Usually, the cross-sectional properties for all 
members of the spaoe structure are the same, and in a 
few structures there are two or three kinds of member. 
Therefore, it is advisable to have a program for these 
kinds of structure. The main advantage' of this program 
over program No.(l) is to save locations of the com­
puter. Program No.(2) is prepared for a space struct­
ure having two kinds of members (a 1, II, Jlj A2,
12, J 2) •
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In programs No.(l) & No.(2) only the working 
store of the computer were used. The working store is 
faster than the backing store, but on increasing the 
number of joints to be treated, lack of storage becomes 
a problem, and the backing store will be a good help, 
when it is available. Program No.(3) was written 
for the above purpose.
For some spaoe frames the backing store, even, 
is not sufficient to store the results, or the back­
ing store is not available for the computer. Program 
No.(4 ) is arranged for these conditions. The com­
puter time required for this program is greater than 
for the three previous programs.
Each of the four programs mentioned contains 
three parts: procedures, joint-displacement analysis
and member-end force analysis. For all four pro­
grams part one is exactly the same, part three is 
almost similar, where part two is different. A ■ 
copy of program No.(3)? in three parts is enclosed} 
and brief summaries of them are given hereunder. It 
should be noted that each program can be fed into the 
computer at once,, and only for simplicity of des­
cription is divided into three parts.
4.5»1* Procedures
In most of the programs it is required to repeat 
some computations a number of times. To save.the 
computer time and storage it seems desirable to write 
the statements for those computations enoe and place 
them on the top of the program body, and then refer
- 8 4 -
to any of them whenever that computation is needed.
Each of these computations, whioh has the same role 
as a subroutine in the ordinary machine code, is. 
called a "Procedure"• A procedure consists of two 
parts! procedure heading and procedure body. The 
procedure heading consists of prooredure’s name and 
the variable parameters} where the procedure body 
consists of the necessary operations in terms of those 
parameters. For example, in the first procedure 
"null" is a name} (N,m,n) are parameters and the re­
maining part is the body of the procedure. The no- ■ 
tation employed for procedures (names and letters) are 
given in table (3)? and the procedures used in the 
programs are given in pp.( 92 to 98 ).
4*5*2. Joint-displacement Analysis
Part two of each program is devoted to the analy­
sis of the joint displacements. Attempts were made 
to minimize the number of operations for the computer. 
To save the locations of the working store, the re­
sults obtained were replaced by those locations which 
were unnecessary for. the remainder of the calculations. 
All variables are given in parametric form to make 
the program as general as possible. These para­
meters for an especial structure can be given in the 
data tape. To use the program for a pin-connected 
structure as well as for a rigidly-oonnected struct­
ure the number of degrees of freedom of the joint is 
given as a parameter called "degree". By giving the 
value of degrees as (3) or (6) the program is able to
analyse automatically the two types of structures 
mentioned*
All the information about the structure such as; 
type of the structure (number of degrees), physical, 
geometrical, topological, and kinematieal character­
istics? and system of loading can be given in the data 
tape by the significant figures. The.system of 
loading is given as an array with dimensions (n* 
degree) by (locase), in which (n) is the number of 
joints and (locase) is equal to the number of diff­
erent loading cases*
The different steps in part two of the program are 
shown in the block-diagram (flow-chant) No.(l),
Fig.(16)? and the body of the program is given in pp* 
(99 to 1 0 j * " Some notations used in this part are
shown in table (4 ).
4*5?3» Member-end Force Analysis
The displacements obtained in part two of the pro­
gram, which are stored in the computer, are used to 
find the member-end forces• ' The unknowns for a 
member may be axial forces (for the case of a pin- 
connected structure)? or eight distinct unknowns in 
a rigidly-conneoted structure. These eight unknowns 
are:' axial force, two shearing forces along y - and 
z - axes, torsion about the x~axis, two bending moments 
about the y-axis at both ends, and two bending moments 
about z-axis at both ends. The different steps for 
this part are given in the block-diagram No.(2 ), Fig.
(I7)f and the body of this part of the program is shown 
in pp. CL04 to 106 ) *
- 85-
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TABLE ( 3 )  -  PROCEDURE NOTATION
NOTATION INSTRUCTION
Copy
direcos
geadd
gecopy
matadd
matinve -X*
matmul
memoostif
memstif
negate
null
pinstif
plant
readai
Copy matrix A into matrix B 
Find the direction cosines of a member* 
General addition of two matrices A and B 
to matrix R having different dimensions 
General copy of two matrices A and B having 
different dimensions
Add two matrices A and B to R all of equal 
dimensions*
Invert a matrix and replace it in the same 
place
Matrix multiplication
Calculate the member stiffness matrix in 
the member coordinate system 
Calculate K22 of a member in the member 
coordinate system
Change all the sign of the elements of a 
matrix
Make all the elements of a matrix equal to 
zero
Calculate the member stiffness matrices 
in the frame-coordinate system for a pin- 
conneoted structure
Place member stiffness matrices in the 
stiffness matrix of the structure (or 
sub-structure)
Read an integer matrix continued
* This procedure was written by KHABAZA TReader, Queen 
Mary College)
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NOTATION INSTRUCTION
readar
situmul
stiffs
tranpo
transf
unitma
Read a real matrix
Multiply matrix A by matrix B. and
store the results in B
Calculate the member stiffness matrices 
in the frame-coordinate system 
Form the matrix transpose 
Form the transformation matrix for 
a general oase*
Form a unit matrix
A; B /  I f  I t f N, R> Represent matrices 
K ijf " ^ij 0^ a mem^er An the frame coordinate 
system
— KR . of a member in the member coordinate 
system
KM = Kr,£ of a member in the member coordinate 
system 
m = Row dimension 
n>c - Column dimension 
p 9 r ,t = Significant number, for row 
q,s,f = Significant number for column 
xi ?yi ,zi = Coordinate of joint (i) 
a,b,c,e,d = See section (3)*
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TABLE (4 ) - Description of Notations.-Used, in The
Program
NOTATION . DESCRIPTION
Conlis List of the constraints
const - ' Number of constraints
coo£d List of coordinates of the joints
count Number of backing store location used
group Number of groups
joint Number of joints
length List of the lengths of the members
loads List of the applied loads
locase Number of load cases
max Maximum dimensions of a sub-matrix
member, Number of member
memlis List of the members and type of the 
member
propty Beginning and end of each group and whether
V ' ■ • • j  '
or not a constraint exists for that group
D IS P L A C E M E N T  ANALYSIS
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s t a r t
   <1 ; - . ’ ■ '• / '
Read degrees  of f reedom  of a joint
4  r. ^
Read the system of loading and store in loads
Read the Phys ica l ,  Geom etr ica l ,  K inematica l,  
and Topo log ica l  charac ter is t ics  of the structure
Calculate the m em ber  length and store in length
Assume C = 0 and WF = 0
for  g: = 1 step 1 until group do
1
Consider the No. o f  equations in each group and c lear
A, B & W (as K;.,  K. and W.)
u i , i + l  i
Copy the applied loads on this group into W
Set up and add the necessary  m em ber  
sti f fness m atr ices  in this group into A
? -—-
No
Are  there any constrained joints in this group
Yes
Consider their  e f fects  on A  and W • • ' \
F o rm  A  + C and place it in A
F o rm  W + W F  and place it in W
F o rm  A  arid place it in W
I s g = group
gecopy W into loads
T .........
Yes
gecopy W into loads
.
Set up K. . , in B 
y i , i + l
I
for  g: = group - 1 step 1 until 1 do
" V I . . :
No
A r e  there any constrained joints 
in this and/or next group
£
Set up and clear 13
Bring B back f r om  the store
F o r m  -BW and place it in W
- I :
geadd W into loads
F o r m  A  B and place it in B and store  it
Negate C and place it in C
F o r m  CW and place it in W F Print joint displacements
~ T ”
F o rm  CB and place it in C Go to S t re ss  Analys is
Repeat
Z Z F ------
B LO C K  - D IA G R A M  NO. ( l )
F I G  ( 1 6 )
STRESS A N A L Y S IS
PART ( 1  )
\ y PROCEDURES 'fafafa
begin procedure null(N,m,n); 
value mfn;
■ N » fay .
integer m,n; , . 
begin integer i,j;
for i:=1 step 1 until m do 
for j;=1 step 1 until n do
' ' N[i,j]:~o,o / ' ;yfafafa
end;
procedure unitma(l,n); 
value n ; ' ■ ■‘•fa..'- -A
• array I; 
integer n; 
begin integer i; 
y ' fafa.■ nuli<l,n,n>; ■ y • yfa ■
for i:=1 stop 1 until n do 
I[i,i]:=1.0
end;
procedure copy<A^Bfinfh) jy'fay 
value m,n; 
integer m,n; 
array A,B;
begin integer i»j; fay
for ii=;1 step 1 until m do 
for jl~1 3top 1 until n do 
Dti,j]:~A[i,j] 
end; - fafa'
procedure negate(A,B,m,n); 
value m,n; 
integer w,n;
■ array A,B; . • ■' y:fa ■
PROGRAM NO. ( 3 )
■'? V  V
' - 4 /  4  ; '7  y:Y 0 0 / ^ 9 ? - :  1  ■
begin integer i, j; '
for it=1 stop 1 until m do 
for j:~1 stop 1 until n do 
: v Y fi/nti,j]t=-A[i, j3 y v ;Y ■
end; \YV- - //YY-; ■. Y ::A+..Y YtV
procedure matadd(A,B,R,ni,n); 
value Rijn; ; / Y-'+Y/'/Y7r?
integer M«n; / ■
array A,BtR; •. ' Y / -j
begin integer i,j; * v/YYY
Y for i:=1 step 1 until 1a do
for j:=l stop 1 until n do
R[ i i j 3:=A C i V J 3 Vb[i% j 3,7 ;?£ .7
: en4 >' Y; ■ V . • - Y :
procodus’e tranpo(A>B, m, n ); 
value m,n; . VY.v +Y.'Y;'
integer m,nf. A 'VY/Y •. 
array A,D; Y-Y>Y
begin integer i,j; tfiji
■ Y •: for i:=1 step 1 until m do
Y for j 1 step 1 until n doA I ‘ WkHcyw PW H «^ »« ; pt ,% •
YY; } ' B C j , i i y Y./ZY 7:774
'end; v-YYY:7  Y‘ Y.7;YV7/.Y Y \ Y : Y 
procedure gecopy(AtB,p,q,r*s,m,n);. »mi nmwi.iWkHiif i»ixkwppww. V
value p/q,r;otm>n; Y-YyA / Y Y
intoger p ^ r ^ s ^ n ;  g v  Y ,
array A,B;
integer i,j;
mt-m-l ;Y. / /Y'+Y/fY/:Y;' y
Y  ' . • YY/Y:,' Y ' ; ,• ' ’ • . Y C f  ■,' . •* ... . / ’ . Y { J  • Y • v* f .  Y: . . 2
n:sn-1j /YHY4y7yYY7yYYY:.,YY> VY/AYY/ V -iji.fi fix. V 
for i:=0 step :1 until • m do : + Y ;
Y :Y for Yj:=0 step 1 until n do YYY 4 7  A  4 ^ 7  Y’YyYVYC,7 
■0:0 Btr+i,s+j]:=A£p+i,q+jj
end; ( ■>
procedure dir cos (x j, y j f zj, xi, yi ,zi, a, h, c, e, d, length r dogi-e© >; 
value 3tj ,yjfzj ,xi ,yi ,zi ,length;YY + 7 7 : Y-ZY/Yq-' Y :/Y Y/ Y/Y:; 
real xj,yj,zjjXi,yi,zi,a,b,'c>o ,d,length;-Y/Y.:; .70j/0/'N:0,:Y
integer degree; 
in begin real A;
a;=(xj-xi)/longth; 
b;=( y j ~y i )/leng tli; 
c;-(zj-ai)/length; 
if dogreo-3 then e:=:d:=1*0 else 
begin A::=a*a+b*b;
if A=0.0 then e:-d:=;1*0 else 
begin e; H)00 ;
d:~sqrt(A) 
end ,
end
end;
procedure matmul(A,B,R;m,c,n); 
value m,c,n; 
integer m#c,n;
A »B »R? 
begin integer i f j, k ; 
real X;
for i:=1 step 1 until w do 
for j:r1 stop 1 until n do 
begin X:=0.0;
for k:~1 step 1 until c do 
X:aX+AClfk3*BCkf ji'i 
■R[i,jJ:=X
end
end;
procedure matinv<A,n); 
value n; '
integer n; ■ 
array'A;
begin integer i,j,k; 
real m;
for i:=1 step 1 until i\ do 
begin rn:=1/A[i t i] ;
ACi,i3:~1*0;
for k;=1 step 1 until n do 
A£i »i>3 :=A[i
for j:= if ill then 1 else 2 step (if jli-1 then 1 
else 2) until n do
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begin m:-ACj,i3»
ACj,i3 :=;0»0;
for k:=1 stop 1 until n doi i i #**»»««»»•<■«» ' i mn *—»«»:» o ' •#»*=»•
A[ j, k] : =A[ j, lc] ~m*A[ i , k}
end
ond 
end;
procedure roadai(A,m,n); 
value m,n; 
integer m,n; 
integer array A; 
begin integer i,j;
for i:=1 stop 1 until m do
for j:-l step 1 until n do
read A[i,j3 
end; J
procedure readar(A,m,n); 
value ra,n; 
integer m,n; 
array A;
begin integer i»j;
for i:=1 step 1 until m do
for J:~ 1 step 1 until n do
road ACi>j3
ond:
procedure memstif<KM,E?G,A,x,J,length); 
value E,G,A,I,J,length; 
array KM;
real j8,G,I,J,length,A; 
begin real EI:
EI:=E*I; 
null(KM,6,6) ;
Mil 1P13:~E*A/length;
KMC3,53 :=XM[5,33 :=6*EI/(longthnength) 
k m[2,g 3 :=ICMC6,2] :=-KMC3,5 3;
KMC 2,2]: =KT&i 3,33: -2*KMC 3,53 /length; 
KMC4,43 :=G*Jr/longth;
KMC5,5i:=KM[6,83!=4*EI/length
end;
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procedure transf(T,a,b»c,o,d);1 1111 ■ 1 1 i
value a,b,c,e,d; 
real a^b,©,©^; 
array T;
begin null(T»G,G);
T[1,1];=T[4,43:-a;
T[2,13:=T[5,43:~b;
T[3,13:=TC6,43:=c ;
T[1,2.1;=TC4,5]:=-b/d;
T[2,23:~T[5,53:~(a+e)/d; 
T[1,33:*T£4,G3:--<a+e)*c/d;
TC2,33:=T[5,63:=-b*c/d;
T[3,3]:=T[G,63:-d-e
end;
procedure plant (IC,K11f,K12f,K21f,K22f, i, j,degree> 
value 1,3,degree; 
integer i,j,degree; 
array K,K11f,K12f,K21f,K22f; 
begin integer kjlfP^q^Sftju; 
p := < i-1)^degree; 
q:=(j-1>*degreo; 
for kjsl atep 1 until degree do 
begin r:=p+lc; 
t J~q+k;
for 1:=1 step 1 until degree do 
begin s:=p+l; 
u:=q+l;
KCr ,b] :=K£r,s3+K1 If [lc,l];
K[r#u3 :=Kl2f[k,l3; 
KCt,s3:=K21f[k,l3;
K[t,u3:=kCt,u}+K22fc k,13
end
end
end;
procedure situmul(A,Bfm>o,n); 
value m,n,c; 
integer m,n,c; 
array A,B;
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begin array AC[1?m, 1:1] ; 
integer i,j,k; 
real X;
for j:=1 atop 1 until n do 
begin for i:=l step 1 until m do 
begin X:=0.0;
for k:=1 step 1 until c do 
X:=X+A[i,k3*B[k, j3;
a c[ i,13 s-X
ond;
gecopy(AC,Bf1,1#1,
end•MMONte**
end;
procedure geadd(AtB,R,p,q,r,s,t,£,m,n); 
valuo p,q,r,s,m,n,t,f; 
integer p,q,r,s,m,n,t,f; 
array A,B,R; 
begin integer i, j;
;
n:~n-1;
for i:=0 stop 1 until m do 
for jJ~0 atop 1 until n do 
R[t+i,£+j]:=B[r+i,s+j3+A[p+i,q+j]
end;
procedure pinstif (IC11f ,K12£ ,K21£ ,IC22£ ,A,L,E,a,b,c)
value A,L,a,b,c,E;
real A,L,a,b,c,E;
array Kllf,Kl2f ,K21£,IC22f;
begin real EAL;
EAL:~E*A/L;
1£11£[ 1,13 :=&*a*EAL;
K11f[1,2]:=K11f[2,13:=a*b*BAL;
K11£[t,33 s=K11f[3,13:=a^c*EAL;
K1 If [2,2] :=b*b*EAL;
K1If[2,33:=K1If[3,23:=b*c*BAL;
K11f [ 3,3] :=c*c*EAL; 
negate (IH If ,Ii12f, 3,3) ; 
copy(Kl2£,K21f,3,3);
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end;
procedure mocostif(KI 1m,Kl2m,K21m,K22m,Kij,length); 
value length;
array IC1 Ira, K12m,IC21m,K22m,Kij; 
real length;
begin array :6,1:63 $
unitma(H,6); 
unitma(HT,6);
H[6 ,23 :=llT[af G3 :=longth;
Il£S,33:=HT[3,53:=-length; 
copy(Kij,K22m,6,6); 
matmul(H,Kij,K12m,6,6,6); 
matmul< K12m,HT,K11m,G,6,6 >; 
negate < K12m,K12m,6,6); 
tr anpo< K12m, IC21m, 6,6 >
end;
procedure stif£s<K11£,K12£,K2If,K22f,Kij,longth,a,b,c,o,d) 
value a,b,c,o,d,length; 
real a,b,c,e,d,length; 
array Kllf ,Kl2f ,K21£ ,K22f ,Kij; 
begin array T,TT[1:G,1:63 i 
transf(T,a,bjc,e,d); 
tranpo(T,TTs6,G);
mecostif<K11f,K12f,K21f,K22f,Kij,length);
matmul(T,K22£,Kij,G ,6,G);
matmul < Ki j * TT, K22f, 6,6,6 );
matmul<T,K11£,Kij,G,G,G) ;
matmul<Kij,TT,K11f,G,6,6);
matmul(T,K12f,Kij,6f6,6);
matmul <Ki j ,TT,IC12f ,6,0,C);
tranpo(Kl2f,K21f,6,6)
end;
checks(£1?);
copy<K11£ ,K22£ , 3 , 3 ) ;
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PROGRAM NO. ( 3 )
PART ( 2 fa
JO IN-DISPLACEMENT ANALY5IS
begin real a,b,c,d,o,E,G,J,I,AA,A1,I1,J1,A2,I2,J2;
integer i,j,g,joint,group,member,locase,const,degree,max,k, 
u,m, n,v,p,q,r,s,t,h,count,£; 
read E,G,joint,group,member,locase,max,const,degree,Al,II,
J1,A2,12,J2;
begin integer array memlistl:member,1:43,propty[1jgroup,1:3],
D[1jgroup],conlis[1:const,1:2j; 
array coordt1i joint,1:3],loads[1:degree*joint,1:locase], 
longth[1:member3,C[1:max,1:max] ,V'F[1:max,1jlocaseJ, 
A[1 rraa::, 1 :max] ,V?[1:max,l:locase] ; 
roadar(coord,joint, 3 ); 
readar(loads,degree*joint,locase); 
readai(memli a,member,4); 
readai(propty,group,3); 
readai(conlis,const,2); 
k:=0; 
count:=0; 
cheeks(£2?);
for i;=1 stop 1 until member do
begin a:=coord[moralis[i,23 ,1]-coord[memlis[i, 1 ], 1] j 
b:-coord[memlis[i,2],23-coord[memlis[i,13,3]j 
c:=:coord[momlis[i,2.1,33-coord[memlis[i,13 ,3] j 
length!i]:=sqrt(a*a+b*b+c*c)
end;
checks(£3?);
for g:=1 step 1 until group do
begin n:~ i^f g=1 then propty[1 ,2]*degree else (pfc*opty[g,2j - 
propty[g-1,2])*degree;
m: = if g<group then (propty[g+1 ,2 3 -propty[g,2 ])
degree else 2;
count:-count+n*m;
begin array B[1:n,1:m];
h:-k+1;
null(A,n,n); 
chocks(£4?); 
null(B,n,m);
gecopy(loads,W,li,1,1,1,n,locase) ; 
checks <£5?)i 
p:=propty[g,13 i 
q;=:propty[g,23;
u:~if g<group then propty[g+1,2] else q;
for i :=1 stojp 1 until member do
begin
if (momlis[i,23>P and memlis[i,13<q) then 
begin array K11£,K12f,K21f,K22f[1idogreo, 
1:degree]; 
rs=memlis[i,1]; 
s:~momlis[i,2];
dircos(coord[s,13,coord[s,2],coordf s,3], 
coord[r,13,coord[r,2], 
coord[r,3],a,b,c,e,d,length[i3,degree); 
checks(26?); 
if degrees3 then 
begin AA;~ Lf memlis[i,3]=1 
then A1/inemlis[i ,4] 
else A2/momlisCi,4]; 
pinstif (K11f ,K]2f ,IC21f ,K22f ,AA,length[i3 , 
E,a, b,c) end else 
begin array Krs[1:degree,1:degree]; 
if moralisti ,3js1 then 
begin AAs=A1/momlis[i,4]; 
I:=;l1/memlis[i,4];
J:=J1/momlis[i,4] 
end else
begin AA:-A2/memlisCi,43;
I := I2/in©ralis[ i ,43;
J:=J2/momlis[i,43
memstif(Krs, 33, G , AA, I, *1, length[ i 3 )} 
chocks(£3?);
stiffs(K11f,K12f,K21f,K22f,Krs, 
lengthCi3,a,b,c,e,d); 
chocks(£9?);
ond;
checks (£10?);
if (memlis[i,1 3j>p and momlis[i ,2]<;q) then 
begin f :~if g=1 then r else (r-proptyCs-1,2] ) ; 
t :~i£ g=1 then s else (s-proptyCg-1,2]); 
pi ant (A, K1 If, IC1 3f, K31 f, IC22f, f, t, degree ); 
chocks (£11?);
end
else if (memlis[i,13<q and momlisti,23>q) then 
begin f i=(s-propty[g,23-1)’>dogroe+1;
t :~i£ g=1 then (r~1)*dogree+1 else 
(r~propty[g-1 ,2 3-1 )*degree+1; 
goadddCl1f,A,A,1,1,t,t,t,t,degree,degree); 
checks (£12?);
goadd(K12f,£j,B,1,1 ,t,f,t,f,degree,degree)
end
else
begin t:=:(s-propty[g~1,23-1 )*dogroe*H;
go add(K22f,A,A,1,1,t,t,t,t,degree,degree)
end
end;
checks (£13?); 
end;
chocks(£14?); 
for i:=1 step 1 until const do 
begin
if (conlisCi,1j>p and conlisj/i^^u) then 
begin r:=conlis£i,13i 
s;=conlis[i,23;
t i f  g=1 then (r-1)*dogree+s else 
(r-propt y[g-1,2J-1)* degroe+s; 
if (p?opty[g,33>0) and (conlis[i,13>P and 
conlis[i,1]<q) then
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for f :=1 step 1 until n do 
begin AEt,f]5=0,0;
A[f,t]:=0,0 ; 
chocks(£l5?);
ond;
for f;=1 3top 1 until locase do 
Y/Et,f3:=0.0;
AEt,t3i=1.0; 
chocks (£16?); 
if g<group then
begin for f : = 1 stop 1 until m do 
B[t,f3:=0.0; 
checks (£17?);
end
end; if g<group then
begin if (proptyEg+1,3]>0 and (conlis[i,1]>q 
and conlisEi,1J<u)) then 
begin t:=(r~propty[g,2.3-1)*dogree+s; 
for f:=1 step 1 until n do 
B[f,t35=0.0; 
ehecks(£1S?);
end
endw o
end;
checks (£19?>; 
end;
clieck3(£20?); 
if g>1 then
begin geadd(A,CfA,1,1,1,1,1,1,n,n); 
checks (£21 );
geaddO'/ ,\7F ,W, 1,1,1,1,1,1, n, locase )
end;
checks(£22?); 
matinv(A,n); 
checks (£23?); 
si tumul (A ,\! t n, n, 1 ocaoe ) ; 
checks (£24?);
' / 
*—IO^A
gecopy(Y/, loads, 1,1 ,h, 1 ,n,locase) ; 
if g<group then 
begin tranpo(B,C,n,m); 
chocks(225?); 
situmul(A,B,n,n,m); 
bsarray(D[g3,1,n,1,m); 
tobs(»[g3,B,1ftrue); 
negate(C,C,m,n); 
checks (£26?); 
matmu 1 ( C ,Y/, Y/F, m , n , locase ); 
checks (£27?); 
matmul(C,B,A,m,n,m); 
copy(A,C,m,m); 
chocks (£28?);
end;
chocks (£29?);
end; 
checks(£30?); 
end;
for g:~group-1 step (-1) until 1 do 
begin gecopy(loads ,W,h,1,1,1,n,locase);
h;= if g=1 then proptyt1 >2 3 *degroe else (propty£g,23- 
propty[g-1,2} )*dogree; 
m:=(pi’Opty[g+1,2]~proptyCg,23)*degree; 
h:~h-n;
begfn array B[1:n,1;m3;
tobs(D[g3,B,1,false); 
negate(B,B,n,m); 
situmul(B,W,n,m,locase);
geadd(V7, loads, loads, 1,1 ,h,1 ,h,1 ,n,locase) ; 
end; 
checks(£31?); 
end;
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PROGRAM NO, ( 3 )
PART ( 3 ) 
MEMBER-END FORCE ANALYSIS
for ij=1 stop 1 until looaso do 
begin print 2£l10a6?LDAD CASE£s2?NO»£s2??; 
print sameline,digits(1),i;
if degree=3 then print ££110sG?JaiNT£s14 DX£s19?DY£s19?DZ21?? 
else print ££110sG?JOINT2s7?DX£s11?DY£s11?D2£s11?TX£s1 1?TY£s11?TZ£1?? 
for j:=1 step 1 until joint do
begin print ££ls6??> print samelinepdigits(3),j; 
h:=j*degree;
Ic: = jif j--1 then 1 else (j-1)*degree+1; 
for f *=k step 1 until h do 
begin if degrees:3 then
print samelino,££39??,scaled(6),loads[f,i] 
else print sainoline,££s3??,scalod(4),loads[f,i3
end
end
end;
checks(232?);
it degreo=3 then print 2£115s2? MSI©ER2s9?LENGTH£s14?FGUCE£l?? 
elso
begin print ££120s2?r,B3MBER£s4?LENGTH£s5?FORCE-X£s5?FURCE“Y£sG?? 
print same line, 2F0RCE ~2£ s5 ?MDMENT-X£s4 7MOMENT-Y1 £s Sri 
.. . MDMENT-Z1?;
print samoline,££s3?MDRC3NT-Y2£s3?MOMENT-Z2?; 
print ££!??
end;
for i:=1 step 1 until member do 
begin array V,WFi1!degree,1:locase]; 
r:-memlis[i,1]; 
s:~-memlis[i,2j; 
t!=(r-1)*degrae+1; 
f:=(s-1)*degree+1;
gecopy(loads ,ri,t,1,1,1,degree,locase);
gecopy (loads ,V/F, f, 1,1,1, degree, locaso ); 
dircos(coord[s,1 ],eoord[s,2 ],coord[s,3J,coord|>,13, 
coord[r,23,coordO,3J,a,b,c,e,d,lengthCij,degree); 
if degrees:3 then
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array T[1s1,1:3],P[1;1,1:locase];
AA:= jlf moralisti ,3]=1 
then A1 else A2;
EAL:=E*AA/length[i3;
T[1#1]:=a*EAL;
Ttl ,2] :=bi*EAL;
TD,33:=c*EAI.; 
negate(W»V/F, 3, locase) ; 
matadd(Y,,#Y/F ,Y/ j 3, locase ); 
matmul (T,Y/,P,1,3, locaso); 
print digits(3),r,samoline,£-?,s,£2s5??, 
scaled(G),lengtht i 3;
■for j:=1 step 1 until locase do 
print sameline,2£s8??,scalod(G),P[1,j] 
end else
begin array K11m,K12ra,K21ra,K22m,Krs,TT,T[1:dogroey 
1 {degree3 ,71 ,Y/2,V/3[1:6,1:locase3 ; 
if memlisti,3]=1 then 
begin AA;=A1; 
l:=I1;
J:-J1 
end el30 
begin AA:=A2;
I:=I2;
J:=J2
end;
moms ti f (ICrs, E, G, AA, I, J , longth[ i 3 );
mecostif(KI1m,K12m,K21m,K22m,Krs,longthti] ) I
transf (T,a,b,c,.o,d);
tranpo(T,TT,6,6);
matmul (TT,Y7,Y/1,6,6,locaso);
matmul (TT ,Y/F,Y/2, G , 6, locase );
matmul(Ki1ra,vn ,7,6,6,locase);
matmul ( KI 2m ,W2 ,Y7F ,6,6, locase ); 
matadd(Y7 ,Y/F ,Y7, 6, locase ); 
matmul(K21m,Y/1 ,V73,6,6, locase); 
matmul (K22m,Y/2tV7F,G ,6, locaso); 
matadd(Y73,V7F,V7F ,6, locaso ); 
for h:=1 step 1 until locaso do 
begin print digits(3),r,sameline,£-?,s,££s??, 
scaled(4),length[i] 
for j:=1 step 1 until degree do 
print sameline,££s2??,sealed(4),Y/[j,h]; 
print same 1 ino,££s2??, scalod(4),Y7F[5 ,h] 
print sameline,££s2??,scaled(4) ,V7F[6 ,h]
end
end
end;
chocks(£42?);
print ££112?USED B*S.L,=?;
print sameline,count;
CHAPTER V
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
5*1. Introduction
Using programs mentioned in Chapter (4 ), the 
analytical results for the two types of structures 
(pin - and rigidly - connected) oan be obtained.
The displacements are given with respect to the frame 
coordinate systems. In the oase of a pin-connected 
structure there are three translations for each joint 
whioh result in only axial far-ces (tension or com­
pression) for each member? (see appendix 2). For 
the case of a rigidly-oonneoted structure it is con­
sidered to have two member-coordinate systems at 
either end of a member, resulting in twelve unknowns 
of the member-end forces (six for either end). In 
a skeletal structure under the equivalent system of 
loading these twelve unknowns can be reduced to eight 
Fig (15-c). The member under compression has a 
C-t-ve) sign, as the results obtained by the stiffness 
method represent the "member-end forces".
The lamella barrel vault. Fig (l), is considered 
as a rigidly connected structure, and theoretical 
analysis of its stress distribution was carried out 
to investigates-
1 - The influence of longitudinal supports,
2 - The influence of gable stiffening,
3 - A short cut solution.
F i n a l l y ,  t h e  l a m e l l a  b a r r e l  v a u l t  was a n a l y s e d  by
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5.PC The Influence of Longitudinal Supports
Two oases of longitudinal support were consid­
ered in the analysis of the lamella barrel vault?-
(a) - Boundary joints fixed in position,
(b) - Boundary joints fixed in position and
direction.
For each one of the above cases, which hereunder will 
be referred to as conditions (a) and (b) the structure 
was analysed under the following two systems of 
vertical loadings-
Load Case No.(l) - Unit loads applied symmet­
rically at all joints (except longitudinal boundary 
joints)
Load Case No. (2) - Unit loads applied at all 
joints (except longitudinal boundary joints)? 
symmetrically about the transverse plane of symmetry 
and anti-symmetrioally about the longitudinal plane 
of symmetry.
Considering conditions (a & b) for each of the 
above systems of loading, four distinct results are 
obtained. These results show that a great efficiency 
can be obtained, employing longitudinal boundary 
joints with no degrees of freedom?-
(i) - Symmetrical loading - The joint displaces 
ments obtained for conditions (a & b) under load case 
No.(l) are shown in tables (12 & 13)? appendix (3)* 
These results show that the joint displacements for
a n  a p p r o x i m a t e  m e t h o d *
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condition (b) are much smaller than for condition (a). 
The vertical displacements of the joints for two 
conditions (a & b) are shown in Eig (18). The member- 
end forces, which are functions of the differences 
between the. corresponding displacements of the two 
ends, e»ga (DX .-DX.), (TZ.-TZ.), for the
J O .  J  1
two conditions (a & b) under the system of loading 
No (1) are shown in tables (16 & 17)? appendix (3).
To compare these results, eight components of the 
member-ond forces should be taken into account. In 
a rigidly connected frame, in general, the bending 
stress has the greatest value, namely bending moments 
make a contribution to resistance against the ex­
ternal load greater than that from the axial forces.
Member-end forces, tables (16 & 17), show that 
the two shearing forces (FORCB-Y & FORCE-Z) are very 
small compared with the axial forces, also moments 
about z-and x-axes ore much smaller than moment 
about the y-axis. Although in the analysis of a 
member all of these forces may be taken into account, 
in this investigation all components except axial 
forces and bending moments about the y-axis are assumed 
to be secondary. For each member there are two 
moments about the y-axis from which the one with the 
maximum absolute value is employed. The axial 
forces and maximum bending moments about the y-axis 
for the two conditions (a & b) are shown in Figs.
(19 & 20) respectively.
As will be discussed in section (5*3)* the 
stresses of the members near the gable-boundaries
In most barrel vaults the influence of the gable- 
stiffening on the central portion is negligible*
The length of this central part depends on the type 
of the gable-stiffening and the length of the struct­
ure*. For the barrel vault under investigation, the 
effect of the gable-stiffening on portion (6,7,8,
33?32,31?6) is almost negligible. Considering this 
portion, Fig (19) shows that the axial forces of the 
members for the condition (b) is greater than those 
for condition (a), where Fig (20) shows the maximum 
bending moments about the y-axis for condition (a) 
are greater then those for condition (b). But, as the 
effect of the bending moments in the design of a member 
in a rigidly-connected frame is much greater than of 
the axial force, the member designed for Condition
(a) is larger than that for condition (b).
These Figs. show that the axial forces, in those 
members where the influence of the gable-stiffening 
are negligible, arc- almost consistent, while the 
Max.B.M. *s for those members between two rows of 
joints are nearly equal, e.g. (members 25? 27 & ,
27, 30). Besides, axial forces in those members 
adjacent to longitudinal-bouhdaries are more or less 
the same as in internal members, whereas Max.B.M. 's for 
them are nuoh greater than for internal members.
(ii) - Anti-Symmetrical loading - To consider v 
the effect of the anti-symmetrical vertical load on 
the barrel vault, load case No.(2 ) was employed*
d i f f e r  f r o m  t h e  s t r e s s e s  o f  t h e  i n t e r n a l  m e m b e r s .
Ttae joint displacements for this system of loading 
for two conditions (a & b) are shown in tables (14 &
1 5 ) 9 end the member-end forces are shown in tabless(l8 
& 1 9 ) 9 appendix (3)*
To discuss the results, again that portion of the 
structure with the effect of the gable-stiffening 
negligible may be taken into account. The results 
obtained demonstrate that the displacements for 
condition (a) are greater than those for condition
(b). All of the three translations in these oases 
have considerable values, while for the symmetrical 
loading the translations along x- and y-axes are sec­
ondary compared with translations along the z-axis.•
To compare the- member-end forces for these cases 
of loading, the results show that the axial forces and 
Max.B.M.*s about all axes for condition (b), for 
portion (9, 7, 8, 33? 32, 29* 9) are less than those 
for condition (a) while the shearing forces are greater. 
Therefore, the shearing forces in the case of anti- 
symmetrical loading should be checked in the analysis 
of the members. ■ Although, the B.M. Ts about the z-axis 
have considerable values, for the purpose of this 
investigation only the axial forces and absolute 
values of Max.B.M. *s about the y-axis are shown in 
Figs.(21 & 22) respectively. These results show that 
the axial forces and Max.B.M. *s for those members which 
are adjacent to the longitudinal boundaries are much 
greater than for the other members; furthermore, the 
absolute values of Max.B.M. 's for those members for 
condition (b) are much greater than for condition (a), 
while the axial forces show the opposite relation.
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This shows that those members adjacent to the long- 
itudinal-boundaries under anti-symmetrical loading 
should be designed to be stronger then other members*
5>3» The influence of Gable-Stiffening
For the investigation of the influence of gable- 
stiffening it is assumed that all the joints/along 'Y 
the longitudinal supports are fixed in position, 
condition (a);and six types of gable-stiffening were 
taken into account. These six types of gable- 
stiffening, which represent the different kinds of 
gable-boundaries, were achieved by choosing, the , + ■ •://•• ■ 
geometrical properties of the cross-section of the end^ 
arch members, to differ from the other membersi 
Assuming (A,Ab)» (l,X^) & as the cross-
sectional area, second moment of area and polar moment 
of area for the other, and end-arch members respect­
ively; the six types of the gable-stiffening can be 
tabulated as belows-
Type of Gab’le--Stiffening "b Xb h
"very flexible" (V.F.) J l / l O 1/10 j/10
"Flexible" - (S'.) A 1/10 J/XC
"Normal" 0 0 ii I J
"Rigid" ; .(H) C./' A : 101 ioj
"Very rigid"• (V.H.) 100A . 1001 10.0J
"Too rigid" (T.H.) . 100 A 10001 1OO.0J
The analytical results for each type of gable-
stiffening have the same designations as in tables ;
; ,* fa ; * • » »■»* > 'y • -Vy* '* •/. -fa/ -.y.T .-fa---.,r - fa- + \fafav ’ ■». i  h^V .*>V. ;/«>/.-?'' f  V ’ T'* , • fa V fa* " ■ ! -'/fa
(12 & 16) • . The results obtained; for "very flexible";.//
and ’^Too rigid" gable-stiff ehfhg . are bhowrivih^ tables "faii 
(20-23) ? :. appe hdix . (3) • ’?%0 Agaxii in this ‘ ihvestigalipri'/fa 
axial f orces Band Max. .be hding/mbme nts about the y-axis, fa: 
seem/to 'be mbre "importaht;/tHat/ thbfabtheli’ cdmporiehtsfa ;fafa 
The axial; forces /for these, types, for 'simplicity- of fay'.//'. \
arc- shown in table (5) • ' ■ -'fay fa '*1 fafafa 'faV'.l /'■; / * fa. fa/ yy.fa'fafa\'* */V . • *.■ fafa/,-/fa fa. ,*.* fa. facfav,^' ; fa'/fafa; 'fa* fafa. ’'/fa,
The increase and decrease of the Max.B.M*fas for these ■'
types/are almost.-ln: the same, direction as the axial
f or oes a ndt ar e fashown In' table / (6)>y fa fafa**:fafa ' -'’fafa /fa-/'fa fa fa /;yfa/fa• 7.yffa fa. ..«Y!<fai‘fa fay;/'fa/--'fa/ 'k*fafayyfa ‘fa /•’■•/-A \ - fa'ifa-' /•• fa*fa
fa:y;. fas The type of gables-boundaryin which; the end/hrch fa
members ' havefathe s ame yGrosb'rsectibhal: properties’ /as/. 1
* v , yy fa- 1 ’ •- ■' / /"■ ■ fa •' - ■
the' other member is called "Normal" and is used as a ’
basis' for comparison of. different, res ults fa /The; results
obtained; for the/six • ..type's-'of; :gable-bquhdary>fa:plUsfa.Vi fafafa
thefaresults /obtai&dfaf
s h ow j - 7. t / . fa ’.: fafa ‘«r** : *- * • • •* fa >• • fa ,r: .fa - * •.
fa faX 1$ Hfa.The :frispl'ac_empnts. p.f ,fa.t,hey .-.j oints :oa tlie-fayyfafaffa.
•' fa '• /* % fa *fa " fafa:*fa.fa/ ».fa /y ' "■ fa fafa/ ■’fafafa: •*. .fafa-*' /fa. //fafa "fafafay" 'fa/fa fafa.' '/•> V-fa/fafa fa’fa ./'fa/' ■ * Z'fr - 'fa fa' 'fa:
gable-boundqries for
"Flexible", are much/greater-than for the, other typesy/fafa 
of;, g able-stiff fa-fafa/fa-.vfafafa//
fa;/ fafa/ C. 2 ) " -/ :Forvfa t h p s.e;. iae mber s ywit h / 51 -Ci, fa-iS'fa. fa fa / : fa-v-'
e qua! fato.: t he ;1 owerfa significant , numbe r": of;v t he,: mem b er; ij , 
the . axial f orces' and’/the Max*B.My 'sfafpr'/all;.t:ype;s:?;ofyfa
almostfafhefasame': (theydiffereribeybetweenfatJaefa'Values of/fa'fa 
two :oolumns; f orfaeabhfafOw' is ’. about; 0*02$). fa/fafafafafafafa//'/'^;fa 
/ . •: / 43:)• • r/ Polumns C4 ;to 18)
the. results J of. axialfaf orces ahd Max*B.M. fs are almost- ; /
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the same for those members having i^9*
(4) - Columns (5 to 8) give almost the same 
results for axial forces.
(5) - Columns (6 & 7) represent almost the samb. 
values for both axial forces and bending moments
for all members.
The above considerations proved thats-
(a) - Having a "Flexible” and "very flexible" 
gable-stiffening results in greater, displacements for 
those joints, and consequently greater member-end 
forces for those members adjacent to the gable- 
bound aries'. Those two types .of flexibilities are, 
therefore, to be avoided.
(b) - I t  can be concluded from the columns (6 &
7) of tables (5 & 6) that there is not much difference, 
between the results of two types, "very rigid" and 
"too rigid" gable-boundary. When these two choices 
arise, the type "very rigid" is more economical than 
the other.
(c) ^ In general, the gable-stiffening (having 
any condition) affects only the three diamonds ad­
jacent to them and the other diamonds which are placed 
between these two portions may be called "Internal or 
central diamonds". Therefore, the sides of the 
internal diamonds can be called "Internal members"
and those lamella 'which take part in the internal 
diamonds may be called "Internal lamellas".
~ J 2 0 ~
TABLE (5 > AXIAL FORCES FDR THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF GABLE-STIFFENING
MEMBER V,F. F. N. R. V,R. T.R. M.
1 2 C*U 4 5 6 7 0
1 % -3.21 -4.07 -4.15 -4,00 -4.12 -4.13 -4.1G
1 4 -4.16 -3.65 -3.65 -3*75 -3.70 -3,69 -3.63
2 3 —0.46 -0.17 -0.16 — 0 , 3«& -0,49 -0.53 -0.19
2 4 1*11 1.75 1.80 1.68 1.59 . 1.50 1.70o 5 -1.48 -2,04 -2.08 -1.96 -1.89 -1,07 -2,00r* 5 -0.41 -0.52 -0*51 -0,46 -0.41 -0.41 -0.50
4 6 0.69 1.35 1.39 1.29 1.25 1.24 1.33
4 7 -3.85 _O 900> 9 _o or;;v | O1 */• -3.30 -3.31 -3.30 —3,36
5 7 -0.56 -0,99 -0.94 -0.07 ■ -0,82 -0.32 -0,91
5 <r>u -1, 23 -2.11 -2.15 -2.07 -2.02 -2.01 -2.13
6 9 -2.72 -2,72 -2.70 -2,67 -2.67. -2.67 -2.60
7 9 -1.11 -1.14 -1 .0 0 -0.97 -0.94 -0,94 -1.037 10 .-2.97 -2*90 -2.09 -2.92 -2.37 -2 . 06 -2,30r>•L> 10 -1.31 -1.35 -1,91 -1.90 -1,39 -1,00 -1.92
9 11 -1,49 -1,51 -1.45 -1.35 -1.32 -1.32 -1.419 12 -2.41 -2.40 -2,30 —2,35 -2,35 -2,35 -2.361C 12 -1.64 -1 .72 -1.76 -1.75 -1.76 -1,75 -1,77
10 13 -2,49 -2,44 . — 2,44 -2.46 -2.44 -2,44 -2.45
11 14 -2.54 -2.52 -2,49 -2.47 -2.47 -2,47 -2*43
12 14 -1.37 -1,94 -1,97 -1.96 -1.96 -1.90 -1.30
12 15 -2,13 -2.11 -2,09 -2.07 -2.07 -2,07 -2,0713 15 ' -2,14 -2,12 -2*13 -2,17 -2 ,1 0 . -2.16 -2.1514 16 -2,22 -2.29 -2,31 -2,31 -2*31 ft, CV«J>14 17 -2.21 _<T> i r>4 I O -2*16 -2.14 -2,13 -2,13 -2.1415 17 -2.17 -2,17 -8,19 -2,22 -2.2 2 -2.22 -2.2 015 10 -1,30 -1.39 _ *i r»«r» —  1 « -1 .07 -1,00 n r * —1 ■ 0016 19 -2,50 -2,51 -2,50 -2,43 -2,50 -2,40 -2.4917 19 -2,40 -2.40 -2*43 -2.48 -2.45 -8.4417 20 -1,93 - -1.92 -1.9C _ 1  , o o  — 1 « OO -1.33 -1,00 ■ -1.09
18 20 -1.90 -1,90 -1*91 -1.91 -1.92 -1 ,92 -1.9119 21 -2.74 -2.75 -2,77 -2 .0 0 -2.00 -8.79 -2,70
19 22 -2,16 -2,16 -2.16 -8,14 -2.14 -2.14 -2,15
20 22 -2.07 -2,07 -2.0 0 -2,10 -2.1C -2,1 0 -2.09
20 23 -1.37 -1.82 -1.01 -1,00 -1,00 -1.00 —1 .0 0
21 24 -2.59 -2.59 -2*59 -2.50 -2,50 -2,58 ' -2.59OO 24 -2*35 -2,35 •*-2*37 -2,30 -2*33 -8*30 -2,,37
22 25 -14 93 -1 4 93 -1 • 92 -1.91 -1.91 -1,91 -1,91<>o 25 -1.87 -1 .07 -1,07 -1,07 -1.37 -1.07 -1,07
?A 26 -2.69 -2,69 -2.70 -8,72 -8.72 -2,78 -2,7124 27 -2,24 -2.84 -2,24 -2.84 -2.23 -2.23 -2.2425 27 -2,05 -2.04 -2,04 -2.05 -2.05 -2,05 -2.0525 20 -1.02 -1.02 _h on— 1 « t»<f« -1.01 -1,81 -1.01 -1.0126 29 -2,61 -2*61 -2,62 -2,62 -2,62 -8,68 -2.6227 29 -2*31 -2,31 -2,31 -2.32 -2.32 -2,32 C? O  % v«27 30 -1 98 -1,90 -1.90 -1.90 -1,90 -1.90 -1.9328 30 -1.05 -1,05 -1.05 -1.05 -1.05 -1,05 -1.0529 31 -2.66 1 -20 65 -2.66 -2.66 -2,66 ' -2.66 -2.6629 32 -2,87 -8.27 -2,27 -2.27 -2.27 -2,87 -2,2730 oV*Orf'J -2.00 -2 ,00 -2,01 -2 .0 0 -2.01 -2,01 -2.0130 xJO -1.85 -1.85 -1.85 -1 .85 -1,05 -1.05 -1 • 05
TABLE (j S ) ABSOLUTE VALUES OF Max. B, M.a ABOUT THE Y-AXIS FOR THE 
...................   DIFFERENT TYPES • OF G4BLS-STIFFENING  ............... .
A I2 X A
MEMBER V.F, , . -F,. . - . . . .• • R. - *- • V*R.- ■• T.R. M,
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 C
1 2 0.08 0.09 0.61 1.55 1,36 1.09 1.03
1 A 0,34 Q,1G 0.15 0,25 0.35 0.37 0,20
2 3 0,11 0,14 0.39 2.07 2,40 2,44 1,45
2 4 0.91 0.59 0.95 0.43 0*33 0,33 0.73
2 5 1.19 1,16 0*96 0,66 0.68 0,67 0.79
3 5 0,59 0.87 0,48 0.57 0.73 0.77 0,31
4 6 0,07 0,41 0,37 0,25 0,19 0.17 0.33
4 7 0.53 0.30 0,27 0,24 0.21 0.21 0,26
5 7 . 0,75 C.49 0.41 0.34 0,34 0.33 0.34
5 3 1.10 0,31 0.57 0,14 0.16 0,17 0.33
6 9 0,30 0.27 0.19 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.17
7 9 0,54 0,36 0.35 0.32 ' 0,32 0.32 0.34
7 10 0,69 0,22 0,14 0,09 0,11 0,12 . 0.09rto 10 1.37 0,74 0.50. 0.36 0,27 0.36 0.47
9 11 0.32 0.31 0.30 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,29
9 12 C.32 0.37 0.40 0,41 0.42 0.42 0,41
10 12 0,22 0.20 0.15 0.19 0.21 0,22 0,17
10 13 0.32 0.27 0,23 0,19 0.19 0.2C 0.21
11 14 0,43 0,44 0.42 0.37 0,36 0.36 0.39
12 14 0«63 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,63 0,63
12 15 0,23 0,30 0.29 0,26 0,26 0.26 0.23
13 15 0.31 0,33 0,37 0.42 0,43 0.43 0*40
14 16 0,61 0.62 0,63 0.62 0.62 0.62 0,63
14 17 0.45 0,45 0.47 0,49 0.49 0.49 0,43
15 17 0.29 0,29 G ,30 0.32 0,33 0,33 0.31
15 18 0,60 0,57 0.53 0,53 0.53 0.57 0.53
16 19 0.60 0,67 0.67 0,66 0.65 0.65 0,66
17 19 0,74 . 0,74 0.75 0,75 0.75 0.75 0,75
17 20 0,43 0.43 0*43 0*43 0,43 0,42 0,43
13 20 0.40 0.41 0.43 0,46 0,46 0.46 0,45
19 21 0.78 0.76 0;77 0,77 0.77 0.77 0.7719 22 0,69 0,69 0.69 0,63 0,67 0.G7 0.6320 22 0,33 0,33 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.35 0,3520 23 0.62 0,63 0 * G3 6.63 0,83 0.63 0.63
21 24 0.74 0.74 0,75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0,7422 24 0,79 0.73 0,78 0,79 0,79 0,79 0.7322 25 0,40 0.40 C.40 G.40 0,40 0.40 0.40
23 25 0,53 0,54 0,53 0,52 0,52 0.52 0,52
24 26 0.77 0,77 0.77 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.7324 27 0.75 0,76 0,70. 0.76 0,76 0,76 0,7625 27 0.36 0,36 0.36 ' 0.38 0.36 0,38 0.3625 n o /»vj 0,62 0.62 0.62 0.63 0,63 0.63 0.63
26 rt rt S.t HJ 0,76 0.76 0.76 0.76 G.76 0,70 0,7627 29 0,73 0,70 0.78 0.73 0,73 0.78 0,7327 30 0,33 0.39 0,39 0,39 0,39 0.4S 0.3923 30 0,60 0.60 0,60 0,60 0.60 0,60 C, 6029 31 0.76 0,76 0,76 0.77 0,77 0,77 0.7729 32 0,73 0,73 0,70 0.78 0.73 0,73 0,7330 32 AV 0.33 0.30 0,33 0.30 0,38 0.3330 33 0.61 0,61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61
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5.4. Short-out Solution
To investigate a short-cut solution for the stress
analysis of a lamella barrel vault, it is assumed 
that s-
(1) The barrel vault is a long barrel vault 
and, therefore the effect of gable-stiffening is 
negligible; and
(2) the type of loading is linear, i.e. all 
joints lying on the same horizontal line are equally 
loaded and, therefore, equally displaced.
In this investigation, the lamella barrel vault 
was analysed by the two following approaches:
(i) Analysis of the central arch along the
lamellas
(ii) Analysis of half diamonds between two trans­
verse sections over the entire span#
5.4 »!• Analysis of The Central Arch Along the Lamellas
For this purpose, due to symmetry, only half 
of the central arch (21, 24, 27, 33), Fig.(l), was 
taken into account. The supports were assumed fixed 
in position and 'the loads applied at all internal 
joints the same as for the applied loads in the full 
barrel vault under load case No.(l); section (6.3)*
Having a long barrel vault under linear type of 
loading results in three degrees of freedom for each 
joint,, i.e. two translations along y-and z-axes and one 
rotation about the x-axis. This reduced the displace­
ment analysis to the solution of fifteen simultaneous 
equations for the barrel vault under investigation.
The c a l c u l a t i o n  f o r  t h i s  a p p ro a c h  was c a r r i e d  o u t
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by the computer using program No.(3), and the 
results are shown in tables (24 & 25)? appendix (3)*
5*4.2. Analysis of Half Diamond Between Two
Transverse Sections 
A width equal to that of half of one diamond 
over the entire span was taken into account, Fig(l) 
shaded portion. In this approach, again, the number 
of equations to be solved, for displacement analysis, 
is fifteen. The results obtained for this approach 
are exactly the same as for the analysis of central 
arch along the lamellas since, in the stiffness method, 
meraber-end forces are a function of the corresponding 
displacements of both ends, and these displacements 
for those joints along a row of joints are assumed 
to be equal#
These two approaches give rise to similar results 
and the time required by the computer for both is 
the same. It is better to follow the *'Analysis of 
half diamonds between two transverse sections", 
because the coordinates of the joints can be found 
more quickly and this method seems more logical than 
considering one arch along the lamellas.
5«5* An Approximate Method
Most of the approximate methods mentioned in 
chapter (3) give rise to the same results for a lamella, 
but the "Virtual work method", was selected for 
this analysis. For this purpose, with the same 
assumption as for section (5*4), one foot strip of 
roof over the entire span of the arch was assumed
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as a free body with the left end as a hinge and the 
right end on a roller and' divided into sixteen equal 
lengths (say, s )* Due to symmetry only half of 
this arch was taken into account and the centroid 
of the eight equal segments in this part are denoted 
"by 1? 2; 3? 4? 5 ? 6,7 & 8; see Fig (l), transverse 
section*
To calculate the horizontal thrust at support
and B.M* *s and u*.F. *s at the centroids, table (26)
appendix (3), was arranged. The corresponding
formulae for this table are given in chapter (3) and
the parameters have the values below:-
w = 3*55551 lbs / ft2
R = 2.47917 ft.
V = 8.39999 lbs
SeccK= 1.06064 ,
and the B.M. Ts and A.F. ’s for any section are calculated
by the following formulae
B.M. = Mg - U*y
A.F. = H Cos 0 n~V Sin 6 n
The horizontal thrust at the left end is
H = T  V  = = 7.25956 lbs.
£  y2  4.68024
Knowing M a and y at each section and the value of the
horizontal thrust, the corresponding bending moment
(B.M.)^ and axial force (**.]?. )^ for the width of
one diamond were calculated. Finally considering
the effect of the angle between two lamellas (2o()
and continuity in two directions, the bending moments
1/2 (B.M.) and axial forces l/2(A.F.) for a lamella
can be obtained.
Table (26), shows that the maximum bending mom­
ent for a lamella occurs at point (2). This B.M.
and its corresponding **•!*•, which should be consid­
ered for lamella design, are:
Max.B.M. ss 0.71068 in - lbs 
A.B. = 2.44059 lbs.
5.6# Comparative Discussion of The Three Methods
In general, the stress analysis for a lamella 
barrel vault were carried out by the following three 
approaches:
(i) Exact solution, i.e. stress analysis' for 
full barrel vault employing stiffness method of 
analysis.
(ii) Short-out solution, i.e. analysis of 
either the central arch along the lamellas or 
analysis of half diamonds between two transverse 
sections in the central portion.'
(iii) An approximate method.
Among these three approaches, (ii & iii) are applic­
able for a long barrel vault under linear type of 
loading. To compare the results obtained for these 
three approaches, the shaded portion Big (l) was taken 
into account and the corresponding results for the 
approach (i & ii) and the Mafr« results for approach
(iii) are shown in Big (23)• Although it is possible 
to find the Max.B.M. and A.B. for individual members 
by ’bLe approximate method, the usual procedure is to 
choose all members or all lamellas the same as for
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the largest one. Fig (23) shows that, the A.F. fs and 
absolute values of the Max. B.M* 's for members in the 
exact solution and short-cut solution are almost equal 
and the Max. per centage difference is about 2.6$.
The Max. B.M., following the approximate method, is 
equal to 0.71; for the two other approaches 0.78 and 
0.76 respectively; and the Max. per centage difference 
between the exact solution and approximate method 
is Q.9°/°»
The small differences between the results obtained 
by the two approaches (short-cut solution and approxim­
ate method) to the exact solution proved the validity 
of these two approaches for the stress analysis of a 
long barrel vault. This gives the idea of analysing 
a long barrel vault in two steps;
1 - Stress analysis of a central portion - where 
the influence of the gable-stiffening is negligible - 
by the short-cut solution or approximate method.
2 - Stress analysis of gable-boundary portion 
by exact solution or by inserting a suitable factor 
into the results obtained for the central portion.
The length of the gable-boundary portion depends 
upon the type of gable-stiffening.
E.S.
Ab.BM.~
s .c .s .
0-61
0.60
0,38-_
0.37
0,78
0-76
0.77
0.75
AP. ME.
... ■
A/F. - 2 . 4 4  < • S:, •
Ab.BM. 0-71
A.F. AXIAL FORCE/ . 'R  . / ;L
Ab-BM. = ABSOLUTE VALUE OF Max. BENDING MOMENT 
E .S. “  EXACT SOLUTION + /  . - :/Y
S.C .S . -SH O R T -C U T  SOLUTION / ,
AP ME = APPROXIMATE METHOD
A COMPARISON BETWEEN- STRESS RESULTS OBTAINED BY : 
EXACT SOLUTION , SHORT-CUT SOLUTION AND APPROXIMATE - 
METHOD FOR THE LAMELLA BARREL VAULT•
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL' INVESTIGAT IOHS
6*1*  Introduction* •' ' y . . ~
The development of the theory of stress analysis 
has three.stagess the empirical period, mathematical 
reasoning of the theory of elasticity, and experi­
mental stress analysis* • The second stage, by for­
mulating general laws progressed further during the YY ' 
last decades.
Experimental stress analysis has been/employed by 
some designers, especially during the last twenty 
years. The purpose of the experimental stress 
analysis may be one or some of the following reasons;
(1) - To investigate and demonstrate how a 
structure works and how it deforms, before going to 
the tedious mathematical analysis, / ■' YY'y
(2) - To check the validity of results obtained by 
the mathematical analysis,
(3) - To analyze a very, complicated structure,; 
when the*.theoretical analysis is impracticable or may 
be impossible, and to find .empirical formulae*
T 0 -d ay, the us u a1 pr0 c edure i n exp or ime nt a1 
investigation is to obtain some results and compare 
them with the theoretical results; then draw some z 
conclusions and, finally, accept some justified
assumption to develop theory. .This needs very well
/ . * * • .* ' ' . ' . ‘ 
eq'hipped laboratories, and during the last decade
 ^ ' ;
* The references for this chapter ares 5,6,8,11,18,20.
a large number of accurate laboratory and measuring 
instruments have been introduced.
Experimental investigation can be done on a small 
scaled model to a full size structure. Model analysis 
oan be a valuable design tool to the structural en­
gineer and the experimental analysis of structures 
can be as accurate as desired. . .When the deflexions 
of the structured, and/or the cross-sectional 
of areas of the members vary along, the length, the 
model analysis is advantageous. In general, there 
are two main methods for analyzing a model experi­
ment ally: -
(i) - Direct Method, in which the model is a 
scaled replica of its prototype and the loads are ■ 
applied in the same manner as in the prototype and 
are proportional to those in the actual structure.
(ii) - Indirect method, in which the model is an 
elastic replica of its prototype and the applied load.: 
can be any system of loading to give the required in- - 
fluence line for the.investigation.
In this work the "Direct Method of Testing" was 
employed, and experimental analysis was performed 
to check the .validity of the theoretical results.
6.2. Scale Eactor
Investigation of the deflexions and stresses 
can be.done on a full size model (structure) or a 
small scaled model. In a full size model there is 
the problem of measuring the unknown, whereas in a 
small scale model there is the problem of scale. ’ To 
transfer the results obtained for a model to a real
+ / - 1 2 9 ~  ;• • ' ' '
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structure, the two following considerations should 
be taken into accounts-
(i) - What is required to investigates de- * 
flection, stresses, failure, or other possibilities,
(ii) - What actions are involved in the struct­
ures tension, compression, shear? bending, torsion, 
or any combination of these.
The scale.factor (n), whioh can be defined as 
belows
Properties of Prototype
n =s — ----------------------
Properties of model
in general can be -written as a function of the para­
meters s-
n = f ( n^, np, n^, n^, nj, n-g, nG, n^ , nz).
In the other words, the scale factor is a function 
of the different scales ofs length, force, cross-sect 
ional area, second moment of area, Polar moment of 
area, modulus of elasticity, modulus•of shear,
Poisson’s ratio, and certain other properties.
Hereunder, it is assumed that all the actions are 
involved and only deflexion is required. By Oastig- 
liano's first theorems
sr
r =  w
where 6"is in the same direction as the applied 
load Q.
Hows
j M2ds + ( T2ds + fe2ds
U = 2AE / 2EI 2GJ /  2AG
<c_ V  EP'I + f m v & e  + I EC'ds + ISS'ds
a e  J  e i  J  ~ g j  J  , ~ W
and ■
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whore
jP'= 3L2 > H ' = I S  » T ' = & s ' = v s
-jjq . D Q  T>Q *3 5
Bor simplicity, assume the material of the prototype 
and the model are the same (otherwise the scales of 
E, G, tyr should be taken into account), in this case 
the different scales can be shown as belows-
(&)■£ =* I«.0/ j j m -  Soale of length
(n) = = Soale of force
(n)/J5 = (-®)p/(AE)jn = foal^of ozteasional
(n)-gi c= (El) ^(EX)m bs Scale of flexural rigidity
(n)^ = “ Scale torsional rigidity
(n)^£ ss (LG)p/(LG)m = Soale of shear rigidity
If P, M, T & S represent axial force, moment, 
torsion and shear, respectively for the model? the 
corresponding deflection in the same direction of the 
applied load'in the model and prototype can be shown 
as belows-
The above formulae show .that to have a similar factor
element of ST the relations below should be satisfied2~
oP
to find each element of 6^ from tho corresponding
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1 _  (ii/ 2 _  (n^)2 1
ni.E nEI nGJ ' ~ nAG
These are three equations between six scale factors; 
therefore three of them can be taken as arbitrary and 
the remainder can be found in such a manner as to 
satisfy the above equations. Where other con­
ditions (other action or other requirements) obtain, 
the relevant relation can be easily found following 
the above procedure.
' 6.3* Properties of The Model Under Investigation
To check the analytical results, a lamella barrel 
vault (model) was designed for "Direct method of 
testing". There are four variables for a barrel vault
rise, span, length of lamella, and the angle between
two lamellast The last two variables can be rep­
resented by the length and width of the diamond.
These two dimensions should be chosen in such a manner 
as to produce (c<) about (20°); see 3?ig (l).
The different variables in a segmental lamella 
barrel vault can be calculated from the following 
formulaes~
Span of the b.v. S = 2 R Sin ©
Hise of the b.v. r = R(l - Cos G )
Radius of arch R = (4r^ + S^) / 8r
Half of the Central angle 0 = arc Sin (S / 2R)
Length of the transverse arch or Arc length -©7XH/90
& Arc tan (o( ) = Diamond Width
DiajvWid length
o r
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The model designed for the investigation has the 
following geometrical properties:
0 = 54°, 36'
R = 29*75 ins*
S = 4-8.50023 ins. 
r  =s 12.51642 ins.
A rc length = 56.70064 ins.
There are four diamonds for a transverse arch and 
the diamond's arc length = 14.17516 ins* The central 
angle for a diamond is equal to 27°,18"; and there­
fore, the diamond length is equal to (14*0414 ins.). 
Having four diamonds in a.transverse arch gives 
eight "lattices" with central angle equal to 13°39' 
and chord length (7.071068 ins.)
How, assuming width of the diamond equal to 5*0 
ins. gives rise to:
Side of diamond = 7*5 ins.
Length of lamella = 15*0 ins.
o<= 19°, 2 8 '
The plan, elevation, and transverse section of this 
barrel vault are given in Big (l), and the overall 
dimensions are S*L*r = 48.50x60.00x12.51642(ins^) 
where L = length of the barrel vault.
In the construction of the model, (22 S.W.Gr.) 
brass tubes were used. Those members of the barrel 
vault which 'are placed on the gable-boundaries (trans­
verse arches) are chosen 1/4 in. diameter, and the 
other members are chosen to be 3/16 in. diameter. The 
thickness of the tube for (22 S.W. G-.) is equal to 
(0.028 in.) and the cross sectional properties of
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these two kinds of tubes ore shown in the table below:-
Gross-Sectional Properties of Brass-tubes
Dia.(in) AREA in^ I =1 (in^) x y ' I. =S(J P Weight per foot lb
3/16 0.01403 0.000046 0.000092 0.052
1/4 0.01953 0*000244 0.000488 0.072
The model had flat bolted and soldered joints, and was 
mounted on a rigid framework.
(i) - JOINT - The flat bolted joint was employed 
for the first investigation, Pig (24* a & b). Plat 
joints, in general, are unsuitable for lamella systems, 
as they result in a very flexible structure. A mem­
ber in a lamella structural system should be placed 
with its deep cross-sectional side perpendicular to 
the surface of the roof; Pig (24*c). The flat 
joint works exactly in the opposite direction, and 
produces a very small second moment of area about a 
horizontal axis. Besides, a flat bolted joint is free 
to rotate in the plane of the connection; while it 
was assumed rigid.
The experimental results obtained for the model ' 
with a flat bolted joint were unreliable, and this was 
the main reason for employing soldered joints. The 
joints were soldered with silver solder, and attempts 
were made to prevent the elongation of the member due 
to the heat resulting from soldering. f^he model with 
soldered joints was more rigid than the bolted 
joints model, and the experimental results were
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(b )
(C) (d)
reliable. The joints along the longitudinal supp­
orts were prepared in suoh a manner as to have three 
rotations. This had been done by connecting all the 
support joints of one side by a longitudinal brass 
tube. Big (24?e), each was connected to a channel by 
several clamps at both sides of each joint. Besides, 
each longitudinal brass tube rested in one corner of 
the channel. (Big.24.*d) 5 and ,the gap between the. 
joint, clamps, longitudinal brass tube and channel was 
filled by special resin for each joint. .
(ii) - BR4MEWQRK - The framework was made of 
two timber stands and its rigidity was increased by 
placing two 3x3 (l/4) angles at two sides, and connect 
ing these together,with two rod-ties at the ends. 
Binally two 4x2 (7*91 lb/ft) channels are placed on 
the angles and bolted to them. The longitudinal 
support-joihts of the model rested in those channels* 
Burthernore, by using'the slotted angles to carry the 
dial gauges the rigidity of the framework increased 
further; see Big.(28).
6^4* Modulus of Elasticity of The Brass-tube
* T  ■ •
Modulus of elasticity for the brass varies 
betv/een 13xl06 to 17x10^ lb/in2. The chemical 
composition of the brass tubes which are used in the 
construction of the model are as follows:- 
Copper 56.0 - 60.0$
Lead ' 2.0 - 3*5$
Impurities 0.75$ Max.
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To find the exact value of the modulus of elasticity o,f 
this kind of the brass, five brass tubes having 25*0 
ins. gauge length were flattened 2.0 ins. at each end 
(to place in the'"Instron" jacks) and tested with the 
"Instron". Three of these tubes had 3/16 in. dia­
meter and two of them were of 1/4 in. diameter.
Assuming an approximate value of 14x10^ for (E) 
gives rise to the following approximate character- 
istics for the "Instron".
' Cross head speed = 0*5 cm,/minute
Chart Speed = 30.0 cm./minute
Eull scale load for 3/16 in.dia. = 360 kg. .
Pull scale load for 1/4 in. dia. =.. 500 kg.
In general, the relation between stress and' strain is:
-g _ Stress cr
Strain " £
where (S^  ~ Load/Area & £ = A l / l  • The strain, using
Instron can be calculated ass
+> _ Elongation / Magnification factor 
• Gauge Length
where, M.B1* = Magnification factor ,  B r o M T e l l ^ p o o i  5
The average of five calculated values was chosen as 
the modulus of elasticity. Hereunder, the analysis of 
one of t'hem is given in detail; ' and its diagram, 
which is drawn by the Instron, is shown in Pig (25): 
T.est No. (2)
Brass tube'3/l6 in. diameter (22 S.W.G.)
Chart Speed ■ = ■ 30.0 Cms/min.- 
Gross head speed = 0 * 5  cm/min.
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Z inc  B a la n c e

Ultimate; load = 475*0 kgs *
Cross-sectional area = 0.09052 Cm2./
Gauge length = 63*50025 cms. .//;+/./•• . V. Y. 
Elongation = &  1 = 21.0 cms • YY/Y. /Yy . ,:Y.
M.B. = 30/0.5 = 60 //Y / ‘j
E = 1 ,002,150 kgs/om2 0 0 ^ 0 } ^ / 0 0 . ;  'Y/'';:/:/YY///Y : + 
or E » 14, 253,980 lbs/in. 2 , Y-/Y.:- • /Y:
The average modulus of elasticity for the.,brass tube 
is found to be:- ■ Y;/.vY+■// y Y / Y Y , / ; Y y .Y; /•Y; Y Y 7 /'.'■'
B .S .  Load = 5 0 0 .0  k g s .
:E'i'= 14,231,553 lbs./in2# //y;;/Y'; :YY;-\Y
Polssohis ratio ■ior the br ass ; is/ equal to 0 .3 3 and:
the' modulus of shear (G) ban be calculated as below?- :Y'i Y ■• Y f *.»: ' /l1,'* 0 ' YY:*:Tie,V /■■■*■ ’/■ . , ■ -Y /• Y*v Y
Y B/YY /Y/^ Y;i#>' 23Xy 5.5;'3.+ Y-'.y';YYY
2C1+ V ) . 2(1+0.33) , .//:■;y..•..• ‘7// • v, •. Y"Y: .
or . ;////;/,/,Y 0 : 5 V 3 50,208 1bs/i n y 7+
6.5* •Deflection Analysis 
6.5 .-1» - General ? j '  )
■YYYY The'modeL/^ measure the vertical Y
displacenbhts- of ;. the.jdihts//v-Edr/ihis purpose, | YY ‘Y 
perspex padsY were^ attachefrYty/frll/joinis ./exceptY1- • 
longitudinal' supports joints )udh:'such: a' manner as ./ 
to-/represant'Ya‘ horizontaiYplane;-;.bfr\/thfe'Ytop-bbf'V"each Y Y; 
: j b i nt •;; /To'., me as ur e./i he 4 ye r t ic a 1Y d i s pi a c eme ht s, / dial' 
gauges with the /gauge, scale graduation in one- /Yv' YY: 
tho Us andths ; i noh were employed.; ,/\;Each/ d;iai. gauge was 
(connected .to. the s 1 otted angle framework, the spinclle
Dial gauges are the most common instruments for 
measuring displacement and can be used for both, 
scaled model and full size model analysis. In 
application, dial gauges are simple and accurate; 
and the effects of temperature and moisture are almost 
negligible.
Due to symmetry, only one-quarter of the barrel 
vault was taken into account, but to check the 
symmetry of the structure itself, six more dial 
gauges were employed to measure the vertical dis­
placements of joints 12 & 25 in the other three 
quarters. To increase the degree.of accuracy and 
give. more, reliable results"the model ^Was/loaded and g 
unloaded three times before taking readings. Attempts 
were made to apply loads and unload the Model without 
impact, and before each reading was taken, the model 
was left under load for about fifteen minutes. . .Unit'../-,v 
loads.were applied Symmetrically at all j o&nts 
(except longitudinal: support-joints) and increased 
in steps of one.pound, to three pounds per joint, Then 
the loads were decreased in steps of one pound . 
and, finally, ;the model unloaded. Therefore, seven . 
readings were taken: . two readings - before loading 
and: after unloading/-.Y for/initial, one pound, and two / VY 
pounds applied at each, joint.;' and one reading for 
the case of three pounds applied at each joint. The 
loads were applied to the joints by making a loop at 
each joint with/the lacing cord,••and hanging a hook
a n v i l  r e s t i n g  on t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  p e r s p e x  p ad .
from that. The weight of each hook itself was 
one pound.
To calculate the experimental results the average 
of each two corresponding readings for each joint under 
equal applied loads - for loading and unloading - is 
assumed as the actual reading for that, joint. This 
reduced the number of readings to four, and the 
experimental vertical deflections corresponding to 
one - two and three - pounds per joint are calculated 
from them. To find these experimental results a pro-, 
gram for, the "Sirius Computer" was written and the 
results obtained from both, theoretical and experi­
mental analysis are tabulated in table. (7)•
6 . 5 * 2 .  • Observations and Conclusions 5
v . In the theoretical analysis the behaviour of the 
model was assumed linear; in-particular the vertical 
displacements are directly proportional;to the applied 
loads. • The vertical displacements obtained theoret­
ically are shown in column (2) of table (7)* To 
obtain the theoretical results for two and three pounds 
the results for one ..pound were multiplied by (2 & 3) 
and are shown in columns 4 & 6 respectively. The 
experimental vertical displacements for one - two 
and three-pounds applied load per joint are shown in 
columns 3, 5 & 7 respectively. ./From the results 
tabulated in table (7) following observations can 
be made:- ■' ' v  1
(i) In general, -the experimental results are 
close to the theoretical results, especially when
the effects of gable-stiffening and longitudinal 
supports are negligible.
(2) The experimental results obtained for 
joint 12 & 25 in four parts of the structure (since 
we have two planes of symmetry), are not exactly the 
same. This shows that the model does not behave 
exactly as a symmetrical structure,, and consequently 
results in some inaccuracy in the experimental 
analysis.
(3) Due to the effect of the gables-stiffening 
most of the joints which are placed adjacent to then 
ataow inaccurate results, e.g. joints (2 & 4).
(4) On increasing the applied loads, the 
deflection became non-linear, showing the model no 
longer behaved elastically. For this reason not 
more than three-pounds loads was applied at each 
joint? even for this load some joints showed large 
deflections.
(5) The positive and negative values represent 
upward and downward displacements, respectively. 
Considering the corresponding experimental and 
theoretical results from table (7 ) it can be seen that
(i) - For those joints with vertical displace­
ments upward, experimental, results are lower than 
theoretical results, e.g. joints (2 & 9), which is 
the consequence of having flat joints, Fig (26,a).
(ii) - For those joints with displacements 
downward, the experimental results are close to the 
theory. Thesespecially for those joints whioh are 
placed on the fifth row of the joints are in better
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agreements. These joints have the maximum values 
for vertical displacements, and the results obtained 
for them oan be chosen as a basis for purpose of 
comparison. The linearity of the experimental 
values for these joints and the agreement with 
theory, together indicate the validity of the theory. 
These results for joint (18) ;are shown in Eig.(26.b). 
The per-centage error in the results, based on the 
theoretical results are tabulated below:-
Per-centage error
Joint 1 lb . 2 lbs 3 lbs
9 16.7 25 16.7
18 -5.6 -8.3, -6.5
The central arch was, finally, taken into 
account and the results for one-pound load at all 
joints are shown in Eig.(26.c). These figures show 
that the curve of the experimental results follows 
closely the theoretical curve. Prom the above ob­
servations it can be concluded that the experimental 
results are in agreement with the theoretical results 
especially when the applied loads are light? and 
inaccuracies are due to:-
(a) - Employing flat joints for the model*
(b) - Elexibility of the model due to having
small cross sectional area compared with 
the dimensions of the structure,
(c) - The model does not behave exactly as a
symmetrical structure,
(d) - The impact of loading and unloading.
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TABLE ( 7 )
THEORETICAL AND , EXPERIMENTAL' INFLECTIONS ( 0,001 in*.). * ! " Y' t — ' I*— —
IINT 1 lb. 2 IbG, O lbB«
THEO, EFPE. TKEO. EXPE, THEO, E2f.PE,
2 +9 +3 +18 +9 +27 +13
3 -25 -32 ; -50 -62 -75 -99
4 +1 -5 +8 -7 +3 tmQ "
5 -19 -21 -SO -43 -57 -60
7 % -1 -5 -2 —8 -3 -14
Ou -27 -33 -54 -63 -81 -93
0 +6 +5 +12 +9 +1-3 +15
10 -14 _<r>G? -20 -40 -42 -50
13 -24 -33 _.A O -62 -72 -94
14 +10 +10 +32 +18 +48 +31
15 -16 -81 eb— -42 -43 -61
17 +10 +4 +20 +11 +30 +18
13 -36 r>—o>u -72 -70 -103 -115
19 +22 +15 +44 +32 +66 ■ +42
20 -23 -17 -46 -SO -69 -69
22 +11 +5' +22 +15 +33 +19
23 -46 "'-43 -92 ■ -07 -133 -130
24 +23 +16 +4S +23 +69 *3*47
2.7, +11 +7 +22 +15 +33 ' +18
28 -50 -6S -100 =127 -150 -103
29 +83 +14 +46 +29 +69 +41
30 -29 -SS -58 -60 ■ -07 -103
oo +11 +6 +28 +14 +33 +80
33 -51 — 00 -102 -116 -153 -177
!-1 +5 +2 +10 +5 +15 +7
j-a +5 » O 1*cP +10 +9 +15 +11
1-3 +5 +5 +10 +0 +15 +9
1-4 +5 +3 +10 +7 +15 +9
>-1 -23 -37 -56 -76 -04 -115
>-2 -23 -33 -56 -66 -04 -99
i-3 -28 -29 -56 -59 1 -04 -36
j-4 -28 -33 -50 -70 -04 -105
110 -
12
0-001 ins.
/
/ /
/  
y
1
- ^ 5 -
-108
-72
-36
lbs. L.
0.001 ins.
//
m
/
/ /
'/
/
/ /
V ’.
■/: ' .. :
'- u
lbs. L.
V,
Y / A T
0-001 ins.
. ' /A ( c )  Central arch ' Y + .
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6.6. / Stress.;Ariaiysisfafafafafa; fa'fafafa';://'///Vfafafafay//:;fa':fay fafafa 
- 6 * 6.1. Gener al - fa.fa. v fa'.v/{/fayfa’fayfafafa- /fayfa'fa fafa/ / fa 'fafa;fafa .fafafa: 
Vfa/,/ For/any ' investigation by model analysis , in ‘ '
generalfa the three following;points should be takehfafa/ 
into account5- 4 . fa ' * •,
fa: // -faIfa- 'The means7of. oreating the" r e qriir ed- loads,;'
/ :./■/';/'fa2fafa ;Thb/:meana /of applying; these loads/ into they"// 
* ‘ * model. ; fa ‘ ‘ • t.
. ■/• fa. I -.ri fafa’fa .vfa*‘fa'</ 'fa ' fa* fa*' /•-.* V/'yv." ;* • fayV/y'*-, fa *'.;, ! ^ fa’"- /" fa' fa"-fa; y'fa /V V". fafa ''/'■/*' "fa *
/ ;3fa~fa;The/mieansfa of measuring the re.quire dfa - unkno;wns«. 
The first two points of the above means, which are' ■. 'if 
the vertical loads and their, applications, were 'frx-yfafa 
; plained i n secti on (:6. $) fa : a nd the .third, pci nt is the 
problera/ of y; t his fas e c t io hfa ;t;/;it/;i:s;/pos s iblcfatc; calibrate
fa-y -'fay /‘fa- fafafa /fat; "' ' ^ fafafa, vA'fafa/^ •* / Vy:fay-;. fa-fa'-fafa /fafa V'lj'^ Y:.faV/v^ -V'fav4v/'fa*-‘ fa/?. * fafafaA’ * Y : A  A  faA *' ?i;./ fa .fa'’
some,;.:spepi;ai-;devi;ces./to;measurd’:the> stresses-directly fa 
but the usual procedure is‘ tofacalculate the stress 'fafa 
by Hooke *s law.
fayyfa';'For;: the fa model u.nder irive s tigat ionfather e/’isfaafa/ ./fay 
combination--' of//axmaifa f orce fa/be ndirig dCrit: ntsfa .torsiori, - 
and .shearing forces £ ofarfariacti\;rieabsri/vy/Q?0;'/£nvesti'gatb/fa 
each o hey of /ihefaaUove/rinknowns ^ some /special devices//; 
a nd/or some; fa s peci al arr angeme nt s o  none fad e vie e fa ar e;-/'fa: fafa 
neces “'ary. *( The purpose of the model analysis in 
ihisfa work:; irifa toy check - t he favalidityfa :pf fat he;, theoreticaly 
results? //and this/;analysis yis/far educed//here'fa:to'--//''.fafafa 
c a 1 c.ul ate. the; axi a 1 forces -in1 certain raeubersand to fa/ 
comparieithem withfathe; theoretical facesuitsfa.'y-fa.When-the 
axial/foreesCfrom/bcthfathefaexperimental;arid/theoretfa fa 
ical analysis):.;arovlhfaogreemS rit fa/fat he . rem.aining i h eb-/ fa: 
retical resu 11s day be; assumed pbr 1-ect-#?iB<yfa.y^fa/faffa
"fa: • ■ ’*'■•■»•/- rfa. 'fa'* * *=' - .fa-. ..A fa’* /*'•''/• fa fa * ' fa/;-' *. •. fa*fa *■■'.;... fa'' faJ fa'fa; / v*'?' \J\fa ' fa fa'
A ;:'/. yTLae stresses on, the extreme fibres faof a sectibrifa/.
f 1 & f’2) are composed of/axial" stressYand/bending/ 
stress about the corresponding axis ?Y and the axial . 7 
.stress is equal to (fq 4 £«•>) /  2,: This proves that/:
it is. possible to find axial forces in the members . Y, 
under investigation, without any difficulty, by 
placing two suitable devices (mechanical or/electrical) 
perpendicular to any diameter of the circle. To 
obtain' the' strain; in5itie members /( and finally the ; 
axi al f ore es),, two types of/strain gauge s.. were em- 
•-ployed.. . A brief summary of these two type’s of • ' 
instrument and a discussion of the 'resuits T bbtained/y/Y 
by employing these are given’ in sections (6v6.2 & . Y: 
6.6.3) • ;•;/.•••■"/''•/; y; • ' ‘
* ( 6. 6.2) - Mechanical Strain Gauges Y;/-Y ;Y; ///•//• Yv-y/
A  /The . best/ known mechanical. strain -gauge-,-is■/./ Y ;./ 
per haps,/; the.' ft Hugge nber ger; Te hs omet erTy/Y;f;ih'e::':gaug.e; /// 
is Y.e asy i n applic at ion , s e ns i ti ye, wi thYa;> nagnif i- •; / Y ■/
cation of. abput 1200/and -a strain sensitivity of Y//:/YY
0.000? 008 in/in (when one-inch gauge le hgth iisY used)%;-/ 
The ; gauge YLe ngth/cahYbeYsei/at /i-' inA;ofYl .0/;in. but 
up to ,40.0 ins. gauge - length / -Yby/ add^ 
bars -. is available.- ;;The self weight for Tensometer 
type A is equal to 10 ozs. or 205 grams. Y,;/;Y /Y.•/.■ 7:Y •/:
/Y"Y, At. first, it seemed to be convenient .to/employ/ A  
this / instrument for/strain/investigation./:■ Therefore?;•; 
pertain members /were ''taken-into /account“:lf br/.tfiIsy//vY:v// 
purpose?: and -their central parts were cleaned and,. ./AY;/ 
preparedYfor;mounting the Tensometer•/ “ Two Huggen- / 
/ber ger Te ns omet er of s ame type; / A ; or / E). w.er e/mo.u tit ed; ;/
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at the central part of each member in such a manner 
that their gauge lengths faced each other at two sides 
of the member* Attempts were made to plaoe them per­
pendicular to the diameter of the tube which was 
almost along .z-axis* Each Tensometer was checked
carefully before and after mounting. Before taking
!the readings for any system of loading the upper edge 
of the scale of each Tensometer was tapped with a 
pencil.
The same procedure for applying loads, as was 
discussed in section (6.5) was followed; and the 
readings were taken in the. same manner up to 4 lbs. 
per joint. riihe results obtained by this experiment 
were not olose to the theoretical results especially 
when the intensity of loading was low. By increas­
ing the intensity of applied load some results were 
almost close to the theoretical, but in general they 
seemed to be unreliable. The reasons for poor results 
in this case, from the Huggenberger Tensometer, 
(although they are normally very accurate instruments) 
ares-
1 - Although the two Tensometers were firmly 
fixed to the model, by means of suitable clamp; due 
to the flexibility of the model and large displacement 
of the joints the sharp knives of the Tensometer 
slightly slipped after each loading oase,
2 - The self weight of the two Tensometers was 
about 410 grams, which is about 2 8  times the self 
weight of each -member.
3 - Error due to taking the reading,
4 - Employing flat joints for the model,
5 - Finally*, the axial forces in the members 
of the model were small, and the Tensometer was 
almost unable to measure then. Consider one-pound 
axial force for a 3/16 in. diameter (22 S.W.G*), the 
axial stress for this load is equal to 71.3 lbs/in2.
Now assumes
z ss The difference between two scale readings,
n ss The multiplication ratio of the Tensometer,
L = The gauge length of the Tensometer,
6 = The specific elongation or contraction,
E= The Young’s modulus of elasticity of the
material \
(3^= The stress in (lbs.in’”2) 
t =  z/ nL 
& 6 ^ =  E z /nL
Assuming n = 1000, L = 1.0 in. & E = 14,231,553 lbs.£?
<5/= (14231.553)z lbs.in”2
The soale of Tensometer has divisions of 0.05 in; but 
with oare up to 0.01 in. can be read. The relevant 
stress for 0.01 reading is equal to 142.32 which is 
almost twice 'that for 71.3, namely; the minimum axial’ 
force which can be measured employing this instrument, 
and for this model, is about 2.0 lbs.
The model was tested five tines, but the results 
were unreliable. Therefore, to obtain some acceptable 
experimental results, electrical resistance strain 
gauges were employed.
/
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6*6 V 3 * Electrical Resistance Strain.. Gauges
6.6.3* 1. General
The strain of the piece under investigation 
can be translated into electrical terras by means of 
the electrical strain gauge. The self weight of 
these devices is negligible and they are more 
accurate and sensitive than mechanical strain gauges.
A typical strain gauge element consists of a con­
tinuous length of resistance wire of about 0.001 
in* Dia. which is wound and cemented to a paper 
backing. I'he ends of the wire are spot-welded to. 
metal strip (leads) for the terminal connections.
The strain gauge can be cemented to the surface under 
investigation. The change of strain in the surface 
results in change in the length of the strain gauge, 
which is multiplied by a factor and the final results 
in terms of microstrain can be read by means of a 
"Strain indicator". From these results the actual 
strain of the surface and, finally, the axial forces 
can be calculated. Hereunder the definitions of 
some terns which will be used in this section are 
givens-
a - Gauge Factor = Percentage Change of resistance
Percentage strain
b - Temperature Compensation (Dummy gauge) - 
The change of temperature results in change in the 
strain of the surface under investigation, and con­
sequently inaccuracy for the results obtained. To 
prevent this effect, two strain gauges - from the same 
type and same package — can be useds one active or
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strain measurement gauge; and one as dummy (passive) 
gauge. The dummy gauge is unstressed but subjected 
to the same temperature as the active gauge.
c - Strain Indicator - a. bridge circuit similar 
to the "Wheatstone bridge" can be used for measuring 
the strain. This Wheatstone bridge is usually 
referred to as "Strain indicator". The strain in­
dicator, employed for this investigation was "Peekel, 
T200", using the complete Wheatstone bridge of strain 
gauges. To connect the active and dummy gauges 
to the extension boxes, identical types of wires 
were employed; also attempts were made to obtain 
identical lengths for the active and dummy gauges.
The effect of having different length for the wires 
of active and dummy gauges (capacitive unbalance) can 
be eliminated by pressing the button on the left 
upper part of the front panel (T200), for each 
reading. The reading by the T200 is based on the 
"Null method" and the results are in terms of micro- 
strain.
d - Extension Box - When there is more than one 
active gauge one or more extension box can be employed; 
and all of the readings can be done by one strain 
indicator. The static strain extension box "Peekel, 
23U", which can carry 23 active gauges as well as 
23 dummy gauges (or only one central dummy gauge) 
were employed. It is possible to connect as many 
extension-boxes as required, and use only one central 
dummy gauge for all. There are two binding posts 
for each active or dummy gauge, and there is a switch
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at the centre of the extension box, which can connect 
the required strain gauge to the strain indicator.
(6.6.3*2.) - CHOICE & PROCEDURES
There are many types of strain gauges, Y^hich can 
be used for different purposes. To measure the 
strain and calculate the axial stress is necessary 
to affix two suitable gauges on the top and bottom 
of each member. The strain gauge suitable for this 
investigation can be chosen considering the length 
of the circumferences of the members. There are two 
types of members in the model 1/4 in. Dia. and 3/16 
in. Dia. fj-‘he latter contains most of the members of 
the model, and its oircunference length is equal to 
0.588 in. (about 15 mm.). The two strain gauges 
mentioned should be mounted at this distance, and 
the best strain gauge for this oase seemed to bes 
"Tinsley, Durofix - Bonded (drawn)". The character­
istics of the strain gauge employed are as below;
TYPE Form Dimensions mm. Resistance 
range (ohms)
Gauge
factor•\rYY Y w L
16ii 2 1.5 8 "6 13 133.0-133.5 2.02
Twenty tv^ o members of one-quarter of the barrel 
vault (due to symmetry) were taken into account, and 
two strain gauges of this type were affixed to the 
top and bottom of each member at central portion of 
the member. Considering the circumference of cross- 
sectional area of each member about 15 m.m. and 2W = 
12mm. show the difficulty in mounting, although the 
strain gauge employed had the smallest size of the
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Durofix Bonded.
Affixing of these strain gauges, which was the 
most difficult part of this investigation, was followed 
by the steps mentioned below;-
1 - The central portions of the certain members 
were thoroughly cleaned with 500A (extra soft) emery 
paper and then with acetone,
2 - A fairly thin layer of "Durofix” was smeared 
over an area somewhat larger than the strain gauges 
themselves and allowed to dry.
3 - Another thin layer of Durofix was smeared 
on the gauge and placed in its proper position, then 
pressed with rolling movement so that the surplus 
Durofix rolled out; the strain gauge, was held in its 
position for about 15 minutes*
4 - When the affixing of all strain gauges was 
completed, it was left for one week to’ be dry.
Then, all the strain gauges were chekced for 
correct mounting, before taking any readings. A 
strain gauge may be assumed correctly mounted, when 
the resistance of the strain gauge agrees with the 
figure quoted for the strain gauge and the insulation 
resistance between it and the model is about 10,000 
ohms. To check the two mentioned resistance the ’'Pee­
kel Electronic Ivlegaohmmeter, WE 496” were employed.
Eron the forty four strain gauges used (for 22 members), 
two of them (from two members) were not mounted 
properly. Therefore, the reading for 20 members, 
namely 40 strain gauges were taken.
The dummy gauge was mounted on a piece of
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unstressed brass tube and placed as close as possible 
to the model. To each strain gauge two wires (of 
a 12 core wire) were soldered, and all wires carried 
by slotted angle framework to the extension-boxes5 Fig 
( 2 8 ) .  To prevent the probability of damaging a strain 
gauge during the soldering and/or wiring, the wires 
were firmly connected to the model. Also, to prevent 
any circuit between strain gauge and metal of the model, 
rubber sleeves were used for each lead of the strain 
gauge*
The loads were applied to the model in the same 
manner as described in section ( 6 . 5 ) - up to 3 lbs 
per joint. Before taking each reading the special 
button for compensating the capacitative unbalance was 
pressed.
6.6.3«3«___ Observations and Conclusions
To calculate the strain due to the applied loads, 
the average value of readings for equal loads (load­
ing and unloading) is assumed as the actual reading 
for that condition. Therefore, there are four 
readings for each strain gauge. By subtracting 
the initial reading from the others, the strain due 
to one - two and three-pound loading for each strain 
gauge is obtained. Bach two successive results for 
the special loading case represents the strain in the 
two extreme fibres of two sides of a member ( 6 l & & 2)j 
and the axial strain in a member in terms of micro­
strain is equul to ( £ 1 + £ 2) / 2. To find the 
corresponding axial force in pounds the axial strain
must be multiplied by (E.A.f.10 ^), in which 
A = Gross sectional area of a member,
Fixed gauge factor for the strain 
f -s__________indicator______________ _
Gauge factor for the employed strain 
gauge
or f = 2/2.02 = 0.99,
& E = Modulus of elasticityo
A program for the ”Sirius Computer” was written 
to calculate the axial forces of the members. The 
results showed non-linearity for six members, which 
was mainly due to affixing the strain gauges, where 
the fourteen remainder gave acceptable results.
These results for one-two and three-pounds applied 
loads, and the corresponding theoretical results are 
shown in table (8). The loads of two and three 
pounds were reduced in accordance with the initial 
setting having been taken for one pound load; table 
(9). From the results tabulated in the two forces 
tables the following remarks may be taades-
1 - The experimental results, in general, are 
close to the theory especially where the reading for 
one pound is taken as the reference,
2 - Due to the influence of gable-stiffening 
experimental results for those members adjacent to 
them, e.ga (l, 4 & 2, 3) are not very close to theory, 
whereas the internal members give better results.
3 - The experimental values for 3 lbs applied 
loads are very close to the theoretical values, 
whereas these values for 1 lb loads are not so close.
4 - To compare the results diagramatically,
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four members from four different lattices were 
taken into account and corresponding values from the 
tables ( 8 & 9) are shown in Fig (27)* These are
typical examples of the members; and show that, for 
each member, the curves of the experimental results 
follow the theoretical curves. The experimental 
curves for members, each have a Max. or Min., namely 
the behaviour of the model does not remain elastic 
on application of more than 3 lbs per joint. Also, 
this can be the consequence of employing flat joint 
for the model, which gives rise to high vertical dis­
placements. The per-centage error in the results, 
based on the theoretical results are tabulated below: *7
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Per-centage error
Member 1 lb 5 2 lbs 3 'lbs
8-10 35 59 29
12-15 4.7 i k 9 • 9 4*8
17-19 -7.3 -3.3 -6
29-31 16,5 11 8.4
- .. _ . _ ,
5 - The experimental values tabulated in table 
(8) are in better agreement with theory. This shows 
that there were some initial forces in the members 
of the model before applying loads and therefore taking 
the initial value equal to 1 lb per joint is a good 
assumption.
From the above observations we may conclude that 
the experimental values are in agreement with the 
theory, especially when assuming the initial value
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equal to 1 lb, per joint* This agreement proves 
the validity of the theoretical results. The in­
accuracy of the experimental values nay be due to;- 
(a to d) - The same as mentioned in section 
(6.5),
(e) - The mounting of two strain gauges on
a member, less than 180° out of phase.
(f) - The error in reading the strain indicator. 
It should be noticed that, for this model, each 5 
.microstrains represent one pound axial force.
'JABLb ' (  8  _)
THEORETICAL AMD_ E3!IER]*HTAL _A. F.o (INITIAL 0.0 lb. )
MEMBER 1 lb. 2 1bs. 3 lbs.
THEO, EXPE. THEO. EXPE, THEO. EXPE.
1 2 -4. IS -4.20 -0.38 -9.42 -12.40 -14.38
1 4 "3.63 -2.22 -7.36 -5.68 -11.04 -0,85
o/V* C# -0.19 -0.62 -0.38 -0.76 -0.57 -C-.96
2 4 +1.70 +1.09 +3 • 56 +2,47 +5.34 +4.04
5 7 -0,91 -0.09 -1.03 -1,63 -2.73 -2.27
7 10 -2,90 -2.52 -5.00 -4.94 -8.70 -0.8C
8 10 -1.92 -1.24 -3,84 -2,57 -5,76 -4.10
12 15 -2.07 -2,17 -4.14 -4.55 -6.21 -6.18
17 19 -2.44 -2.62 -4.03 -5.04 -7.32 -7.7 6
20 22 -2,09 -1,40 -4.10 -2.42 -6,27 -4,30
87 30 -1 ,93 -1.30 -3,96 -3.51 -5.94 -5.47
29 31 -2.66 -8.22 -5,32 -4.74 -7.90 -7,31
29 38 -2.27 -2,03 -2.54 -4.30 -S. 81 -7.07
30 33 -1 ,05 -8,12 -3,70 -3.66 -5.55 -5,24
HAgLE £9 )
•- .V %  ^
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL A# F.s (INITIAL, 1.0 lb. >
MEMBER • lb. 2 lbs.
THEO. EXPE. ' THEO, EXPE.
1 2 -4.16 -5.23 -0.32 -10.10
1 4 -3.68 -3.46 _ty o in — a ,03 -6,62
O«<» •ji -0*19 -0,14 -0.38 -0,34
2 4 +1.78 +1.30 +3,56 +2.97
5 7 -0,91 -0.74 -1.82 —1,34
7 10 -2.90 -2,42 -5.80 -6.40
OO 10. -1.92 -1 .33 -3.04 -2.07
12 15 -2.07 -2.37 -4.14 -4.01
17 19 -2,44 -2 ,42 —4. 33 -5.14
20 22 -2,09 -1,29 -4,18 -2,02
27 30 -1 .90 -2.12 _«3 itVJ -4.05
29 31 —2 , 66 -2.52 -5,32 -5,09
29 32 -2,27 -2,27 -4,54 -5.04
30 33 -1.85 -1.53 -3,70 -3.11
A COMPARISON OF T H  EORE TICAL & EXPERIMENTAL AXIAL F O . C E S
. -  ■ , - THEORETICAL'--------------------------
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£
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7*1. General Conclusions;
. In the previous chapters, ■,properties of certain 
types of .lamella structural systems were explained, ' 
also some conclusions were drawn about the results 
•of different investigations. Hereunder, a brief 
summary of the general conclusions will be given:
1 The lamella roof is ideal for prefabricated 
construction as all the lamellas are of the same ..stand­
ard size. ' The unit can be a prismatic bar, open-web 
section joist, or plane frame. -
2 - Previously approximate methods have been 
used for the analysis, but here, for the.first time, 
the full structure was investigated using the stiffness 
method.* , . .--vr , 7/,. . ‘-.A . - / - ..•/...;
3 - Six degrees' of freedom- are 'assumed for 
each joint, .which results in eight components of 
menber-end forces:^ when the structure is under 
equivalent system of loading. • To design a. lamella, 
usually, it is sufficient to employ three of the com­
ponents, e.g. Max.; B.M. about the y-axis', A.B., and 
shearing force along the z-axis.
4 - Shear must be checked, especially, for a- 
.timber lamella system, in which the upper flange of 
the lamella is reduced to have the form of the corres­
ponding curve of ...the arch. ‘A  A -
5 - Six degrees of freedom for eaoh joint means
CELJPTER VII .
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continuity in two directions at each joint.. h^e. 1 
usual procedure for an approximate method is to con­
sider that one lamella takes the full moment and 
half of the A.F., which are found .for a width equal 
to that of a' diamond. In the approximate method used 
' by the author, half of the B.M. and half of the A*F. 
were employed, in view of the continuity in two 
directions. ‘These B.M. and. ii.F. -were very close to 
those for the exact solution and therefore, a lamella 
can be designed as below:-
(i) - For continuity in two directions (steel, 
reinforced concrete, and aluminium lanellas), consider 
those two members lying along a lamella and choose the 
cross-sectional properties of the lamella equal to .that
. member with' the greater size.
(ii) - For continuity in one direction (timber 
lamellas) consider those two members lying along the 
lamella and choose that‘with the greater value for
B.M., then design the lamella for an A.F* equal to 
that of the member and. a. B.M. equal5 to twice that of 
the member.
6 -• Referring to the theoretical investigation 
which had been carried out for the influence of the 
longitudinal supports in section (5*2)? it was 
stated that using a longitudinal support joint fixed 
in position and direction results in a smaller size 
for a lamella compared with the case of a longitud­
inal support joint fixed only in position. In 
practice, it would seen that rotation of the longi- 
• ttidinal support joints may, be easily prevented. The
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assumption of a longitudinal support joint fixed 
in both position and direction is satisfactory when 
the structural material is steel, reinforced concrete, 
and aluminium*
7 - For the case of antisymmetrical loading 
those lamellas adjacent to the longitudinal supports 
should be designed to be stronger. than other lamellas 
and checked for shear*
8 - Six types of gable-stiffening were employed 
for the investigation of the influence of this 
factor, section (5*3)• The results of these invest­
igations showed that all types of gable-stiffening 
affect only three diamonds adjacent to the boundaries. 
Therefore, when an exact solution for a barrel vault 
(with more than eight diamonds along the length of the 
structure) is required? it is sufficient to analyse 
only one portion with four diamonds adjacent to the 
gable-boundary, assuming "Normal" gable-stiffening. ■ 
Then all the lamellas in the central portion can be 
chosen the same as that for diamond No.(4), and for 
the boundary portion to be equal to that with greatest 
size in the four-diamond portion. Finally, gable- 
ends can be employed, if required. The results ob­
tained by this procedure are reliable and give rise
to a great saving in computer time.
9 - When a long barrel vault under- applied . 
symmetrical load has to be analysed, it is sufficient 
to employ the short-cut solution and analyse only half 
diamonds between two transverse sections. Tben twoi • -.a
kinds of lamellas have to be considered:
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(i) - The internal lamellas oan be designed to 
be equal to that with the greatest size in this 
analysis,
(ii) - The end-boundary lamellas oan be found
by inserting a factor of 1.5 for the internal lamellas- 
Fig (20) suggested this factor*
10 - The short-cut solution is also applicable 
when loads are applied anti-synmetrically about a 
longitudinal plane of symmetry. In this case, half 
diamondsbetween two transverse sections over the 
entire span should be taken into account.
11 - When no computer is available, if the 
structure is a long barrel vault under symmetrical 
loading and the longitudinal support joints are fixed 
only in position the approximate method gives rise
to reliable results. Again, two kinds of lamellas 
can be employed for the structures-
(i) Internal lamellas, employing the Max. value 
of B.M. and its corresponding A.F. and inserting a 
factor of 1.15.
(ii) G-able-boundary portion lamellas, employ­
ing *tae Max. values for B.M. and A.F. and inserting a 
factor of 1.80.
12 - The experimental investigations were carried 
out to study the validity of the theoretical results. 
In the investigations for both deflection analysis
and stress analysis, the experimental results were 
linear and the experimental curves follow the theoret­
ical closely. This would indicate the validity of 
the theory.
7.2. Future Research
At each joint of a lamella system, usually one 
lamella runs continuously through, whilst the other two 
are connected to it. In these investigations a 
lamella system is assumed as a skeletal structure with 
six degrees of freedom for each joint, (continuity in 
two directions), Although, this condition can be 
satisfied in steel, reinforced concrete and alumin­
ium lamella systems, in timber lamella roofs it is very 
difficult to make rigid joints.
Among the different types of the lamella struct­
ural systems, barrel vaults and domes are the most 
common. Therefore, the future research can be done 
in the following fields?
(i) - To consider continuity in one direction 
(along the lamella) and hinge connection in the other 
direction, in the lamella systems; and compare the 
results obtained with the condition of having con­
tinuity in two directions (six degrees of freedom 
for a joint)
(ii) - Stress analysis in lamella barrel vaultss-
(1) - To find the most economical transverse 
section for the vault, including the values of? length, 
rise-to-span ratio of the structure and the long 
diameter-to-short diameter ratio of a diamond.
(2) - Effects of purlins and/or covering on 
reducing the values of the stresses in the members 
and finally the size of the lamellas.
(iii) - Stress analysis in-lamella domess-
(l) - To find the most economical developed
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surface for domes including the values ofs the rise- 
to-si>an ratio of the dome; and the long diameter-to- 
short diameter ratio of a diamond.
(2) - Effects of horizontal rings and/or covering 
on reducing the values of the stresses in the members 
and finally the size of the lamellas.
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APPENDIX I
Equivalent Stiffness Matrix For A 
Non-Uniform Member
A composite member, which consists of a number of 
parts, with different cross-sectional areas connected 
together is called a 11 non-uniform, .member" • The stress 
analysis of a structure having this kind of member 
follows along the same lines as described in Chapter
(III), assuming the K22 of each member equal to its
"Equivalent stiffness matrix"* The equivalent stiff­
ness matrix can be found from the flexibility and 
equilibrium matrices for each part, corresponding to
I -*a coordinate system associated with the member.
Assumes the member consists of n parts, end A is 
rigid, and the load applied at joint B is equal to Bg; 
Fig (29*a), then;
dB = eAB = PAB#PB ^
wheres d-g = sum of the displacements due to strain
in the individual parts,
e ,-o = Deformation of member ABli±3
F.g a= Flexibility matrix of member AB.
Now assume AB contains three parts: AC, CD, and DB; 
where AC and DB, each, may consist of several parts. 
The equations of equilibrium for DB and CD (or part k) 
are;
r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  w here Ilg-g i s  t h e  e q u i l i b r i u m  m a t r i x  o f
(2 )
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part DB. The deformation of part (k) oan be 
written ass
dDk = ek ~ Pk*PDk = Pk*HDB*PB ^)i
and the displacement of part B due to deformation
of part k (considering rigid body displacement for-
mulas dg = fsS
dDBk = dABk = H"^ DB* dD = ^ D B  * Fk ‘ HDB * PB 
From 1 & 4s
PABk = H D B * \ * HDB ^
a&d, therefore, the flexibility matrix of the member
can be shown by
n
PAB= H 7 b " Pk * HDB (6)
To form F ^  the equilibrium and flexibility 
matrices for all parts are necessary. The equilibrium 
matrix for the combination of some parts oan be ob­
tained by multiplying together all the corresponding 
H matrices, e.g.
H,iB h a c *h g d #e d b *
The flexibility matrix for each part can be obtained 
knowing P and e for its second end. Since the struct­
ure is assumed to behave linearly, Castigliano*s 
second theorem can be applied to find the six compon­
ents of e ass
„
x2 “ ft)u / t >p x 2
Sy2 = U /7 >  Py 2
U 2  = D U / 1 ) P Z2
®x2 = U / ^ m x 2
®y2 = ■ft)u / ^ v
®z2 = U / Y )  a z 2
(7 )
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or, more conveniently, in the matrix formalisms
e =s F22 *  ^^
Finally, the stiffness matrix can be found by the 
inverse relationships
(9)K 22 ~
- 1 7 4 -
An Example of APin-Connected Structure 
To demonstrate the type of the results obtained 
for a pin-connected structure, a double-layer grid 
bridge-deck was employed? and from symmetry consid­
eration, only one quarter of it was taken into account. 
Unit loads are applied symmetrically at all upper 
layer joints, and joints (1 & 2) are restricted to 
movement along z-axis. The dimensions, plan, ele­
vation and the transverse section for half of the 
bridge deck are shown in Eig (29*b-d).
Employing the same program mentioned in section 
(4*5) and assigning "degree = 3n ? the results obtained 
are shown in tables (10 & 11). The displacements 
are given with respect to the frame-coordinate system 
assuming the origin at joint (l) and z-axis upwards, 
and the member-end forces are given with respect to 
the member-coordinate systems. As these values 
represent the menber-end forces, a member under 
compression is denoted by a (+ve) sign. The axial 
forces are shown in Eig (29.b). The computer time 
required to solve this problem by program No.(3) was 
48 seconds*
A P P E N D I X  II
BRIDGE 
TABLE ( 10 > J
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- DECK
DINT D i^PLACEMENTS
3IMT * DX ’ DY DZ
1 2 • 34454,3+00 -3.6382710+OQ O.OOOOOio+OO
2 -5.731 59jo+00 1 • 0931613+00 O.OCCOOjo+OO
3 1 ,S773S10+OO 0,00000x3+00 5. 55314!,-01
4 5,407011+-00 -3.59010^-01 -2,27177?c+01
5 O.QCOOG10+GO O.OCOGC10+QG O.GOOOOio+OO
0 2 , 06343JO+00 0,00000^+00 ~4,5645310+Q1
7 2,3322310+CG ~1,0SG90to+CC -5.4S3O910+O1s‘1U —5.33997 iQ+00 -1 .3046010+00 -4.1792510+01
9 otcoooo10+oo o ,ooooo10+go 0,00000^+00
10 0,00000io+00 0.0000010+CG 0. OOOOQio+QO
11 C.GOOOOjo+OO 0.00000^+00 -6.8285Gl0+G1
12 0.00000lo+00 -1.22466^+00 -5,34323io+01
13 o.oocooK+oo O.GOOOOio+OO O.COOOOxo+OO
table (XI ) forces
MEMBER LENGTH FORCE
1- 2 7.07106JO+00 5,43688x0+00
1- 3 9.3997C10+OO -8,5Q23210+OO
1- 4 1, OOOCOio+OI -2.5SS86iC+00
2- C1 7.07177x3+00 1,, 73 20G,a+C0
2- 4 7.07106x3+00 6,06140x3+00
2- 5 5,77400i0+00 3.27070x3+00
2- 3 1 .OOOCOio+OI -4,41616x3-01
#1Cl 4 9,99970x3+00 -2.17675x3+00
S- 6 1 .OOOOQto+CI -3,05572x3-01
4- 0 9,99973x0+00 1.36057,3+00
4- 7 1.00000x2+01 3,01550x3+00
4- 3 7,O71O6i0+CO -4.32957x3+00
6- 7 9.93973x0+00 -1 ,OS030xo+00
6- 0 7,O717710+OO 1,73200x3+00
6- 11 1,OOOOOi0+O1 2.06343x3+00
7- 3 7,07100x3+00 2.5977410+00
7" 10 5.00000x3+00 4.73446x3+00
7- 11 9,99970x3+00 2.72194x0-01
7- 12 7,O71O610+OO -3,65315x0-01
8- 9 5.7740010+00 -2,12099x3+00
o 12 1 ,00000x3+01 -5,33997x0+00
11- 12 7.0717710+C0 1 ,7320010+00
IS- 13 5.7740010+C0 -2 ,12099,3+00
T R A N S V E R S E # : '     ■« ■*.» >■»»«**
S E C T IO N
APPENDIX I I I
TABLES.
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THEORETICAL RESULTS
table (12) JOINT DI fJFLACEMENTC 
UNIT " LOADS APPLIED fa SYMMETRICALLY AT ALL JOINTS 
fa fa EXCEFf LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY . JOINTS ) fa'
-178-
BOUNDARY * JOINT . -FIXED IN  POSITION * ■ ’ A / /-.. * A fafa-'/Wfah
GABLE STIFFENING : THE SAMS " AS ' FOR THE MODEL '• * > 7* y'YU V •
TNT fay fad d x  ' BY fa:r ;fa DZ [v*; fafa/ TX fa!;;"/ fa :/ t y  y fa/fafaTZ fafa
1 O.QOO,0+OG G.OOO,0+OQ fa. fa 0,OGQio+00 i  ,63910~bs ;■ 1 ,647,0-OS 8 , OSSjo— 0.3
, 2 =4 ,37  8,0-Q3 -. - 3 .2 1 710-O3 - 9 .143 ,c-0 3 - 1 , 596,0~Q3 2.134,0-03 fay 1*816,0-03
3 *“1 ,472 ,o~02 q . ogo10+oq /  ~2 ,473 j0-O2;fafa o . ooq10+gq 9.476,0-04 b . o o o , 0+oo
4 ■j. -2.855,o~04 “ 0 ,1 1 3,0->G4 y Jo « 745jo*~04 7.7S6,0~O4 9.852 ,0-O4 Y , -8. 890^-04'
5 fa ~5 .567 ,0-O3 fa "2« 568,q—03 .. . - 1 .  O?710-G2 " - ~2,S8710~C3 7.689,0-04 ;V : 'M O ife c %
■ ® ' Q.G0Q,q+Q0 0 . QQQi0+OQ O.OOOjo+OO ; /  3:; 958,0-04 •' —8 , 560,o—04 -8 *1 9 1 ,0y04:
7 . 2,5O510“O3 -9 .2 1 7 ,0-Q4 - 1 , 16O10-O3 fa: - 1 . 53G10-O3 -3 .767 ,0 -04 —4 . 4S8,0-O4
O ;: ' 4*12O10~O3 q , qqo10+qo ~2, 6o510~02 fa o , oqo10+oq -5 .027 ,0 -04 7:/b.OQOiotP°-:
9 fa-7,1.8210~05 "fa —6 , 973,0-0 8 :;:yfa(S,Bl9io"bSfa- 5.489,0-04 ' -1.174,o-C3 -1 *4 0 0 ^ -0 3
10 1*020,0-0 2 6 .923 ,0~04 fafa,; ylfa367ri-02fa .fa; —2»296,o”b  3 -2 .620 ,0 -04- , fafa =5*735,0-04
11 O*OOO,0+QO o . oqq,0+oo o . qoo,0+oo 2.993,0-03 -  1.431,0-OS . . -1 fa, 577,0-03.
12 ■ 4,642}.o“ 03 ~3 ,39910-Q3 5 ,184^ -0 3  fa -2 .4 0 4 10-03 -8 .2 7 4 ,0-0 4 fafa-lfa. 390,0+03
13 1 ,52910-0 2 g , oqo10+og -2 * 3 6 j ,0~02 . ■ 0 , 00O10*i-OO . 1 ,039,0-O3 fafa; o ,o o o 10+oo
14 -8 ,3 6 1 j0-OS :-1 ,7 3 8 i0“02 y-‘ :; .1, 564,3—02 , fa 1 .1 7 910-OS fa -1,172,0-OS fa t; 362,0-03:
15 1 ,0 1 5,0-0 2 “ 2 , Sb?XQ*‘0S :fafa -1  .6O1,0-O2 -3 ,S 4 1 10-03 9.197,0-04 fafa -4 ;  335,0-04
16 / O.COG,0+OO o ,o c o 10+oo rtfafa' faO.OOOjo+OO. .- fa,5 , 255,o-03 fa -9 .753 ,0 -0 4  fa.:Qri •0.4OlorO3
17 3(.Ob710=O3 “ 1 ,49910-Q2 fas,fa'1;Q07lo--p21 . ~ 3 . 034,o-03- -2 ,1 7 C 10-0 4 ;fa.-7:*582w~Q4
18 9 ,1 1 9,0-0 8 O.OOOjo+OO fa; ~3fa573,0~G2 fa Q.OQOjo+GG / 1 , 737,0-03 O.OOOio+OO
18 fa. y . T.S49Icr05:fa' +2 *893,0-02 .fa.. ' 2 ,1 6 2 10~02 : 1,562,0-03 —4 , 8 8 t ,0- 0 4 —5 ,  332,0-O 4
.20 : 4 *3 5 8 ,0 -0 3  fa; “ 3 ,1 0 1 jo"*03 fafafa;; - 2 ,3 3 0 * 0 -0 2 /  fa —4 ,6 4 3 ,0 —03 • 9 .3 9 5 ,0 -0 4 'fa-.1 *016 ,0+ 04
21 C.OOOjo+OO o . qoo10+ og G.QQQ,0+00 6 *2 5 9 ,0 -0 3 - 2  o 8 98 ,0 -04 - , - 3  • 103 ,0 -0 4
2 2 0 , 300io~04 fa-1 .7 0 9 ,0 -0 2 ; 1 ,03O 10-O 2 -4 .7 8 0 ,0 -0 3 7 .8 1 1 ,0~O5 y 1 .3 0 1 ,0 -0 4
23 fa ; 2 , 96010- 0 3 : , o ,o o o 10+oo - 4 . 5 7 1 ,0~02 O.OOO10+OO fa 1 .0 1 0 ,0 -0 3 OvbOQio+bCfa
2 4 ; '•:;fa;6 .9 8 0 1o -0 6 - / ' + 2 *5 7 7 ,0 -0 2 fa.; 2 .3 2 4 ,0 -0 2 1 .6 8 4 ,0 -0 3 -1 * 0 0 6 ,0 -0 4 - 1 ,1 6 3 i0-O 4
.25 fa.: 9 ,4 3 2 jo -04 -2 .7 7 -7 ,0-Q 3 fa ~ 2 *7 3 9 ,0-Q 2 - 5 . 2 5 7 10-0 3 4 * 3 4 5 iC.-0 4 ; 1 .1 6 1 ,0 -0 5
26 Q.OGG10+GC 0 . OOOio+OO 0 * o o o 10+oo 6 *4 4 9 ,0 -0 3 - 3 ; 6 3 3 10-O 5 ;.» ;-3 ,370 io -05 :
27 1 ,0 2 6 IO~ 04 =1 ;  7 4 1 ,0 -0 2 / fa  £ * 009,0- 0 2 . ; -5 ,1 0 7 ,o -0 3 : 6 ,4 4 8 iC-0 5 ■faVl ; :813w- 0 6
20 y fa  3  fhsw y/xky G ,0 0 0 10+00 - 5 , 0 0 2 10- 0 2 o * o o o 10+oo 3 *2 9 3 ,0 -0 4 fa. b *o o o ,o + o o
29 2 .4 9 3 10~OGy « *2 i5 9 8 10~O2 fa fa''- ;-2 ,34310“ 02.fafa 1 .7 1 4 ,0= 03 —1 ,3 3 3 ,o = 0 6 /  -2 .5 2 7 ,0 + 0 6
3 0 4 , 490io“ 0 5 + 2 .5 2 O 10"Q 3 fafa - 2 * 9 3 6 io -0 2 ; + 5 i4 4 3 ,0-O 3 9 .9 8 6 ,0 —0 5 ' / /  1 .5 1 2 ,0 -0 5
31 y  0 ,  OOCjo+OO o . ooo10h-oo fa O.OOOjo+OO 6 .4 5 4 ,0 -0 3 o , o c o ,0+oo fa o .o o d ,0+ oo
32 •;O.GGO10+OO fa;'fa-T'ifaSGjo-OS- ■1 * Q54,0-O 2 /- .5 * 1 6 3 ,0 -0 3  / 0 , 000,o+00 y  0 . 000,0+00
33 O,QCO,0+O0 o ,o o o 10+ oo - 5 * 0 0 9 ,0- 0 2 . 0 .0 0 0 ,o + 0 0 C.OOOio+CO- •^ ^ /o .o o b ^ + o p
• Y . . 4 /
. . . ■ Y .: / . -1 7 9 - . -
TABLE (  1 3 . )  JdINT D I SPLACEMENTS Y YY?//y >'-'V;'-■' '■ Y +  ••/•+ > > / '•  > • >
Y;:-.>. ;■;. a t  a l l  jo in ts  ■ V •
/ ( EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUI€)ARy ; JOINTS ) : - ' - Y+ Y .. + >;>>
Y-;Y/Y , ' BOUNDARY" JOINT i FIZED IN" POSITION AND DIRECTION
YY Y GABLE STIFFENING'; THE : SAP® AS FOR THE MODEL
/v / y Y JOINT D3!Y‘ "• ?Y' DY 1 DZ TX TY TZ
/ Y ; . ; . 1 ; • O.OOp,0+OO O.OOOxo+OO ‘0.000,0+00 0*00010+00 Q.OOOjo+OO O.OCO10+OO
<j; Y v Y  % -5»241io*-03': •-6/93410-03 . \  7.659,0-03' -1„Q45x0-03  1.201IO-Q3 ” 1 ,46310-O3
3 -1,58410-O2 O.OCOjo+00 ; -«2,095k,-OS O,OOO10+OQ 3,0?.310-04 ..... 0.000^+00
4 >9.886x0-04 8*468x0-04 -8.992x0-04 5 .4 5 ^ 0-O4 , 5.30510-04  6.36410-O4
5 -7,336x0-03 2.385x0-03  -1 .54210-O3 > -2 .194^ -03  2.37210-Q4 5 .944l0- 04
6 O.OOOxo+OO 0.000xo+00 G.QOQ10+QO O.OOOjo+OO O.QQOI0+OQ p.OOOxp+OO
7 1*311x0-03 5.201JO-04 > # > - 5 ^ 0 - 0 3  -9.751 i0-O4 -3,852,^-04 / > 2 .04 6 ^ -0 4
. 8 5,470x0-04 O.OOOxo+OO - 1 ,96010-02  G.QQ010+00 -r.1 14 ,0-Q3 0,000x6+00
5Y;;:-Y. 9 -7,269x0-05 -2.684x0-03 2.:33G!0-G3 4 .544^-04  ' ‘-4 ,269 i0-04  . > 5 .5 0 6 ^ 0 4
;, YY,.- 10 * e.SOPxo-OS Y- , 7.87110-04  -7.884 i0-O3 -1 .47210-03  '' -6 .643 i0-04  ~4.50210-04
Y Y f Y  11 O.OOOxo+OO 0,00010+00 ; O.OOOxo+OO : O.OOOio+OO 0,00010+00 O.OOOi0+OO
12 2.599x0-03 -5,O13i0-O3 3;917l0-O3. -1.155x0~Q3 ' -6.23Oj0-O4 -9 .3 33 lo~04
> \  Y;Y ' 13 A  *009x6-02 O.OOOxo+OO >*1.,201 xo-02 Y;. 0,00010+00 •' . 4 *15210-O4 . Y:0»000jo+0°
• 14 ; - 6 . 941x0-06 ' -8 ;5 23w-03  ’> 7.6Q2i0-Q3 Y  1 .373x0-03 -4,31 V 0 4  -5 .1 4410-04
' 15 5,956x0-03 - i . 9 7 6 10-03  .>7 .840XO--O3 -2 *13110~03 5,152x0~C4 -3,40SxC-04
16 O.OOOxo+OO O.OOOxo+OO ' O.OOOxo+OO O.OQQxo+OO O.OOOjo+OO O,OOOx0+OO
17 1.438x0-03 -9,479x0-03 7.944i0-G3 -1 ,.95410-03  V 7 .7 2 V .b 5  ; -3 .35310-04
18 4.65410-03  O,OOOi0+OO -2 .1 11 lo-08  O.COO10+0O 1,Q9310-O3 , O.OOOjo+OO
I S  ' 1 ,49V O S  -1.164x0-02 “ Y1,042x0-02 ; Y.-1, 8 4 ^ -0 3  -9 ,4 97xo-05  -1 .2 3310-O4
20 . 1 , 6 8 V 0 3  • - 2 . Q 0 V 03 ' -1 i2 5 7 10-O2 - 3 ; Q 3 V 03 5.585i0~G4 -1 .6 65 lo-05
Y'YY'/.Y: ‘ -21 O.OOOxo+OO 0.00010+00 0,00010+00 0,0001C+00 C,Q0010+00 0,C0010+00
‘■'Y %% 1,193,0-04 - 1 -,021io-02 . . 8 .079^ -03 ' , -2,445jo-03 1 *Q2310-0 4  - 1 . 0 8 V 05
Y.-Y,.: ' . 23 7,473x0-04 O.6OOj0+OQ -2/,71C>i0~03 O.OOOi0+OO 5.1O810-O4 O.OOOjo+OO
24 ;J:3.109x0-00 ->187x0-02  >  1,063x0-02 1,90210-03  5,23710-OG 1,069x0-05
25 : -2.744,0-05 - 1 . G 5 V 03 -1 .49T 10-G2 • -3*336x0“03 1 i85010-04  ;2.831i0-05
26 O.OOOxo+OO O.OCCxo+OO O.OOOxo+OO O.OOOxo+OO G.GQGj0+OQ ■ C.00010+00
YY: / /  27 -6.398x0-05 -1,OO910-°^  ‘ 7 .87510-03  >2 .539x0-03  4 u035x0-05  ■ 3.240x0-05
28 >2.186x0-04 O.OOOxo+OO Y ; -2 .8 0310-02  / O.OOOxo+OO 9,O7O10-O5 0,000x6+00
29 8.737x0-07 / -1 .1 7 3 10-03  .T;050^-02 1.890,0-03 ' ' 1 . 0 5 V 05 / > * 2 3 4 ^ 0 5
30 >1,192x0-04 -1 .5 0 V ° 3  ‘• ■ -1.529x0-02 '-3,380x0-03 1.983,0-05 > 1.253x0-05
31 - O.OOOxo+OO O.OOOxo+OO' / 'O.OOOxo+OO' ' 'O.OOOxo+OO O.OCCxo+OO /Q.OCB10+GG
32 O.OOOxo+OO >9,978x0-03 > 7.754x0-03 -/ - 2 , 535j0-O3 : O.OOO10+OO •' O.OOOxo+OO
YY'Y'Y; 33 0,600x0+00 O.OOOxo+OO -2.890,0-02 O.OOOxo+OO 0. OQOx0+OO 0, OQOxo+OO
TABLE < 14 ) JOINT DISPLACEMENTS 
UNIT EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY
JOINTS ) -SYMMETRICALLY TO THE TRANSVERSE PLANE OF SYMMETRY AND 
ANTI SYMMETP.ICALLY TC THE LONGITUDINAL PLANE OF SYMMETRY 
BOUNDARY JOINT : FIXED IN  POSITION
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GABLE s t if f e n i n g : J THE SAME AC FAR THE MODEL
j o i n t : DX DY DZ TX TY TZ
i q . ooo10+oq O.OOOxo+OO O.OCQxo+OO - 7 . 3 9 2 10- 0 2 - 1  ,O 3610-O 2 -3 .7 9 8 ,0 -0 3
2 —4 ,254 ,g—02 4 ,788x0 -01 - 5 , 5 0 9 lo-0 1 -6 .0 9 2 ,0 -0 3 - 1 ,7 5 0 10-0 2 -3 .3 6 0 ,0 -0 3
2 0 « 0C0,q+0 0 3 ,454x0 -01 o , o o o 10+ c o 6 ,138x0 -02 O.OOOja+CO -• -7 .4 6 1 x 0 -0 4
4 1 • C9410- 0 4 3 ,2 2 2 10-0 1 - 2  ,9 2 5 lo-0 1 - 5 . 2 6 7 10- 0 2 -1 ,0 3 9 x 0 -0 2 -• - 7 . 0 1 7 IO-0 3
5 5 .2 8 4 10~O3 3 ,3 1 3 ,0 -0 1 -3 ,6 4 6 x 0 -0 1 4 ,O 5 9 10- 0 2 - 7 . 6 4 4 i0-C3, -3 .5 1 1 ,0 -0 3
6 O.OOOjo+OO O.GOOjo+OO O.OCQio+OQ -6 .2 2 6 ,0 -0 2 - 2 ,4 2 5 i0- 0 3 -3 .7 5 5 ,0 -0 3
7 1 *0 1 1 ,0 -0 2 4 ,2 5 9 10-O 1 - 4 . 5 1  Dio~01 -8 .5 3 0 ,0 -0 3 —3 ,9 2 1  xq—03 - 2 .4 3 2 ,o " 03
8  ' O.OOOio+OO 3 ,,4 9 6 io -0 1 O.OOOxo+OO 1 5 , 65510- 0 2 O.OCOxo+OO 1 .4 6 9 ,0 -0 3
9 4 ,1 1 4 10~Q4 3 ,OC810-O1 - 2 . 7 3 1 10-C 1 - 4 . 8 5 7 10- 0 2 —1 .6 4 2 ,0 —04 -5 .6 3 5 x 0 -0 4
10 3 ,5 7 3 10- 0 3 3 ,939x0 -01 -3 ,5 9 5 io ~ 0 1 3 .6 5 4 ,0 —02 8 ,6 9 4 10-O 4 5 .4 7 2 j0~04
11 O.QO0lo+GQ 0 ,  OOCxo+OO o , o o o 10+ o o -6 ,2 3 1 ,0 "  02 6 , 5 1 3,g—04 7 .0 4 8 ,0 -0 4
12 - 2 , 5 0 1 10“ 03 4 ,2 9 7 10~01 -4 .6 1 3 x 0 -0 1 - 9 , 82S10-0 3 9 ,3 6 9 10- 0 4 4 ,9 7 6 x 0 -0 4
13 q . qoo10+ oc 3 ,5 2 2 10-O 1 0 « OOCxo+OO 5 , 38510-O 2 O.OOOxo+OO 1 ,9 6 6 x0 -0 5
14 1 .5 1 0 ,0- 0 4 3,O 75x0- O i -2 .7 9 2 x 0 -0 1 -4 .8 3 6 x 0 -0 2 3 ,8 3 4 x0 -0 4 5 ,4 5 6 ,0~ 04
15 - 3 ,0 7 % - Q 3 S o95310-O 1 -3 .6 8 2 x 0 -0 1 3 .7 3 2 ,0 -0 2 - 1 ,1 8 4 10-C 4 - 1 ,  871,0-C 4
16 O.GOOio+OO O.OOOxo+OO 0 ,  OOCxo+OO - 6 , 3 6 2 10- 0 2 3 ,0 9 5 x0 -0 4 2 .7 6 3 10- 0 4
17 -3 .2 O 6 ,0-O 4 4 ,3 1 1 ,0 -0 1 - 4 . 6 1 1 10-C 1 -8 .3 6 7 x 0 -0 3 - 2 ,6 7 7 10-O 4 1 .0 2  G10- 05
13 c . o o o 10+ c o 3 /50 2 x0 -0 1 o ,o o c - i 0+ o o 5 .9 0 3 ,0 -0 2 O.OOOxo+OO - 1 . 980,0- 0 4
19 1 ,2 1 4 10- 0 4 3 .088x0 -01 - 2 .  804,0-C 1 - 4 . 8 7 2 10- 0 2 -5 ,5 5 7 ,0 -0 5 - 7 , 7 1 5lo- 0 5
2 0 9 .6 9 3 ,0-C 4 3 .84 0 x0 -0 1 -3 ,G 3 2 10-C 1 3 .7 1 1 x0 -0 2 -1 ,6 6 6 ,0 -0 4 -1 .4 1 0 x 0 -0 5
21 Q.COQ10+GO c * o o o 10+ o c O,OGO10+0O - 6 , 3 5 9 10-0 2 - 1 ,3 1 4 10-O 4 -1  .615xo -04
22 7.285.0-q4 4 ,3 0 0 ,0 -0 1 -4 ,5 9 5 ,0 -0 1 -3 .1 6 7 ,0 -0 3 1 ,3 6 9 x0 -0 5 -4 .5 8 1 x 0 -0 5
23 O.CQOxo+OO 3 ,51Q 10~G1 O/OOOxo+OO 5 ,8 6 0 10-0 2 o .c o o x o + e o 1 .1 1 3 ,0 -0 4
24  \ 9 ,0 6 4 x0 -0 5 3 .077x0 -01 -2 .7 9 4 ,0 -0 1 -4 .8 7 5 x 0 ^0 2 £ .6 1 1 x0 -0 5 -3 .7 3 3 ,0 -0 6
25 1 ,25O 10~C4 3 ,3 4 6 10-O 1 ■#3. 641,0-01 3 ,7 C 8 10*-C2 1 .0 7 0 i0- 0 4 5 ,3 C 2 ,0-O 5
2 6 Q.GQC10+CC 0.000xo+00 O.OOOxo+CO -6 .3 5 1 ,0 -0 2 6 .1 4 9 ,0 -0 5 5 « D96,o~ 05
27 - 1 ,3 '9810-C 4 4 .3 0 5 x0 -0 1 - 4 * 6 0 4 10-0 1 t - 9 » 2 9 l , 0-0 3 6 .3 6 2 XO”-05 4 .4 7 1 ,0 -0 5
28 o . ccq10+co 3 . 5 n 10-0 1 0 ,0 0 0,o+0 0 5 ,8 7 7 i0- 0 2 C.OQOio+CC -1 .0 0 6 ,0 -0 5
2 9 2 ,3 5 5 10-C 5 3 .0 3 3 ,0 -0 1 -2 o 7 8 8 10-C 1 - 4 ,8 7 G 10-C 2  , 2 ,7 7 4 10-C 5 3 .  5S910- 0 5
3 0 -1  ,S 9 1 10-O 4 3 ,347x0 -01 -3 .Q 4 4 10-0 1 3 .7 1 310-G £ —6 « Q8Q,a—OS -9 ,G 3 5 ,0-O 6
31 C.OOOxo+CO o , o o o 10+ o o O.OOOxo+OC -6 ,3 5 D ia-G £ C.OQOio+CC O.OOOjo+OO
32 Q.OGa10+00 4.306xo“01 -4,604x0-01 -9,253x0-03 O.OOOxo+OC O.GOOjo+OO
33 0.000,0+00 3 .S IO xq-C I O.COOxo+CC 5.878x0-02 O.COCxo+OO 1 0,CCC,o+00
I
TABLE (p 5  ) JOINT d is p la c e m e n ts
•UNIT LOADS -APPLIED AT ALL JOINTS (EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY 
JOINTS ) -SYMMETRICALLY TO THE TRANSVERSE PLANE OF SYMMETRY Al© 
ANTI SYMMETRICALLY TO THE LONGITUDINAL PLANE OF SYMMETRY 
BOUNDARY JOINT : FIXED IN  POSITION AND DIRECTION 
GABLE STIFFENING J THE SAME AS FDR THE MODEL
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JOINT m : DY DZ TX TY TZ
1 o , o o o , 0-1-00 0 .000,0+00 O.COCjo+OO 0. COOio+CO o , o o o w+ o c O.OCCjo+OO
2 5.67C10-03 1 .768,0-01 -2.027,0-01 -3.809,0-03 -2,486,0-03 -2.729,0-03
3 O.C0010+CG 1 .273,0-01 0, OOOjo+CO 2.614,0-02 C.OCOic+OO 2.656,0-03
4 9 ,203,o"-05 9 .44910-02 -3.572,0-02 -2 .4 4310-O2 - 1 ,2C1lo-03 -1*593,0-03
5 8.060,o-02 1 . 537,o” 01 -1,578,0-01 1.683lo-02 6.104,0-04 6.025,0-04
6 0 .00010*{•00 0 . 000,0+00 O.OOOjo+OO 0.000,0+00 o . o o o 10+ o o 0.000,o+00
7 8.203i0-03 1 .6O710-O1 -1.383,0-01 -1.O5110-O2 1 ,337,0-O3 -5 .4 3 1 1Q-04
8 0.000,o-{•00 1 .422,0-01 Q.OOOic+OO 2 .8491()-02 Q„OOO,0+OQ 2.02410-03
9 3 • 634,q— 04 7 .79610-O2 -7.088,0-02 -2 .3 9210-O2 5.79610-O4 2.876,0-04
10 “7.290i0-04 1 .647,0-01 -1.897,^-01 1 ,60410-02 8,034,o” 03 S.931,0“O4
1 1 0  ® OOOjo'l-CO 0 , o o o 10+ o o O.OOOjo+OO O.OQOjo+OO C.O O G jd+OG o , c o c , 0+ c o
1 2 -2,623,0-03 1 .69110-01 —8 . 0 8 3 , 0 —01 -1.313,0-02 7 . 9 9 2 ,0 - 0 4 5 .59110-O4
1 3 0 * 0 0 0 , 0-1-00 1 .41 8,q— 01 o , o o o lc+ c o 3.264,0-02 o , o o o , 0+ o o -2.219,o-04
14 1 ,0 1 0 ,0 --04 r>u , 45710” 02 -7 ,6 31 i0-O2 -8 .45210-O2 -3.376,0-05 8,567,0-05
15 —7. 934,q- 04 1.64710-01 -1 ,9 3 3 10-01 1 , 669,0-02 - 2 . 010,o”04 -1 .4 5110-O4
16 0 , OOOjo'1-00 0 .000,0+00 0,000,o+00 0 . OOCjo+OO 0 , OOOio+OO 0 * 000,o+00
17 9 B 310,o-04 1 «682,o**01 -2.007,0-01 -1,279,0-02 -2.296,0-04 -1.146,0-04
18 O.OOOio+00 1 .41310-O1 0,000,0+00 3,S3910-02 O.OCOjo+OO 3 .286,0-O5
19 1,844,0-04 0 ,30510-02 -7,544,0-02 -2.431,0-02 5 .922,0-OS -7.075,0-05
20 1 *003,0--03 1 ,646,0-01 -1 .9 1 2 1C-01 1,644i0-O2 6.533,q—05 7 * 56910”05
81 0,000,o'+00 0 .OOjo+OO O,OOO10+OO o  * o o o ,0+ o o 0, OOO10+OO O.OOQjo+GQ
22 Pi, 567,o'“04 1 ,SOOl0-Q1 -‘2*OO910-O1 -1,291,0-08 1 .282 ,-04 2.672,0-05
23 0  , OOOjo'+00 1 ,421lo-01 0,000,5+00 3.24010-02 0.000,o+00 7.938,0-05
24 7,327,0'-05 8*293,0-02 -7,534,0-02 -2*437,0-O2 4.318,0-05 2.900,o”0 5
25 -1*456,0 -04 1 *G52,o*“01 - 1 ,92C,c-01 1.651,0-08 7.55210-O5 2.479IO-05
26 0 ,000,o+0G 0 ,OOQ10+QG 0i0C0w+00 o . o o o 10+ o o 0. 00Q,q+00 o . o o o 10+ o o
27 —So 638,o-05 1 .685lo-01 -2.016,0-01 -1.298,0-02 1.585,0-05 2,46310-O5
28 0 , 000,o+00 1 , 421 ,o“*01 0 • COC,0-l'O0 3,255,0-02 0 , 000,0+00 - 1 , 65610-O5
29 1 ,902,o'-05 0 .325,0-02 -7,563,0-02 —P>,  439,o—02 —2 »407,0—06 7 . 380,o—07
30 9.06210'-06 1 ,S5110-O1 -1.92G 10-O1 1 , 653,0-02 -2.170,0-05 -8 .2 0210-06
31 0 . 000,o+00 0 , o o o 10+ o o 0 ,  OOOjo+00 o , o o o 10+ o o 0.000,0+00 O.OOOio+OO
32 0,000,q+00 1 ,684w~01 -8,O14,0“O1 - 1 .29410-Q2 o , o o o , 0+ o o 0.000,o+00
33 O.OCOjo'+00 1 .421,0-01 o ,  o o o 10+ o o 3.25C,o-02 0.000,o+OC O.OOOio+OQ
— 18*2. —
TABLE (  ) £  )  MEMBER-END FORCES
U N IT  LOADS APPLIED SYMMETRICALLY AT ALL JO IN TS (  EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY JO IN TS )
BOUNDARY JO IN T  S FIXED IN  PO SIT IO N
GABLE STIFFEN IN G  : THE SAME AS FOR THE MODEL
MEMBER LENGTH FORCE—X FARCE-Y FORCE-Z MOMENT-X MOMENT-Y1 MOMENT-21 MOMENT-Y2 MOMENT-Z2
1 - 2 1  ,4 0 4 ,0 + Q I 4 .1 5 5 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 . 0 3 3 , 3 - 0 2 - 9 . 0 2 1 , 3 - 0 2 - 2 . 1 0 0 ,0 - 0 2 2 .3 3 3 ,3 - 0 1 - 1  .2 3 3 ,0 - 0 2 1 . 0 3 3 10+OO - 1 .3 2 3 , 0 - 0 1
1 - 4 7 .5 O O ,0+OO 3 .6 0 2 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 . 9 9 6 , 3 - 0 2 4 , 3 4 8 ,0 - 0 2 9 .8 3 7 ,3 - 0 2 - 2 ,  0 3 0 1:-C 1 - 6 , 3 6 6 , 3 - 0 2 -1  . 2 3 1 r - 0 1 - 3 . 6 0 4 .:; -0 2
2 - S 1 .4 0 4 ,3 + 0 1 1 .9 2 9 ,0 —01 - 2 . 3 0 6 , 0 - 0 2 1 .7 0 0 ,3 - 0 1 1 .4 7 1 ,0 .-0 1 - 1 .0 5 3 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 1 6 9 10- 0 2 - 1 .4 4 7 ,3 + 0 0 - 3 .4 5 4 , 0 - 0 1
2— 4 7 .5 G O ,o + 0 0 - 1  .7 8 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 3 . 1 0 5 , 3 - 0 2 1 . 5 2 4 , - 0 1 - 1  ,4 2 D 1C- 0 1 - 7 .2 2 2 , 3 - 0 1 - 3 .3 0 0 , 0 - 0 1 - 4 , 2 0 7 1;- 0 1 - 2 .3 3 8 , 0 - 0 1
2 - 5 7 .5 0 0 ,o + C O 2 .0 5 6 ,3 + 0 0 4 .0 5 8 ,3 - 0 2 1 .9 8 9 ,0 “  01 1 .2 9 1 ,3 - 0 1 - 7 .3 2 7 , 0 - 0 1 2 . 0 3 7 lo- 0 1 - 6 .9 8 6 , 3 - 0 1 1 .0 0 7 ,3 - 0 1
3 — 5 7 . 500,3+QC 5 .0 1 0 ,3 - 0 1 - 1 .5 4 1 ,0 - G I 2 .4 9 2 ,3 - 0 2 5 .2 8 9 ,3 "  0 8 1 . 3 2 7 i0-C 1 - 6 .2 3 5 , 0 - 0 1 - 3 .1 9 6 , 3 - 0 1 —5 .  * 2 0 ,0 - 0 1
4 - 6 7 ,5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 .3 0 5 ,3 + 0 0 1 .2 7 3 ,0 - 0 2 - 5 . 9 8 7 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 .4 6 6 ,^ - 0 1 3 .2 8 5 ,3 - 0 1 6 .5 9 0 ,0 —0 2 1 ,2 0 5 ,3 - 0 1 2 .0 5 7 ,3 - 0 2
4 - 7 7 .5 0 0 ,o + 0 0 3 ,  *  5 5 ,g + 0 0 6 . 6 0 8 ,3 - 0 2 - 3 . 0 7 8 , . - 0 2 1 ,6 8 0 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 . 8 3 2 , 3 - 0 2 2 .4 5 9 ,3 - 0 1 2 .  5 3 7 ,0 -0 1 2 , 4 3 S ,C- 0 1
5 - 7 7 .5 0 0 ,o + 0 0 9 .1 2 0 ,3 - 0 1 - 1 . 502,o~G 1 - 7 . 7 0 1 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 . 1 3 2 lo- 0 1 2 ,. 3 5 0 ,3 -0 1 - 5 .1 8 1 , 0 - 0 1 3 .4 2 6 ,0 - 0 1 - 6 .0 0 4 , 0 - 0 1
5 ~ 3 7 .5 O O ,0 'K3O 2 . 1 3 4 j 0+OO 2 .3 3 4 ,3 - 0 1 - 3 . 1 7 2 , 0 - 0 2 2 .3 8 3 ,0 - 0 2 3 .7 7 1 ,0 - 0 1 9 . 2 5 3 lc-C 1 - 1 .3 9 2 , 0 - 0 1 0 .2 5 2 , , - - 0 1
6 - 9 7 . 5 0 0 , 0+ 0 0 2 ,6 G C ,0+OO 1 * 4 4 ? ,C~G 2 —3 . 9 2 0 ,o —0 8 3 .6 4 9 ,0 - 0 2 1 .7 1 7 ,0 - 0 1 7 . 7 7 6 ,0 - 0 2 1 .2 2 3 ,0 - 0 1 3 .O 7 3 1 0 -O 2
7 - 9 7 ,5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 . 0 3 1 1Q+ 0 0 1 .6 4 8 ,3 - 0 2 - 5 . 1 6 5 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 .2 0 9 , 0 - 0 1 4 .8 9 3 ,3 - 0 2 5 . 9 4 6 lc- 0 2 3 .3 3 6 ,0 - 0 1 0 .3 6 9 ,0 - 0 2
7 - 1 0 7 , 5 0 0 , ;+ 0 0 2 .9 0 2 ,3 + 0 0 1 .0 3 0 ,3 - 0 1 7 . 5 4 5 ,0 - 0 3 1 . 1 4 1  - 0 2 - 8 . 9 0 1 , c- 0 2 3 ,9 2 5 ,0 —01 3 .2 4 2 ,3 - 0 2 3 . 7 9 7 10-O 1
8 - 1 0 7 .5 O O ,0+OO 1 . 9 1 8 ,0+OO - 1 .5 2 6 , 0 - 0 1 - 7 . 7 3 8 , 3 - 0 2 6 .0 8 1 ,3 - 0 2 4 ,7 3 8 ,0 - 0 1 - 5 .1 2 0 3 3 - 0 1 1 .1 0 3 ,0 - 0 1 - 6 .3 1 6 , 3 - 0 1
9 - 1 1 / .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .4 0 5 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 .  5 5 8 ,3 -0 2 3 . 0 1 7 ,3 - 0 2 - 7 . 4 3 5 , 3 - 0 2 - 2 . 0 9 4 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 . 3 3 3 10- 0 1 6 . 3 1 6 lc- 0 2 1 .6 4 2 ,0 - 0 2
9 - 1 2 7 .5 0 0 ,o + 0 0 2 .3 6 1 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 0 6 8 ,3 - 0 2 - 4 . 2 6 0 , 0 - 0 2 4 .6 5 2 ,0 - 0 2 - 8 , 9 2 0 10- 0 2 3 .7 9 7 ,3 - 0 2 4 . 0 8 7 , - 0 1 1 .1 7 1 ,3 - 0 1
1 0 - 1 2 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .7 6 9 ,3 + 0 0 1 .3 7 7 ,0 - 0 2 - 3 . 7 5 5 , 3 - 0 2 - 4 .8 0 9 , 0 - 0 2 1 ,6 7 1 ,0 - 0 1 1 .0 4 8 ,3 - 0 1 1 ,1 4 5 ,3 - 0 1 - 1 .5 7 7 , 0 - 0 3
1 0 - 1 3 /  .  5 0 0 ,q+ 0 0 2 . 4 4 5 1;+ 0 0 5 ,2 7 0 ,3 - 0 2 1 .6 7 3 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 . 3 4 4 1 0 -G 1 8 .7 9 9 ,3 - 0 2 1 .6 7 4 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 .1 3 5 , 0 - 0 1 2 .2 7 8 ,3 - 0 1
1 1 - 1 4 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,4 7 7 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 3 4 3 ,0 - 0 2 - 6 . 4 4 6 , 0- 0 2 1 .7 0 0 ,3 - 0 2 8 . 9O 9 10-O 2 3 . 9 5 1 , 0- C 2 3 .8 4 3 ,0 - 0 1 ' 1  . 3 6 2 , ; - 0 1
1 2 - 1 4 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .9 7 9 ,0 + 0 0 3 ,2 3 9 ,0 - 0 2 - 9 .5 C 1 ,o - G 2 - 9 . 5 1 1 , 0 - 0 2 0 . 0 5 2 ,  . - 0 2 3 . 9 6 6 ,3 - 0 2 6 .3 2 0 ,0 - 0 1 2 , 0 3 2 , c-C 1
1 2 - 1,5 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .0 7 3 ,3 + 0 0 - 8 , 0 6 6 10- 0 2 3 . 9 9 9 1 0“ O2 - 1 .0 0 4 , 3 - 0 1 - 2 , .  0 0 3 10- 0 1 - 1 . 1 4 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 . 8 6 4 lc- 0 2 - 4 . 0 2 8 , 0 - 0 2
1 3 - 1  £ 7 , 50G ,o+00 2 . 1 5 0 , c+ 0 0 4 , 9 9 5 ,0 - 0 2 3 .1 7 5 ,0 - 0 2 6 . 2 2 3 ,0 - 0 2 1 .5 9 1 ,0 - 0 1 2 . 3 9 1  lo-C I - 3 . 9 7 2 r; -0 1 1  .3 5 5 ,0 - 0 1
1 4 - i e 7 ,5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .3 2 9 ,3 + 0 0 - 3 . 2 5 4 , 0 - 0 2 8 . 0 7 1 lc- 0 2 - 6 .6 5 6 , 3 - 0 2 - 6 .2 5 6 , 3 - 0 1 - 2 .4 6 6 , 3 - 0 1 2 . 0 2 4 ,3 - 0 2 2 . 5 4 4 ,0 - 0 3
1 4 - 17 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,1 4 3 ,3 + 0 0 - 5 .6 0 7 , 3 - 0 3 - 1 . 0 9 7 ,0"O2 3 ,9 7 6 ,0 - 0 2 - 3 . 9 4 0 i C- 0 1 - 1 .1 6 4 , 3 - 0 1 4 .7 G 2 lo- 0 1 7 .3 7 0 ,0 - 0 2
1 5 - 1 7 7 ,5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2  ,  2 0 3 ,3 + 0 0 5 ,0 8 4 ,0 —0 2 - 6 . 2 4 7 , 3 - 0 2 - 6 ,1 0 8 ^ 3 - 0 2 3 . 0 9 6 10- 0 1 1 ,8 5 4 ,0 - 0 1 1 .5 8 % o -0 1 1 , 9 1 4 , c- 0 1
1 5 - 1 C 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .0 7 6 ,3 + 0 0 - 7 . 9 0 0 , 3 - 0 2 8 .7 4 7 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 .  2 6 9 ,3 -0 1 - 7 . 7 2 3 , 3 - 0 2 - 3 .1 9 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 5 . 7 8 7 , c- 0 1 - 2 . 7 2 8 10-O 1
1 6 - I S 7 .  50C ,o+00 2 , 4 0 0 ,o + 0 0 3 .  6 1 1 , , - 0 2 - 9 . 5 2 6 , 3 - 0 2 3 . 9 2 7 ,3 - 0 2 5 , 2 2 0 ,3 - 0 2 2 . 4 0 6 , 0-C 2 6 .6 2 3 ,0 - 0 1 2 .3 9 2 ,0 - 0 1
1 7 - I S 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .4 4 3 ,3 + 0 0 8 .  8 5 3 10-O 2 - 5 .7 2 4 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 .2 5 9 , 0 - 0 1 - S .  6 6 9 ,3 -0 2 - 1 . 5 3 5 , 3 - 0 2 7., 5 0 9 1:-0 1 2 ,2 9 3 ,0 - 0 1
1 7 - 2 C J .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 , 8 8 8 , 0 + 0 0 - 5 . 7 9 7 , 3 - 0 2 3 . 7 S 2 lc- 0 2 - 6 . 3 5 8 , 0 - 0 2 —4 *  2 9 2 ,q—01 - 2 .4 0 5 , 0 - 0 1 - 2 .  2 5 7 lc.-0 1 - 1 .3 6 2 , 0 - 0 1
1 8 - 2 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .907 ,0+ C O 6 .3 9 4 ,0 - 0 2 1  . 0 9 6 10- 0 2 5 .1 8 0 ,3 - 0 2 3 .6 4 1 ,0 - 0 1 2 .  5 6 5,o"01 - 4 .4 6 2 , 3 - 0 1 2 .2 3 1 ,0 - 0 1
1 9 - 2 1 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 «7 8 3 ,0 + 0 0 - 4 . 1 2 0 , 3 - 0 2 1 .0 6 3 ,3 - 0 1 - 8 . 1 9 8 , 0 - 0 2 -7 .6 9 6 ,n - G 1 - 2 .9 4 1 , 0 - 0 1 - 2 .7 6 3 , 0 - 0 2 - 1 . 4 8 8 , 3 - 0 2
1 9 - 2 2 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 1 4 7 lo+ 0 0 - 2 , 0 9 5,3"02 4 .0 0 7 ,0 - 0 2 9 .5 8 3 ,0 - 0 2 - 6 . 8 2 2 . , - C I - 1 .9 9 5 , 3 - 0 1 3 , 7 5 7 , c- 0 1 4 . 2 3 2 10-O 2
2 0 - 2 2 7  ,500jo+O C 2 , 0 9 1 , 0+0C 3 , 6 3 3 ,0 - 0 2 - C .  2 3 3 10-O 2 - 4 . 8 5 C 10- 0 2 3„  4 7 0 ,3 -0 1 1 . 2 1 0 ,3 - 0 1 2 .  7 0 5 ,0 -0 1 1 .5 1 5 ,3 - 0 1
2 0 - 2 3 7 ,5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .8 0 3 ,3 + 0 0 - 5 . 3 1 2 , 0-C 2 6 * 7 5 8 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 . 0 6 7 10- 0 1 1 .2 6 3 ,0 - 0 1 - 1 * 9 2 1 ,0 - 0 1 - 6 ,3 3 1 , 0 —01 - 2 .0 6 3 , 0 - 0 1
2 1 - 2 4 J .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .5 8 7 ,3 + 0 0 3 .8 7 4 ,^ - 0 2 - 1 .0 2 7 , 3 - 0 1 8 , 3«i8,0— 0 2 2 .4 1 3 ,0 - 0 2 1 . 3 5 7 ,3 - 0 2 7 .4 S 3 ,o - 0 1 2 .  7 7 0 ,0 -0 1
2 2 - 2 4 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .3 7 2 ,3 + C C 1 .5 7 4 ,3 - 0 2 - 7 . 2 3 3 , 0 - 0 2 - 1  .4 3 5 ,0 - 0 1 - 2 .4 2 1 , 3 - 0 1 - 7 . 0 6 5 , 3 - 0 2 7 .8 4 5 ,0 - 0 1 1 .8 0 7 ,3 - 0 1
s a - 2 5 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .9 1 4 ,3 + 0 0 —3  .  86 7 ,3 —0 2 9 .3 8 3 ,0 - 0 2 - 1 . 4 5 0 , 3 - 0 2 - 4 .0 1 3 , 0 - 0 1 - 1  . 3 3 5 ,0 - 0 1 - 3 .0 2 4 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 ,1 1 5 , 0 - 0 1
5 3 - 2 5 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1  . 8 6 6 ,3 + 0 0 2 .3 0 9 ,3 - 0 2 - 2 . 1 0 0 , 3 - 0 8  . 7 .9 7 4 ,0 - 0 2 5 .3 0 9 ,3 - 0 1 1 . 2 0 0 ,3 - 0 1 - 3 .6 7 4 , 0 - 0 1 9 .3 1 3 ,0 - 0 2
5 4 - 2 3 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,7 1 1 ,3 + 0 0 —4 , 0 5  0 , 3 “ 0 2 1 .0 8 2 ,3 - 0 1 - 9 .8 0 5 , 3 - 0 2 - 7 . 7 6 5 , 0-O 1 - 2 .3 3 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 3 .5 2 2 , 0 - 0 2 - 1 . 5 6 7 10- 0 2
5 4 - 2 7 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,2 3 3 ,0 + 0 0 - 1 . 5 6 2 , 3 - 0 2 5 . 5 S 6 10~ 0 2 1 .3 6 1 ,3 - 0 1 - 7 .5 9 5 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 . .  0 3 2 ,3 -0 1 S .  4 2 1 ,0 -0 1 6 .6 0 4 ,3 - 0 2
5 5 - 2 7 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 0 4 6 , 0+ 0 0 1»  6 5 0 , 3 —0 8 - 9 . 5 7 5 10“ O2 - 2 . 5 0 S ,o - 0 2 3 .5 8 2 ,0 - 0 1 5 .1 5 0 ,3 - 0 2 3 .5 9 9 ,0 - 0 1 7 .2 2 7 ,3 - 0 2
2 5 - 2 3 7  .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1  .8 1 4 ,3 + 0 0 - 1  . 0 2 0 ,0 - 0 2 5 . 0 9 4 ,3 - 0 2 - 1  .0 3 5 ,0 - 0 1 2 .4 4 4 ,0 - 0 1 - 5 . 0 9 7 , 0 - 0 2 - 6 .2 6 4 , 3 - 0 1 — 3 , 5 5 5 ,o ” 0 2
2 6 - 2 9 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,6 1 5 ,3 + 0 0 3 .9 5 O , 0 -O 2 - 1 .O 5 6 10-O 1 1 .0 0 4 ,3 - 0 1 2 . 8 0 8 10- 0 2 1 . 3 3 4 10“ 0 2 7 .6 3 3 ,0 - 0 1 2 .8 2 9 ,0 - 0 1
2 7 - 2 9 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 , 3 1 7 ,0+QO 1 .2 7 4 ,3 - 0 2 - 6 .2 4 0 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 .5 2 6 , 3 - 0 1 - 3 .1 1 2 , 0 - 0 1 - 7 . 8 6 5 , 0 - 0 2 7 . 7 9 2 , 0- 0 1 1 .7 4 2 j 0-O 1
2 7 - 3 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 ,9 8 1 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 . 5 8 1 , 3 - 0 2 9 .6 3 2 ,3 - 0 2 4 . 9 3 7 ,3 - 0 3 - 3 .3 9 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 6 . 3 1 4 , 0- 0 2 - 3 .3 2 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 5 , 5 4 3 1 0 -O 2
553- 3 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .8 4 9 ,3 + 0 0 5 .2 6 3 ,0 - 0 3 - 3 . 9 0 7 , 0 - 0 2 1 . 0 5 1 lo- 0 1 6 .0 0 8 ,3 - 0 1 3 . 4 1 7 ,3 - 0 2 - 3 .0 7 8 , 3 - 0 1 5 .3 0 1 ,0 -O S
2 9 - 31 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 6 5 9 ,g + 0 0 —C5 .  90 0 ,3 —0 2 1 .0 6 6 ,3 - 0 1 - 1 .0 3 5 , 0 - 0 1 - 7 .6 6 0 , 3 - 0 1 - 2 .8 4 1 ,0 - C I - 3 . 3 5 3 , 0 -G 2 - 1 . 4 8 8 , 0 - 0 2
2 9 - 3 2 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .2 7 O ,0+OO - 1  . 3 2 0 ,3 - 0 2 6 ,0 3 5 ,3 —0 2 1 .5 0 3 ,3 - 0 1 - 7 .7 0 4 , 3 - 0 1 - 1  .7 4 4 ,3 - 0 1 3 .2 5 8 , . :- 0 1 7 . 5 3 2 ,0 - 0 2
3 0 - 3 2 7 .  5QG,0+GG 2 .0 0 5 ,3 + 0 0 1 . 0 9 1 ,3 - 0 2 - 9 , 6 2 0 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 , 2 2 3 , 3 - 0 2 3 . 4 1 0 i0- 0 1 3 . 6 S 1 10- 0 2 3 . 8 0 5 lc- 0 1 4 . 5 1 8 ,3 - 0 2
3 0 - 3 3 7 ,5 O 0 j0+QO 1 ,0 5 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 .  9 2 7 ,C“ 0 3 4 . 3 0 1 , :- 0 2 - 1 .1 2 8 , 3 - 0 1 2 . 3 9 2 jC- 0 1 1 , 1 0 3 ,0- 0 2 - 6 . 1 1 0 10-C 1 - 2 . 5 4 8 , 3 - 0 2
-  1 S3 -
TABU,' (  )  MEMBER-END FORCES
U N IT  LOADS APPLIED SYMMETRICALLY AT ALL JO IN TS (  EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BGUI©ANY JO IN T S )  
BGUNEARY JO INT : FIXED IN  PO SITIO N  AD© DIRECTION
GABLE t.STIFFENING : THE SAME AS FDR THE MODEL
member LENGTH FCRGE-Z FARCE-Y FORCE-Z lE-’MBNT-S MOMENT-Y1 MOMENT-Z1 MOMENT-Y2 MOMENT-Z2
i - 8 1 ,40410+01 4.299j3+C0 -8.863x3-02 -1.329x0-01 -1 .735jo-01 8.041x3-01 -1  . 982iC-01 1 .OGSjo+OO -1.195x0-01
1 - 4 7,500jo+0 0 3.S9110+00 -1 .772x3-02 3.39110-O2 -6 ,5 2 4 10-O2 -1.036x0-01 -5.941x3-02 457x3-01 - 7 . 346x0“ 02
r,~ 3 1 .40410+Q1 2,773iC-01 —8. 339x3—02 1.664x0-01 1.133x0-01 -1.039x3+00 -1.464x3-02 -1.297x3+00 -3.139x0-01
4 7 . 5CCj0+GG - 1 .01310+00 -0 .  503x0-02 1.607x0-01 -9.526x3-02 -7,380x3-01 -3,128x0-01 -5.260x3-01 -3.249x0-01
2 - 5 7 .5OO10+OO 2.102i0+CC 3.216x0-02 2,065xo-C1 9,60910-C2 -3 ,4 0 0 v -01 1 .55910-O1 -7 ,00G lc-C1 G, 52S10-02
3 - 5 7.500x0+00 4,430x3-01 -1.330x0-01 2.691x0-02 5.145x0-02 7,994x3-02 -5.432x3-01 -2 .8 1 3iC-01 -4 .5 4 2 IO-01
4 - 6 7.500x3+00 - 1 ,43210+GO 2.175x0-02 -7 ,5 1 510"  02 -4.136x0-08 3.476x0-01 1.055x3-01 2,161 jo-01 5.759x0-02
4-- 7 7.5GOx0+CO , 350x3+00 5.496x3-02 -1 .7S3io-02 1.119xc-01 -2 .236ic-02 1 ,998io-01 1 .551xc-01 2 , 1.24lc-01
5 - 7 7 . 500x3+00 0. 26910- 01 -1,364x0-01 -6.312x3-02 - 0 . 294io-02 1.579x0-01 -4.760x3-01 3.155x0-01 -5.466x0-01
5 - 3 7.500x3+00 8.166x3+00 2,OS3io“ 01 -4.541x0-02 4.240x3-02 3,917io-01 8.194x3-01 -5.117x0-02 7.277x3-01
6 - 9 7.500x3+00 8,616x3+00 2.353x0-03 -2.043x3-02 3.338lc-0 2 1.291x3-01 3.348x0-02 2.415x0-02 -1.583x0-02
7 - 9 7.500xo+CO 9.360x3-01 2,205x3-02 - 3 . 39SxC” 02 -4.563x0-02 -9.772x0-04 3 ,10Slc-C2 ■2.257iC-C l 3 »429xo“ Q z
7 - 1C 7.500x3+00 2.897x3+00 O.OOOxo-02 -1 .0 6 1 1;-0 2 3.236x0-02 7 .81310-O3 3,377x0-01 7.173i0-O2 3.223x0-01
s - 1C 7.500x3+00 1, OS Oj:+00 -1.313x0-01 -0.235x0-02 5.65410-C2 4 .1SS1;-01 . -4.445x0-01 2.009x3-01 -5 .4 0 5 lo-01
9~ 11 7.5COxo+00 1,326x3+00 -2,357x3-02 4.731iC-0 2 5.32C10-C2 -1,597x3-01 -8,724x3-02 - 1 , 952io-C1 - 8 . 95110-02
9- 12 7.50010+00 2,321x3+00 2,001xC-0 2 -5.204x3-02 5.851x3-02 7. z67i3-02 6,580xc-02 3,176x0-01 3.428x0-°?’
10- 12 7.500x3+00 1.843x3+00 2.094x3-08 -2 .  097i0“ 02 -1.510x3-02 8.151x3-02 1,167x0-01 1 .3581C-01 4.041x3-02
10- 13 7 .500xg+00 2.470x3+00 4.230x3-02 1,053x3-03 -1.018x3-01 3. 547x0-02 1 .3431C-01 -9.337*3-02 1.329x0-01
11- 14 7,500x3+00 8 e 530x3+00 3.553x0-02 -I .Q O S jc-C I 1,149x3-02 5,OC8xo“ 01 1.811x0-01 2.53510-01 8 ,543xo-02
12— 14 7,500x3+00 2.067x3+00 2.320x3-02 -6 .  501x3-02 -S.COOxo-02 3.43Ci0-02 1 ,78510-C2 4.533x:-01 1,561x3-01
12- 15 7,5OGi0+GO 2.059x3+00 -1.675x3-02 1.954x3-02 -5 .750x,-02 -1,080x3-01 -9.131x3-02 4.147x3-02 -3,427x3-02
13 - 15 7.500x3+00 2,210x3+00 4,871x3-02 '2.56110-02 5.025x3-02 7,625x3-02 27201x3-01 - 2 , 68S10-01 1 ,45210-01
14- 1C 7,500x3+00 2.415x3+00 —4 . 993x:—C2 1.206x3-01 7,156x3-02 -3.036x0-01 - 1 . 572lc-01 -5.7O6j0-O1 -2.174x0-01
14- IV 7,500x3+00 2.21710+00 4.126x0-03 -S.ISOxo-02 5,014x3-02 -1.599x3-01 —3, 936x3“ C2 3.934xo-C1 7.C30xo-C2
15- 17 7,500x3+00 8.29113+00 '3,757x0-08 -5 .49O 10-C2 -3.919x3-02 2*097x3-01 1 .268i:-C1 2.021x3-01 1.549x3-01
15- 18 7.500x3+00 1.095x3+00 -6.510x3-08 7,057x3-02 -0,464x3-08 -1,063x0-01 -2,613x0-01 -4.229x3“ 01 -2.269x3-01
16- 15 7.500x3+00 2 . 595x:+00 5,7C710-C2 -1.559x0-01 -3.045x3-02 7.307x0-01 2.692x3-01 4.33510-C1 1.589x3-01
17- 1 i 7,500x3+00 2,530x3+00 1.396x0-08 -4.12Sx.-C2 -7.501x3-02 -1.493*0-01 -3,624x0-02 4. 587x0-01 1.410x3-01
17- 2C /, 500x3+00 1,967x3+00 -4 .1 1 1 lc-C8 6.635x3-02 -2,119x3-02 -3 .5 6 7 10-01 -1,784xn-01 -1.409x3-01 -1 .2 S 9 iC-C1
10- SC 7.50Cio+00 1 .949x3+00 4 , 320x3-08 9 . 77113**04 3,341x3-02 2 .6 1 5x0-01 1.6D510-C1 -2 ,6 8 9 10-C1 1 .55510-C1
13- 21 7 . 500x;+0C 2.061x3+00 -6,121x3-02 1, S22,o-01 5.011x3-02 -4 .7 0 0 1C~01 -1 .  8Q210-C1 -7.468x0-01 -2.789x3-01
19 - 22 7.5OO10+OO 2,266x3+00 -3.420x0-03 1 .1 37io“ 02 7.959x3-08 -3,935x0-01 -1 .097 i0-01 3 .082i0-C1 4.645x3-02
20 - 22 7 . 500xo+00 8,132x0+00 2,C73io-02 -6,500x3-02 —3,922x3-02 2,O9710“ 01 5. 897x3-02 2 .77310-G1 '9.64710-O2
20— 23 7.500x3+00 1 .004x3+00 -3,0CGi0-0 8 4.761x0-02 -6.358x3-08 7 .23  Ox.--02 -1 .040x3-01 -4.295x3-01 -1.209x3-01
21 - 24 7.500x3+00 2,673x3+00 6,012x3-02 -1.609x3-01 -4.232ic-C2 7.501x3-01 2 .790iC-01 4 . 5S7io“ C1 1.71810-C1
r a - 24 7,500x3+00 2,403x3+00 2.60210-03 -2.293x0-08 —9* 933x3—08 -2.595x3-01 ~7.43Clc-C2 4.318x0-01 9.432x3-02
; 8 - 25 7.500x3+00 2.031x3+00 -1.604x0-02 S . a i 3x3-02 I.SG Iio -02 - 3 . 303io-01 -7.317x0-02 -I.O O Iio -O I —5, 3C9xo-02
5 3 - 25 7.500x3+00 1. 932i0-:-00 1.202x0-02 -8 .  522x3-08 5.323x0-02 3.7851,-01 5.C58xc-C8 -1.893*0-01 3 . ^ 58io” C2
54- 26 7,500x3+00 c i , 7 89xo+0 0 -5 .94O 10-O2 1,603x3-01 4,091x3-02 -4 .551  iQ—01 -1.684x3-01 -7.494-xo-CI -2,771x3-01
5 4 - 27 7,500x3+00 2,337x0+00 -3.950x3-03 1.729x3-02 9.460i0“ 02 -4.225x3-01 - 9 . 54Cio-02 % . 92 3io“ 01 6 , 53310-02
5 5 - 27 7,500x3+00 2,094x3+00 7 ,4 3 91;;-03 -7.000x3-02 -8 .  580x3-02 2.044x3-01 1 .553xo-C2 '3.257x3-01 4.02Sic-0 2
2 5 - 23 7.500x3+00 1,917x3+00 — 5,020io—03 3.407x3-02 -6 .6 9 4 iC-02 1.464x0-01 -6.328x3-03 -4.079x3-01 -3,138x0-02
26 - 29 7.500,3+00 2.666x3+00 5.094x3-02 -1,504xo~01 -4.235x0-02 7,397x3-01 2,745x3-01 4.405x0-01 1.676x3-01
27- 29 7.500x3+00 8,351 xo+00 2,374io-03 -1.620x3-02 -9.910x3-02 -2,934x0-01 -7 ,1 1 8io“ 02 4,155x0-01 8.399x0-02
27 - 30 7 . 500x3+00 2.002x3+00 -7.596x0-03 S . OSOio-02 2,0021,-02 -3,242ic-01 -3.595x0-02 -1 .8 8 1 lo-01 -2 .1 0 2 ,-0 2
28— SC­ 7,500x3+00 1.935x0+00 -1.135x0-03 -3.393x0-02 6,968x0-02 4,072x0-01 5.091x0-03 -1.527x3-01 -1.36Cxo-02
29- SI 7.5COio+00 2 .631xo+GO -5.060x3-02 1.573x3-01 4.034io“ 02 -4 ,4 5 1 1C-01 -1.659x3-01 “ 7,30G10-C1 -2 .736 i0-01
29 - 32 7,500x3+00 2.334x0+00 -3,061x3-03 1,744x0“ 02 9.779x3-02 -4,203x3—01 -9.127x3-02 2.89510-01 S,83110-O2
3 0 - 32 7,500i:+00 2.070x3+00 5.926x0-03 -S .O IO jo-0 2 -1.989x3-02 1 ,87Gi0-G1 1.414x3-02 3.237x0-01 3.030x3-02
30 - 33 7*500x3+00 1.94710+00 2.260io-03 3,806x^-02 -7.263x0-02 1,533x0-01 2.050x3-02 -3.987x0-01 -3.494x0-03
-  t 8 * f ~
TABLE (  f  S  > MEMBER-END FORCES
UNIT LOADS APPLIED AT ALL JOINTS (  EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY JOINTS ) -SYMMETRICALLY TO THE
TRANSVERSE PLANE OF SYMMETRY AND ANTI 2-YMMBTRICALL 
BOUNDARY JOINT j  FIXED IN  POSITION
GABLE (.STIFFENING : TI-IE SAME AS FOR THE MODEL
MEMBER LENGTH FORCE-X FDRCE-Y FORCE-Z
1- 2 1.4O4l0+O1 -1.167,3+01 -3,003,3-02 1.266,,+00
1 - 4 7 . 5OC,0+OO 1.7 63,3+00 1. C65,0-01 4. 5921C-01
2- O 1.404,0+01 -7 .340n+00 1.947,3-02 -1.318,3+00
2- 4 7.500,0+00 4. 523,3+00 -4 ,603j0-01 -1.129,3+00
3 - 5 7.500,o+00 -2.845,3-01 8.213,0-01 -0.005,3-01
3 - i 7.600,0+00 7.132,3+00 -3 ,49010-01 2.7211C-01
4- e 7 . faOO,o+GO 3.706,3+00 2.008,3-01 -0.750,3-02
4 - 7 7 .500,0+CO -1.918,3-01 2.244,3-01 -4 .517 lc-02
5 - 7 7.500,0+00 5.576,3+00 -1*974,3-01 -0.484,3-02
5 - I 7 .5OO10+OG -1 .585,3+00 -1.726,3-01 -2 .63610-O1
6- S 7.500,0+00 -1 .94710+00 -1.902,3-01 3.404,3-01
7 - c / . 500,3+00 4.745,3+00 2.098,3-01 -1.375,3-01
7 - 1C 7 .500,0+CO - 1  .541,3+00 - 1  ,930,3-01 8.061,3-02
3- 10 7.500,0+00 1 .564,0+OO 3 , 302,0-G 8 5,921,3-01
8- 11 j . 500,0+00 5.354,3+00 3.431,0-02 -2.637,0-01
9 - 12 /. 500,3+00 -8 .1 1 8,0+00 -1.756,3-01 3.59010-01
10- 12 7 . 5OO,0+QO 1.736,3+00 1,17S10-O1 2.191,3-01
1 0 - 13 7 , 50G,o+00 -1.544,3+00 - 1 » 969j3“C2 -4 .814n-01
1 1 - 14 7.500,3+00 6.090,3-02 -1.205,3-01 3.517,3-01
1 2 - 14 7.500,o+00 2 .366d+00 1,242,3-02 —2. 5S4,0~O1
133— 15 7.500,o+00 - Io  989,0+00 -4.237,3-03 -5.980,3-02
13- 15 7 . 500,3+00 ‘ 1.442,3+00 2.690,3-02 5.760,3-01
14- 1 G 7.500,3+00 2.740,3+00 1.247,3-01 -3,250,0-01
14- 17 7.500,3+00 -4.242,3-01 —3,646,0—02 2.439,0-01
15- 17 7.500,3+00 1 .697,3+00 —5 * 956 ,3—08 1.669,3-02
15- 1 C 7 . 500,o+00 -1.810,3+00 5.697,3-02 -5 .  584,3-01
16- 19 7 #50CX+0G 2,005,c-01 -1.265,3-01 3.406,0-01
17— 19 7.500,0+00 j .  919w+00 5.C73,0~02 -2.264,3-01
17- SO 7.500,3+00 -7.582,3-01 4.945lc-02 - 1  .006,3-01
18- SO 7 . 5OO10+CO 1. S53,0+00 -5 .22910“O2 4.856,3-01
19- 81 7.500,3+00 2 « 355,3+OC 1 .263,0-01 -3.432,3-01
19- 28 /. 500,3+00 -2.144,3-01 -4.175,0-02 2,133,3-01
20- 22 7.500,0+C0 1.586,3+00 -5.533,o-03 7.74O10-O2
2C- 23 7.500,3+00 -9 .282 lo-01 8.906,0-03 -5*057 ,-01
2 1 - 24 f . 500,3+00 6.317,3-01 -1.203,3-01 3.259,0-01
82- 24 7.500,3+00 1.814,3+00 5.997,3-02 -2.326,3-01
82- 25 7.500,3+00 -5.101,3-01 -7.857,3-03 -6.028,3-02
23- 25 7 « 500,3+00 8.030,3-01 -1.317,3-02 5.266,3-01
24- 2C 7,500,3+00 2.241,3+00 1 .801,3-01 -3.295,0-01
24- 27 / .500,3+00 2.127,3-01 -6.079,3-02 8 , 421,3-01
25- 27 7.500,3+00 8.76e10-01 -2.634,3-03 7.973,3-02
85- 21 7 .500t3+00 -5.400,3-01 2.025,3-02 —5, <-..G 0,3—01
26— 2£ 7 . 5CO,o+CC 1«163,3+00 -1.224,3-01 3.351,3-01
27- 2 £ / . 500,3+00 1,16310+OG 5,023,3-02 -2.334,0-01
27- 3C 7.500,3+00 -2.768,3-02 9.744,3-03 -7.584,3-02
83- 3C 7.500,3+00 4.C88,q—01 ~1.381,0“C2 5.197,3-01
29- 31 7.500,3+00 1 .506,3+00 1.228,3-01 -3 ,3 3 5 10-01
29 - 32 7.500,3+00 7.366,0-01 -5.174,3-02 2 ,322,0—01
30- 32 7.500,3+00 4.696,3-01 -1.896,3-02 ’ 7,224,3-02
3C— 33 7.500,0+00 -6.689,0-02 8 .342,3—02 -5 .1 9 1 k“C1
TO THE LONGITUDINAL PLANE OF SYMMETRY
MDMENT-X MOMENT-Y1 MOMENT-21 MOMENT-Y2 MOMENT-Z2
5 .3 5 4 ,0 - 0 1 - 4 .9 8 6 ,0 - 0 1 - 1  .0 8 8 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 .7 2 7 j 0+O1 - 3 .5 8 9 ,0 - 0 2
- 5 .4 5 5 ,3 - 0 1 - 7 . 8 9 6 ao- 0 2 1 .1 8 9 ,3 + 0 0 —3 .3 6 5 ,0 + 0 0 2 .0 8 9 ,3 - 0 1
- 1  .7 7 0 ,3 + 0 0 1  .7 6 6 ,0 + 0 1 - 3 .8 7 7 ,0 - 0 1 8 . 5 0  5 ,3 — 0 1 € .6 1 1 ^ - 0 1
1 .4 6 5 ,0 + 0 0 7 .7 2 9 ,3 + 0 0 - 7 .  5 2 9 ,3 -0 1 7 .3 9 4 ,3 - 0 1 -2 .6 9 9 ,0 + G O
- 1 .7 1 9 ,0 + 0 0 6 .5 1 0 ,3 + 0 0 3 .3 4 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 5 .0 7 0 ,0 - 0 1 2 .3 2 4 ,3 + 0 0
- 2 .4 2 1 , 3 - 0 2 9 ,  5 4 0 ,0 -0 1 - 1 .0 7 0 ,o + 0 0 - 2 . 9 9 5 ,3+ 00 - 1 .  5 4 3,o+ 0 0
S .  9 0 4 ,c- 0 1 7 .4 5 3 ,0 - 0 1 1 .2 5 1 „ + 0 0 - 0 .9 0 5 ,3 - 0 2 2 .5 5 2 ,3 - 0 1
—1 .  4 5 3 10+ 0u 3 .4 8 7 ,3 + 0 0 1 .5 8 0 ,0 + 0 0 - 3 . 1 4 8 , c+ 0 0 1 .0 3 4 ,0 - 0 1
1 .3 1 4 ,3 + 0 0 4 .8 1 9 ,3 + 0 0 - 2 . 2 4  S,o~ 01 - 3 .5 0 3 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 .2 5 5 ,3 + 0 0
—8 .5 5 5 ,3 —01 2.077 ,0+G O - 9 .  5 6 3 ,0” 01 - 1 .0 0 6 ,3 - 0 1 - 3 . 3 S 0 10- 0 1
- 5 .3 9 7 ,3 - 0 1 - 3 .1 0 9 ,3 - 0 1 - 4 .0 2 1 ,0 - 0 1 —3 . 2 4 2 ,0+OO - 1 . 0 2 4 , c+ 0 0
1 .1 3 4 ,3 + 0 0 3 .5 9 7 ,3 + 0 0 1 .5 2 9 ,0 + 0 0 —8 .  5 6 6 ,3+ 00 4 .4 2 4 ,0 - 0 2
- 1  .3 3 0 ,0 + 0 0 S .  2 3 5 ,0 + 0 0 —3 .8 5 0 ,3 —01 - 3 .3 4 0 ,o + 0 0 - 1 . 06 2 ,;+ C 0
4 .8 4 5 ,3 - 0 1 - S .  0 0 0 ,3 -0 1 2 .9 6 2 ,3 - 0 1 - 3 . 8 4 0 , c+ 0 0 - 1 .1 C 3 ,0-C 2
3 .9 2 7 ,3 - 0 1 2 ,0 1 7 ,3 + 0 0 6 .7 0 9 ,3 - 0 1 —Of.  960 ,o—0 8 - 3 , 8 5 5 i0- 0 2
- 9 .4 0 8 ,3 - 0 1 1 ,  72 6 ,3 + 0 0 1 .2 3 9 ,0 - 0 2 - 4 * 4 1  9,q+00 - 1 .3 2 9 ,3 + 0 0
1 .0 1 7 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 9 6 3 10+OO 9 .1 8 3 ,3 - 0 1 “ 4 . 6 0 6 10+ 0 0 —3.60 5 ,0 * * 0 2
- 4 .3 0 8 ,3 - 0 1 3.. 6 6 5 ,0+ 0 0 3 , 7 1 2 10-O 2 - 5 .5 C 7 , :- 0 2 - 1 .3 4 8 ,0 - 0 1
- 2 .7 3 7 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 .7 S 3 ,o - 0 1 - 7 .7 4 8 , 3 - 0  8 - 2 .3 6 2 ,3 + 0 0 - 8 ,2 6 3 ,3 - 0 1
8 ,2 9 4 ,3 "  01 4 ,1 2 1 ,3 + 0 0 7 . 2 9 1 , 0- 0 1 - 2 .1 9 9 ,3 + 0 0 - 6 .3 6 C ,o - 0 1
- 9 , 5 5 6 t0-O1 4 .1 0 7 ,0 + 0 0 4 .9 1 3 ,0 - 0 1 - 3 ,6 5 9 ,0 + 0 0 - 5 . 2 3 1 iC- 0 1
4 ,6 2 2 ,3 —01 - 3 ,3 6 0 ,0 - 0 1 1 . 3 8 3 1C- 0 1 —3 .  93 4 ,3 + 0 0 1 .3 3 7 ,0 - 0 8
3 .0 5 5 ,3 - 0 1 2 .3 5 5 ,0 + 0 0 8 . 9 o 3 ,0“ 01 8 .2 4 1 ,3 - 0 2 3 .8 6 7 ,0 - 0 2
- 8 .1 4 2 ,3 - 0 1 2 .8 8 6 ,3 + 0 0 5 .9 3 2 ,0 - 0 1 - 4 . 1 1 51Q+ 0 0 - 8 .6 6 6 ,0 - 0 1
1 .0 1 7 10+ 0 0 3 .7 5 5 ,3 + 0 0 2 .3 O 9 10-O 1 - 3 .3 8 0 ,0 + 0 0 - 6 .7 7 6 ,3 - 0 1
- 4 .8 2 1 ,3 - 0 1 3 .  8 7 6 ,0 + 0 0 2 .8 6 9 ,3 - 0 1 3 .1 2 S , 0-G1 1 .4 0 4 j 0- 0 1
- 2 .9 4 6 ,0 - 0 1 - 1 . 1 1 3 10-G 1 - 4 .9 2 8 , 3 - 0 2 - 2 . 4 4 3 , c+0C - 8 ,9 9 0 ,3 - 0 1
8 .6 3 9 ,0 - 0 1 4 . 0 0 1 1C+ 0 0 9 .1 9 5 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 .3 0 3 ,3 + 0 0 - 5 .3 9 0 ,3 - 0 1
- 1 .0 2 2 ,3 + 0 0 4 .2 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 S .6 2 6 ,; - 0 1 - 3 . 3  8 5 tc+ 0 0 - 2 .9 1 7 ,3 - 0 1
4 .7 0 7 ,3 - 0 1 —1 .3 3 2 ,0 ” 0 2 - 1 .4 1 6 ,3 - 0 1 - S .S 2 8 ,o + 0 0 -2 ,  5 0 5,0- C l
3 .1 0 3 ,3 - 0 1 2 .4 3 9 ,0 + 0 0 8 . 9S9,0-O1 1 .3 5 0 ,3 - 0 1 5 .0 6 3 ,0 —0 8
- 0 .7 0 3 ,3 - 0 1 2 .3 7 3 , , :+ 0 0 5 .6 1 6 ,3 - 0 1 - 3 .9 7 3 ,0 + 0 0 - 8 .7 4 7 ,3 - 0 1
1 .0 2 3 ,;  + 0 0 3 .4 8 3 ,0 + 0 0 4 .5 7 2 ,3 - 0 1 - 4 .  06 4 ,3 + 0 0 - 4 .9 0 7 ,3 - 0 1
- 4 .8 1 4 ,3 - 0 1 3 .6 5 9 ,3 + 0 0 9 .4 5 8 ,0 - 0 2 1 .3 3 7 ,0 - 0 1 - 2 . 7 7 9 ,0-G 2
—0  .  0  82,3*" 01 —3 . 2 1 6 ,3 — 0 2 - 3 .1 2 7 , 0 - 0 2 - 2 , 362,0+CO - 8 .7 1 3 ,0 - 0 1
0 .6 7 7 ,3 - 0 1 4 . 0 50,o+ 0 0 9 .4 0 4 ,0 - 0 1 - 2 .3 0 5 ,3 + 0 0 - 4 .9 0 6 ,3 - 0 1
- 1 .0 1 9 ,3 + 0 0 4 .0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 4 .3 7 1 ,0 - 0 1 —3 .5 4 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 4 . 9 1 5 , c-0 1
4 . 7 7 1 lo- 0 1 - 2 . 0 7 7 1C- 0 1 .  /o0,o“ 0 2 —3 .7 4 2 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 ,2 6 1 ,3 - 0 1
3 . 2 7 4 , ;- 0 1 2 , 3 7 4,q+00 3 .  S S 5 10“ O1 9 .7 3 8 ,3 - 0 2 3 , 4 0 6 ,c- 0 2
- 8 .6 7 1 ,3 - 0 1 2 ,2 5 9 io + 0 0 4 .8 5 3 ,0 - 0 1 - 4 .0 7 5 ,3 + 0 0 - 9 .4 1 2 ,0 - 0 1
1 . 0 1 2 1;+C0 3 ,4 8 9 ,3 + 0 0 4 .6 0 9 ,0 - 0 1 - 4 .0 3 7 ,3 + 0 0 - 4 *  8 0 7 ,3 -0 1
- 4 , 6 7 6 , C-G 1 3 ,7 3 8 ,3 + 0 0 1 .5 1 S ,o -0 1 '1 , € 3 7 10- 0 1 '2 .5 2 7 ,3 - 0 4
- 3 .1 9 5 ,3 - 0 1 - 1 . 1 8 4 lo- 0 1 - 4 . 1 8 0 , c- 0 2 - 2 .3 9 5 ,0 + 0 0 - 8 .7 6 4 ,3 - 0 1
8 . 6 2 0 , c-C 1 4 .0 4 7 ,0 + 0 0 9 .0 3 8 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 .2 9 7 ,3 + 0 0 - 5 .2 7 1 ,3 - 0 1
- 1 ,0 1 0 ,3 + 0 0 4 .0 7 8 ,3 + 0 0 5 . 1 1 0 u - 0 1 —3 , 5 0 3 ,o + 0 0 - 4 .3 7 9 ,0 - 0 1
4 .7 3 1 ,0 - 0 1 - 1 .6 9 2 ,3 - 0 1 3 . 6 S 9 10-C 4 - 3 .7 2 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 .4 1 5 ,3 - 0 1
3 .2 1 0 ,3 - 0 1 2 .395 ,0+ C O 8 .8 1 3 ,0 - 0 1 1 .O 6 2 10“ O1 3, 995,0-G 2
- 8 .6 2 2 ,3 - 0 1 2 . 3 0 4 10+ 0 0 5 . 2 4 4 10-O1 - 4 .0 4 5 ,3 + 0 0 - 9 .1 2 4 ,0 - 0 1
1 ,0 1 6 ,3 + 0 0 3 .5 1 8 ,0 + 0 0 4 .2 2 3 ,0 - 0 1 - 4 .0 5 9 ,3 + 0 0 - 5 .1 9 5 ,3 - 0 1
- 4 .7 4 0 ,3 - 0 1 3. 7 2 6 ,c+ 0 0 1 .5 8 1 ,3 - 0 1 1 . 6 7 0 ,o -0 1 ' 1 .7 5 9 ,0 - 0 2
- t & y -
TABLE ( 'I Q  ') ^£M BEE~END FORCES
UNIT LOADS APPLIED AT ALL JO INTS (  EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY JO INTS )  -SYMMETRICALLY TO THE 
TRANSVERSE PLANE OF SYMMETRY ADD ANTI SYMMETRICALLY TC THE LONGITUDINAL PLANE OF SYMMETRY 
BOUNDARY JO INT : FIXED IN  POSITION AD© DIRECTION
G A B L E  S T I F F E N I N G  :  T H E  S A M E  AS F O R T H E  M O D E L
M E M B E R L E N G T H F O R C E -31 F O R C E - Y F O R C E - Z M O M E N T - X M O M E N T - Y 1 M O M E N T - Z 1
1- /.* 1 , 4 0 4 i 0+ 0 1 - 4 . 3 1 1 x 0 + 0 0 1 .  S 8 3 i C~ 0 2 1 . 5 5 5 , 0 + 0 0 3 . 4 0 8 x 0 - 0 1 - 1 . 201,3+01 1 , 9 2 7 * 3 - 0 1
1- 4 V . 5 C O 10+ O G - 1 , 5 4 8 x 3 + 0 0 - 2 . 9 1 1 x 0 - 0 1 7 . 6 0 0 x 3 - 0 1 6 . 5 7 4 x 0 - 0 1 - 4 . 6 8 0 x 3 + 0 0 - 1 . 7 5 0 x 3 + 0 0
55- 3 1 . 4 0 4 10+ 0 1 - 6 , 1 7 0 10-KCG -1  . 5 4 2 x 0 - 0 2 - 6 . 5 3 5 x o - 0 1 - 3 . 4 2 7 x 0 - 0 1 8 , 9 O 9 10+ O O - S ,  8 2 9 i 0 - 0 1
2- 4 7 . 5 0 0 x o + C O - 4 , 6 9 4 10- O 1 7 * 9 7 8 x 0 - 0 2 - 3 . 3 0 8 x 0 - 0 1 4 . 4 6 9 , 3 - 0 1 2 .  4 5 0 - 3 + 0 0 5 , 5 8 6 1C- 0 1
2— 5 7 .  S O O jo+ C O 9 . 8 0 7 , 3 - 0 1 2 , 4 6 9 x 3 - 0 1 - 3 , 4 9 9 x 0 - 0 1 - 3 . 0 0 7 i o - 0 1 3 .  2 S 7 jo+ C C 9 . 9 0 0 10- 0 1
3 - 5 1 .  5 C C 10+ 0 O 6 . 1 5 4 , 3 + 0 0 -1  . 9 3 8 x 0 - 0 1 1 . 5 2 0 x 3 - 0 1 2 . 3 7 8 x 0 - 0 1 2 . 1 9 6 x 3 - 0 1 - 5 . 1 0 6 x 0 - 0 1
4 - 6 7 , 5 0 0 , 0 + 0 0 8 , 5 9 5 x o “  02 2 . 3 8 5 10~ 0 1 - 6 . 8 0 8 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 , 1 1 5 x 3 - 0 1 S . 1 6 9 i o - 0 1 1 , 6 6 5 x 0 - 0 1
4 - 7 ? .  5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 - 1 .  9 3 9 x 3 + 0 0 3 , 0 5 6 x 0 - 0 2 5 . 4 1 1 x 0 - 0 3 - 4 , 7 1 1 x 3 - 0 1 i . c i o 10+ o o 3 . 9 7 0 i 0- 0 1
5 - 7 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 5 . 0 6 8 10+ 0 0 1 . 7 9 6 x 3 - 0 1 1 . 7 7 2 x 0 - 0 1 S . C 3 6 * c - 0 1 1 . 5 0 2 , 0 + 0 0 1 . 0 6 0 x 3 + 0 0
5 - 8 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 - 3 . 1 1 1 x 0 - 0 1 - 8 . 2 9 1 10- 0 1 - 2 . 5 9 7 x 3 - 0 2 - 2 , 3 9 8 x 3 - 0 1 1 . 1 1 8 x 3 + 0 0 - 9 . 4 8 0 x 3 - 0 1
S - 9 7 , 5 0 0 i o + 0 0 - 9 , 0 9 6 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 , 3 7 5 10- 0 1 3 , 4 6 8 10- O 1 4 . 8 6 1 x 3 - 0 1 - 3 , 1 7 2 , 0 + 0 0 - 1 . 1 8 1 x 3 + 0 0
7 - 9 7 . 5 O O x 0+ 0 G 5 . 0 7 6 ,q  +00 1 . 5 9 5 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 . 1 6 S i 0“ O 1 2 . 8 3 6 10- 0 1 8 . 6 6 5 i 0+ O 0 7 , 4 8 0 x 3 - 0 1
7 - 10 7 . 5 C O x o + 0 0 - 2 . 3 5 3 , 0 + 0 0 - 2 . 8 9 2 x 3 - 0 1 3 . 0 6 6 x 0 - 0 1 - 6 , 4 7 9 j 0- 0 1 9 . 9 6 3 x 0 - 0 1 - 8 . 9 8 2 x 3 - 0 1
3 - 10 7  .  5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 3 , 3 3 6 x 0 - 0 1 1 . 6 3 2 x 0 - 0 1 5 . 7 9 2 10- 0 1 3 , 8 7 6 x 0 - 0 1 - 1  . 2 0 7 * 3 + 0 0 7 . 8 6 8 x 0 - 0 1
D - 11 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 5 , 5 4 1  x o + 0 0 1 , 2C 2lo-01 - 3 . 8 0 1 x 3 - 0 1 - 5 . 6 0 7 x 3 - 0 1 - 3  ,  9 9 3 , 0 - 0 1 - 2 , 1 1 2 10- G 1
9 - 12 7 . 5 0 0 i o + 0 0 ~ 1 . 3 1 9 lo + 0 0 - 1 . 7 5 9 x 3 - 0 1 4 , 8 6 2 x 3 - 0 1 - 2 . 5 5 6 10- O 1 - 9 . 6 8 7 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 . 7 5 5 x 3 - 0 1
10- 12 7 . 5 O O i 0+ O O 1 . 0 8 1 x 3 + 0 0 4 . 9 0 6 x 3 - 0 2 1 . 2 3 O 10- O 2 5 , 6 4 7 x 3 - 0 1 2 . 3 7 8 x 3 + 0 0 4 . 5 9 2 x 3 - 0 1
10- 1 3 7 , 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 -1  . 8 7 7 x 3 + 0 0 4 . 6 1 1 x 3 - 0 2 - 4 . 0 1 2 1:- 0 1 - 2 . 3 1 5 10- 0 1 2 , 9 2 9 10+ 0 0 2 . 8 8 4 10“ 0 1
1 1 - 1 4 / ,  5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 3 . 0 9 5 x 0 - 0 1 - 1 . 6 9 3 x 3 - 0 1 4 . 8 3 7 . : - C 1 5 . 3 3 8 10- 0 1 “ 3 . 7 0 6 10+ 0 0 - 1 . 3 3 8 x 0 + 0 0
1 3 - 1 4 7 , 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 1 , 6 8 2 10+ 0 O 3 . 6 7 0 x 3 - 0 2 - 3 , 7 5 5 x o “ 0 1 1 . 8 8 3 x 0 - 0 1 2 , 3 4 6 x 0 + 0 0 3 . 4 2 8 x 3 - 0 1
12- 1 5 7 . 5 0 0 , o + 0 0 -1  . 3 2 6 , 0 + 0 0 4 . 6 5 4 , 3 - 0 2 1 . 7 0 4 x 3 - 0 2 - 5 . 8 0 4 x 3 - 0 1 2 . 4 O 7 10+ O O 5 , 0 9 3 x 3 - 0 1
1 3 - 1 5 V .  S O O x o + C O  ‘ 1 . 7 6 3 x 0 + 0 0 - 2 . 3 8 l 10- 0 2 3 . 3 2 5 10- O 1 3 . 3 7 1 l0 - O 1 - 1 . 1 7 1 10- 0 1 - 4 . 5 4 7 , 3 - 0 2
1 4 - 1 6 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 2 . 102x3+00 1 . 8 4 1 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 , 8 0 3 x 3 - 0 1 - 5 , 3 8 9 , 3 - 0 1 - 9 . 4 3 7 i C- 0 2 1 , 9 4 8 x 0 - 0 3
1 4 - 1 7 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 - 2 . 1 5 5 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 . 3 8 2 x 0 - 0 2 3 . 2 9 5 10- O 1 - 2 . 3 9 5 x 3 - 0 1 - 2 . 8 7 8 x 0 - 0 1 S .  6 0 5 l c ~ 0 2
1 5 - 1 7 7  •  5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 1 . 8 2 6 x 3 + 0 0 - 2 . 9 0 8 x 3 - 0 2 - 9 , 8 1  V 02 S . 4 4 1 lo - 0 1 2 . 7 7 7 x 3 + 0 0 1 , 8 7 3 x 0 - 0 1
1 5 - 1 3 1 .  S O O io + O O - 1  , 4 O 7 10+ O O 2 . 4 7 5 x 3 - 0 2 - 3 . 3 9 1 / - C l - 3 . 5 7 1 x 0 - 0 1 8 . 7 4 4 x 3 + 0 0 1 . 3 0 7 jo- 0 1
1 6 - 1 9 7 . 5 0 0 10+ 0 0 2 . 8 5 4 x 3 - 0 1 - 1 . 6 9 9 x 3 - 0 1 4 . 5 9 4 x 3 - 0 1 5 . 3 4 9 x 0 - 0 1 - 3 . 6 0 1 x 3 + 0 0 - 1 . 3 2 2 , 0 + 0 0
1 7 - 1 9 1 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 2 , 0 8 1 x 3 + 0 0 9 . 4 7 5 , 0 - 0 2 - 3 . 5 3 2 x 0 - 0 1 2 . 6 5 6 , 3 - 0 1 2 . 2 6 0 x 3 + 0 0 5 . 7 1 0 x 0 - 0 1
1 7 - S C 7  .  S O O x o + O O - 6 . 2 7 9 x 0 - 0 1 - 4 , C 5 8 i o “  0 3 5 . 4 7 9 jo- 0 2 - 6 . 6 0 9 x 3 - 0 1 2 . 1 7 3 x 0 + 0 0 ,  / 4 ^ i o “ 0 1
1 3 - 2C 7 . 5 0 0 i o + 0 0 1 , 3 0 8 x 3 + 0 0 - 2 . 7 3 7 x 0 - 0 2 3 . 6 8 6 x 0 - 0 1 3 . 5 3 2 1C- 0 1 - 7 . 2 8 8 x 3 - 0 2 - 5 . 5 3 0 x 3 - 0 2
1 9 - 21 7 , 5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 2 , 4 9 3 x 0 + 0 0 1 , 6 6 4 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 , 5 3 2 x 0 - 0 1 - 5 . 2 8 9 x 3 - 0 1 - 1 . 5 9 6 x 3 - 0 1 - 7 . 0 6 1 , 3 - 0 2
1 9 - 22 7 . 5 0 0 10+ 0 0 - 1 . 5 4 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 0,  6 5 4 x 3 - 0 2 3 . 5 9 3 x 0 - 0 1 - 2 . 5 9 2 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 , 3 S 2 1C- 0 1 - 1 . 1 9 7 , 0 - 0 1
20- 22 7 . 5 0 0 i 0+ 0 0 1 ,* ^ 08,3+00 8 . 1 8 6 x 3 - 0 2 - 4 . 2 9 4 x 3 - 0 2 6 . 4 4 0 x 3 - 0 1 8 .  5 5 6 , 3 + 0 0 3 . 8 6 0 x 0 - 0 1
20— 2 3 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 - 7 , 7 6 3 x 3 - 0 1 4 . 0 8 7 10“ 0 3 - 3 . 7 G 3 x o “ 0 1 - 3 . 4 5 1 x 3 - 0 1 2 . 7 0 5 * o + O G 7 , 0 1 5 10- 0 2
21- 2 4 7  .  5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 8, 001x3-01 -1  „ 6 5 1 ,3 “  01 4 . 5 1 7 x 3 - 0 1 5 . J ? 9 9 10“ 0 1 - 3 . 5 7 3 x 0 + 0 0 - 1 , 3 1 0 x 3 + 0 0
2 3 - 2 4 7  ,  5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 1 . 6 4 6 x 0 + 0 0 8 . 2 3 9 x 3 - 0 2 - 3 , 6 5 8 x 3 - 0 1 2 » 4 6 4 i 0- 0 1 2 , 2 9 4 x 3 + 0 0 5 . 1 2 9 i o ” 0 1
22— 2 5 I.  S O C jo + O O - 4 . 3 4 3 x 0 - 0 1 - 1 . 8 5 5 x 0 - 0 2 7 . C 0 3 i o - 0 2 - 6 , 4 0 6 x 3 - 0 1 2 . 1 3 8 x 0 + 0 0 2 . 2 8 2 , 3 - 0 1
2 3 - 2 5 7 , 5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 6 . 8 5 0 x 3 - 0 1 - 6 * 4 1 5 , 3 - 0 3 ' 3 , 9 3 9 i 0- 0 1 3 . 5 1 8 x 3 - 0 1 - 1 . 7 2 9 x 3 - 0 1 3 . 3 5 O 10- 0 2
2 4 - 2 6 7 ,  S O O x o + O G 2 , 1 0 1 x 3 + 0 0 1 . 6 8 7 , 3 - 0 1 - 4 .  5 3 0 x 0 - 0 1 - 5 . 3 6 3 x 0 - 0 1 - 1 . 7 9 5 x 3 - 0 1 - 6 . 6 6 7 x 3 - 0 2
2 4 - 2 7 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 3 . 3 7 6 x 3 - 0 1 - 8 . 5 2 7 10- O 2 3 , 7 0 0 x o - 0 1 - 2 . 4 7 0 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 . 7 2 1 i 0- O 1 - 1 . 1 4 0 1C- 0 1
2 5 - 2 7 7 , 5 0 0 i o + 0 0 8 . 0 2 9 , 3 - 0 1 6 . 5 7 3 , 0 - 0 3 - 6 . 0 5 8 x 3 - 0 2 6 . 4 1 7 x 3 - 0 1 2 . 6 3 7 x 0 + 0 0 3  s 2 2 8 x 3 , - 0 1
2 5 — 2 8 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 - 4 , 8 7 8 x 3 - 0 1 1 . 3 1 7 10- O 2 - 3 . 0 7 6 x 3 - 0 1 - 3 . 4 5 8 i o - 0 1 2 . 7 7 4 x 0 + 0 0 1 , 2 3 6 x 0 - 0 1
2 3 - 2 9 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 1 . 8 2 8 x 3 + 0 0 - 1  . 6 7 7 , 0 - 0 1 4 . 5 8 9 x 0 - 0 1 5 , 3 3 7 *  . - 0 1 - 3 . 6 0 5 , 3 + 0 0 - 1 . 3  2 1  x o + 0 0
2 7 - 2 9 7 , 5 C 0 10+ C 0 1 . I C S x o + O O 8 . 1 3 5 x 0 - 0 2 - 3 . 0 3 8 x 0 - 0 1 2 . 4 8 0 x 3 - 0 1 2 , 8  8 1  x o + 0 0 5 . 1 3 1 , 0 - 0 1
2 7 - 3 0 7 . 5 0 0 x ; + 0 G 4 . 2 9 7 x 3 - 0 2 - 4 . 3 6 0 x 0 - 0 3 5 . 5 4 0 x 3 - 0 2 - 6 . 4 3 6 l . - C 1 2 . 2 0 3 x 3 + 0 0 2 . 8 5 2 x 0 - 0 1
2  3 - 3 0 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 3 , 8 8 5 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 . 7 0 4 x 0 - 0 2 3 . 8 1 4 lo - 0 1 3 . 4 9 2 , , - 0 1 - 1 . 1 2 3 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 . 2 2 4 x 3 - 0 2
2 9 - 3 1 7 .  5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 1 , 5 6 6 x 3 + 0 0 1 . 6 8 6 x 3 - 0 1 - 4 . 5 8 5 x 3 - 0 1 - 5 . 3 3 6 x 0 - 0 1 - 1 . 6 5 0 10“ O 1 - 5 . 9 7 9 x 3 - 0 2
2 3 - 3 8 7 .  5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 7 . 6 5 9 , 3 - 0 1 - 0 . 1 6 8 x 3 - 0 2 3 , 6 1 3 x 0 - 0 1 - 2 . 5 0 7 i 0- 0 1 - 4 , 3 5 6 , 3 - 0 1 - 9 . 8 4 2 ,0 ”  0 2
3 0 - 3 2 7 . 5 0 0 x 3 + 0 0 4 . 6 0 1 x 3 - 0 1 7 , 7 0 5 x 3 - 0 3 - 6 . 1 4 9 x C- C 2 6 . 4 6 1 xo- 0 1 2 .6 3 6 x 3 + 0 0 3 . 2 , 8 3 i0 - 0 1
3 0 - 3 3 7 . 5 0 0 , 3 + 0 0 - 4 .8 4 9 x 3 - 0 2 1 . 4 7 1 j 0“ 0 2 - 3 .8 3 2 x 3 - 0 1 - 3 .5 0 9 ,3 - 0 1 2 , 7 5 0 10+ 0 0 1 . 0 7 1 , 3 - 0 1
- 9 .C 3 1 10+OO 
-1,01210+GO 
2.870]o-01 
3  ,  OS0JQ—02 
-6.42410-O1 
-1 ,364JC+00 
4.4SS10+OG 
-1 ,05110+QG 
-2 . 830jo+00 
-9*234x0-01 
5,713x0-01
4 .5 9 1 x 0 -0 1  
- 3 ,29610+00 
-3,136x0+00
3,250xo+00
-2,673x0+00 
-2,471x5+00 
7 .993io-02 
7.330x0-02 
4.697io“01 
-2.535x0+00 
-2.751x0+00 
3 .0 9 6 x 0 + 0 0  
-2.183l0+OO 
-2.041io+00 
1 .741x0-01 
1 .559i0-01
-2 1 584x0+00 
- 2 ,6 9 2 ic + 0 0  
3', 59'o1o'1'00  
-2 .2 5 9 x 0 + 0 0  
- 2 ,3 3 4 x 0 + 0 0  
7 ,6 3 9 x 0 -0 2  
1 ,  SO210-O 1  
4 , 4 8 9 10- 0 1  
-2 ,6 7 0 x 5 + 0 0  
-2 ,7 3 1 x 0 + 0 0  
3 . 5 3 2 10+CO 
- 2 . , 3 0 3 ao+ 0 0  
-2 ,183xo+ O C  
1 ,3 2 7 x 0 -0 1  
1 , 6 3 3 lc~0 1  
4 . 4 7 4 10- 0 1  
-2 ,6 1 .9 x 0 + 0 0  
-2 .7 4 8 x 0 + 0 0  
3 .6 0 4 x o + 0 0  
—2 , 2 7 4xo+00 
-2 .1 7 5 x 0 + 0 0  
1 . 2 4 0 „ - 0 1
8 .  5 7 7 10-C 2  
-4.332,0-01 
4 .0 6 4 x 0 -0 1  
4 .5 3 7 x 0 -0 2  
8.62110-O1 
-9.428io“01
1.S22io+00
- 1 . 6 7 3 10- 0 1  
2 . 8 7 1 10~ 01  
- 7 ,7 0 1 i o “ 01  
1 .4 9 8 x 0 -0 1  
4 ,4 8 5 x 0 -0 1  
- 1  ,.271xo+0Q  
4 . 3 7 5 10-O1 
1,173xo+O C  
- 8 .4 3 4 x o “ 01  
-9,124x0-02 
5 ,7 3 8 i 0-Q 2  
6 .7 9 4 x 0 -0 2  
- 6 . 7 5 3 10- 0 2  
- 1 . 6 0 2 1C- 0 1
-1 .3 3 1 x 0 - 0 1
1 .379xo+00 
-4 .022 iC-01 
-4.055io-01  
5.4oS10-C2 
4 .805x0“ 0 2 
396x0-01 
346jo-01 
- 1 . 537iC-01 
1.319xo+OG 
-5 .2 9 3 lo-01 
-2 ,2 2 1 10-O1 
-3 .2 7 5 i0-O2  
7 .3 0 0 x 0 -0 2  
1 ,G50lc~01 
-3 ,6 7 3 io“01
- 8 ,1 6 0 x o “  02
1 . 3 1 7 i 0+CC 
-5 .2 5 6 x 0 - 0 1  
-2 .7 3 5 x 0 - 0 1  
1 . 2 6 2 lc. - 0 2  
6 . 3 5 5 10- 0 2  
9 , 7 0 4 i 0- 0 2  
- 3 , 1 7 9 i 0- 0 1  
- 1 . 1 5 5 10-O 1  
1 .3 2 4 x 0 + 0 0  
- 5 .1 4 2 x 0 - 0 1  
- 2 .7 0 5 i o - 0 1  
3 . 2 4 7 i 0-C 3
4:
table (2C) JOINT DISPLACEMENTS
ZuM t a t  a l l joints
- 1 8 6 -
( EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY JOINTS 
BOUNDARY JOINT : FIXED IN POSITION 
GABLE STIFFENING :,rVERY FLEXIBLE"
JOINT DX DY DZ
1 0 • GOG,0+OO 0 , 0 0 0,o+0 0 0  « 000,0+00
2 -4 .9 1 7 ,0 -0 3 - 1 , 6 6 5 ,0-0 2 1 .5 7 4 ,0 -0 8
3 —2 .  254 ,a- 0 2 o .o o o 10+ oo -5 .4 1 9 ,0 -0 2
4 -2 .7 2 9 ,0 -0 4 —1 .036 ,0—02 9 .3 0 0 ,o ~ 03
5 -1 .O G 7 ,0-O 2 1 .S 0 9 i0~03 -2 .7 0 5 ,0 -0 2
6 O.OOO'io+OO O.OOOjo+CO O.OOOjo+CO
7 1 .3 4 1 ,o -0 5 -5 .3 2 6 ,0 -0 3 2 .3 1 3 ,0 -0 3
O<J - 7 .9 0 8 ,0 -0 3 0 .0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 -2 .3 8 2 ,0 -0 2
9 - 6 . 9 1 € 10- 0 5 -1 .1 0 8 ,0 -0 2 9 .G 3 9 r - 0 3
10 4 .7 0 5 ,0 -0 3 9 .3 6 3 ,0 -0 4 -2 .1 1 5 ,0 -0 2
11 0 ,0 0 0 ,o + 0 0 o .o o o 10+ o c 0 .0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0
12 3 *1 0 7 10-0 3 - 9 , 5 54,o”  03 5 .5 2 1 10-0 3
13 1 .0 5 5 ,0 —08 0«000,3+00 -3 .1 5 5 ,0 -0 2
14 - 1 . 8 1 1 lo- 0 5 -1 .8 1 1 ,0 -0 2 1 .6 3 1 ,0 -0 2
15 7 .9 4 4 ,0 -0 3 -2 .3 5 9 ,0 -0 3 - i  ,e o o 10- o s
16 0 ,0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 0 ,  OQQ,o+OG O.GOQlo+OG
17 2 .6 2 2 ,  Q—03 -1 .5 0 5 ,0 -0 2 9 . 9 7 0 , - 0 3
18 7 *  573,q—03 o .o o o 10+oo —Cf. 8 1 2,o—02
19 1 , 35G,q— 05 -2 .3 8 8 ,0 -0 2 2 . 1 54,0-O 2
20 3 .8 8 1 ,0 —03 - 2 ,9 3 2 , q—03 —8 . 3 98,o~0 2
21 0 ,0 0 0 ,o + 0 0 O.OOOjo+OO 0 .0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0
22 7 .8 1 8 ,0 -0 4 -1  .6 9 4 ,3 -0 2 1 .0 6 6 ,0 -0 2
23 8 *  80 9,o"403 0 .0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 -4 .5 0 9 ,o -C 2
24 5 .3 3 4 10-O S - 2  * 557,q—08 2 .3 0 7 ,0 -0 2
25 9 .8 1 2 ,0 -0 4 -2 .7 4 1 ,0 -0 3 -2 .7 8 1 ,0 -0 2
26 O.CGO,o+GO 0 ,0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 C . 000,3+00
27 1 .4 2 6 ,0 -0 4 -1  .7 3 3 ,0 -0 2 1 .0 6 6 ,0 -0 2
28 4 « 854,o—04 0 .0 0 0 ,o + 0 0 -4 .9 7 8 ,0 -0 2
29 8 .4 8 1 ,0 -0 8 - 2 , 5 8 7 10~C2 2 .3 3 4 10-O 2
30 9 .3 5 8 ,0 -0 5 -2 .5 2 4 ,0 -0 3 - 2 , 9 1 8 10-C 2
31 O.OOO,0+OO 0 .0 0 0 ,o + 0 0 O.OOOjo+OG
32 o .o o o ,0+ oo -1  .7 3 0 ,0-0 2 1 .0 5 3 ,0 -0 2
33 0 *  000,o+00 0 .0 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 -5*O S O ,0-O 2
TX YY TZ
3,,324,0-03 1 . 049,o—03 1 ,. 390,q—03
-3,. S4810~O3 3 .330,0-03 2 1.47110-03
0 ,, o o o 10+ o o .269,0-03 0 ,.CCOjo+OO
1 ,.346,0-03 1 .621,0-03 1 ,t4-99,o—03
-4,.290,0-03 -1 , 862,0-03 7,,039,0-04
1 ,.954,0-03 -1 .029,0-04 - 1 ,.391,3-05
- 1 ,.71210-O3 -3 .662 i3-04 5,.977,0-04
c,.000,3+00 -4 .O7S10-03 0 , 000,o+00
9,,O95,0-O4 -5 .365,0-04 - 6 ,.901,3-04
^ 1,6QO10-O3 -1 .208,0-03 -3,.281,0-04
Si,495,0-03 -1 .OO4,0-O3 -1 .058,3-03
.O16,0-O3 -7 ,434,0-04 - 1 ,.C16lo-03
0 ,C00lQ+00 -1 .386,0-04 0 ,.0 OO,0+CO
1 , 2S710-O3 -9 .382lc-04 - 1 ,C7S10-03
-3,.758,0-03 3 »891,o-04 -4,,376,o-04
5,.205,0-03 - 8 .430,0—04 -9,.055,3-04
—3 1, 972,o—03 - 2 . 5S0,0“04 - 6 , 632,0-04
c . , COO,o+00 1 . 208,q—03 0 ,.000,3+00
1 , 574,0-03 -4 . 3 83,g— 04 -5,,271lc-04
-4,.724,0-03 7 . 845,0—04 -1 .031,3-04
6 ,; 807,0-03 -2 .755,0-04 - 2 ,.939,0-04
-4,.777,0-03 4 *777lc-05 - 1 ,,811,3-04
o t.000,0+00 oo .486,0-04 0 , 000,o+00
I i i 678,0-03 -1 * 078^,-04 - 1 ,,242,3-04
-5,.840,0-03 o* .820,3-04 -«(.116,0-08
6 ,.410,0-03 -4 .904,0-05 - 5 ,,32310-O5
- 5 , ,O7610-O3 5 *O5O10-O5 - 1 , 44110-O5
0 ,, o o o ,0+ o o 3 .O5610-O4 0 .,000,3+00
1 ,, 70 0,q—03 - 7 . 239,o“C6 - 1 ,.012,0-C5
- 5 , , 413,0-03 9 ,45110-O5 1 ,.210,0-05
,430,o—03 0 .000,3+00 .0 ,, o c o 10+ o o
- 5 . (13710-03 0 . o o o 10+ c o 0 ,, 000,o+00
0 ,,OCO,0+OO 0 .000,r+00 . o ., 000,3+00
~ I  8 7 -
table (21 ) JOINT DISPLACEMENTS
UNIT- 'LOADS APPLIED - SYMMETRICALLY AT ALL JOINTS 
( EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL bou ndar y JOINTS )
BOUNDARY JOINT J FIXED IN POSITION 
GABLE STIFFENING : ((TOO RIGID))
)INT d x DY DZ TX TY TZ
1 0,ooo10+co 0 • 000,0+00 0.000,0+00 0.120,0-06 -3,.455,0-04 3,5-39,0-05
2 -3 , 524i0“C3 -3,777,0-05 oV#.910,0-05 -3,335,0-06 -3,.42710“04 2.709,0-05
3 -4 «359,0-03 0.000,0-1-00 -1 .18C10-04 0.000,0+00 _ou.337,0-04 o,ooo10+oo
4 —2»77410“O4 3i43210*-*03 -3 ,23 5,0-03 -2.931,0-05 -1 .635,0-04 -1.393,0-04
5 -7.. 233,^ —04 2.71910-03 -1 .039,0-02 -4.47710-O4 1. 030,0—03 8.256,0-05
S 0.OOOjo+OO O.OOOic+OC 0. 000,0+00 -1.10910-04 -1 . 107,0-03 -1,235,0-03
7 o.49910~O3 1.62 V -03 «3 • 038,0—03 *8,952,0-04 -6.766,3-04 -8.724,0-04
3 o. 545,0-03 c.ooo10+oo -1 .592,0-O2 0 , 000,0+00 7.293,0-04 0 .0 0 0,0 + 0 0
9 -7 *612,0-05 -4.805,0*-03 4 .326,0-03 3.03610-04 -1 .48310-03 -1.664,0-03
10 1, 24C,0-O2 7.489,0-04 -1 . 003,0—02 -1,581,0-03 2.476,0-O4 -6.S1010-04
11 0.000,q+00 0,000,0+00 0.000,0+00 2,672,0-03 -1 .641,0-03 -1.755,0-03
12 5.172,0-03 -7.334,0-03 4.465j0-O3 -2.077,0-03 -8 . 626,0“O4 -1.542,0-03
13 1,734i0-02 0.00Qlc+CG -1 .93110-02 O.OOOjo+OO 1.59910**O3 0« QG0,q+0Q
14 — 0.070,0-00 -1.647,0-02 1, 432,0—02 1.O91,0-O3 -1 .89710-O3 -1.500,0-03
15 1. 1 26,q—02 -2.660,0-03 -1 ,444,0-OS —3,044,0—03 1,14110“C3 -5.232,0-O4
16 0* 000,3+00 O^OCOlo+00 0, GOOjo+OO 5*131l0-O3 -1 . 063,0—03 -1.149,0-03
17 3. 308,0—03 -1 ,46510-02 9. 893,0-03 -3,697,0-03 -2. 342,0—04 -3.357,0-04
18 1*014,0—02 0.000,0-+00 -3 .397,0-02 O,OCO10+OO 1.984,0—03 0.000,o+0 0
19 1.768,3-05 -2.374,0--02 2.140rj-02 1,53710-03 -5,451lo-04 —6 * 430,0—04
20 4. 867,Q—0 O' —3 ,149,0'-OS -2.271,0-02 —4, 540,0—03 1.048,0-03 -1.103,0-04
21 0,000,0+00 0 , 000,0"+00 0«000,0+00 6»833,0—03 -3.263,0-04 -3*497,0-04
22 9.426,0-04 -1 .705,0-02 1.080,0—02 -4,746,0-03 oKJ, 013,0—05 -2.069,0-04
23 3. 353,0—03 0,000,0'+00 -4 *512,0-02 0.000,0+CG 1.12610-O3 0.000,0+00
24 7.311,0-06 -2.577,0'-02 2 .32410-O8 1,631,o-03 -1 ,173,0-04 -1.35710-O4
25 1.038,0-03 „rs r>-( 1 't*.w * '10-03 _ri— (<.771,0-02 -5,234,0-03 4.344,0-O4 9*875,0-06
26 0.000,0+00 0.000,o'+00 0, 000,0+00 6.459,0-03 -4.430,0-05 -4.391,0-05
r.*v6* (I 1.279,0-04 -1.744,0-02 1.072,0-02 -5,106,o-CS 6.953,0-05 —6.24310-06
O o 4,73410-O4 0.000,0'+00 ~4. 995,3-02 0,COGlo+OQ 3.71910-O4 O.OOOjo+OO
29 r*, 77 0,0—06 -2.6O310'-02 2.348,0-02 1.71510-03 -3 .682--06 -5.311“-06
30 6, 357,0—05 -2.533,0-03 -2, 337,0-02 -5.446,0-03 1.132,0-04 1 .587,0-05
31 0,000,o+00 0,000,0'+00 0.000,0+00 6.469,0-03 0« 000,0+00 0^000,0+00
32 0,000,0+00 -1.738,0'“OS 1.056,0-02 -5.172,0-03 0. 000,0+00 G. 000,0+00
33 0. 0 0 0,0 + 0 0 0 . 000,0'+GC -5,095,0-02 0.000,0+00 0.000,0*5*00 0,000,0+00
- 1 8 8 -
TABLE (22 ) MEMBER-END FORCE??
U NIT LOADS APPLIED SYMMETRICALLY AT ALL JOINTS (  EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY JOINTS ) 
BOUNDAIY JOINT : FIXED IN  POSITION 
GABLE STIFFENING '/'VERY FLEXIBLE"
MEMBER LENGTH FORCE-X FORCE-Y FORCE-Z MOMENT-K MOMENT™ Y1 MOMENT-21 MOMENT-Y2 MOMENT-Z2
1 ~ rX 1 . 4 0 4 13+01 3 . 2 1 1 ,0+OC - 1 . 3 0 2 , 3 - 0 3 - 7 . 1 1 3 , 0 - 0 3 - 8 . 5 2 3 , 0 - 0 3 1 . 7 4 4 ,0 - 0 2 - 5 . 9 8 1 ,3-O S 8 ,2 4 4 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 .2 3 0 , 0 - 0 2
1 - 4 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 4 .1 5 6 ,3 + 0 0 C . 5 5 8 ,0 -0 3 - 4 .3 1 5 ,o - C 2 1 .4 4 6 ,0 - 0 2 —1 .4 2 S , q— 0 8 1 . 0 5 7 ,3 - 0 5 3 .3 7 9 ,3 - 0 1 6 ,4 1 3 ,0 - 0 2
S*“* S 1 .4 C 4 d +01 4 .6 0 9 ,3 - 0 1 8 ,8 6 6 ,0 —0 4 1 . 3 1 3 i 0~ 0 2 2 .7 9 3 ,3 - 0 2 , - 7 . 5 1 7 , 3 - 0 2 4 .4 2 7 ,0 - O S - 1 .0 9 2 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 .  2 4 6 ,r-C 3
n - 4 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 . 1 1 S , c+ 0 0 - 9 , 1 7 7 , 0 - 0 2 1 .5 2 6 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 .S 0 5 ,o - 0 1 - 3 .1 4 5 , 0 - 0 1 - 4 . 3 5 2 , c- 0 1 - 2 .3 C 0 , 0- 0 1 - 2 .5 3 1 , 0 - 0 1
8 - £ 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .4 7 5 ,3 + 0 0 3 .5 1 4 ,0 - 0 2 2 , 3 8 9 i0-O1 3 .5 3 3 , , :- 0 1 - 9 .7 5 9 , 0 - 0 1 1 . 3 1 1 , C~G1 - 1 .1 9 1 ,3 + 0 0 1 ,3 2 5 ,0 - 0 1
3 - S 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 4 .1 4 3 ,0 - 0 1 - 1  .4 3 6 ,0 - 0 1 - 8 .2 5 7 , 3 - 0 2 2 .4 0 S ,o ~ O 1 5 .9 1 9 ,0 - 0 1 - 5 .6 3 1 , 0 - 0 1 2 .7 3 G 10- 0 2 - 5 .1 3 5 , 0 - 0 1
4 - £ 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 6 .3 6 9 ,0 - 0 1 - 1  . 0 6 6 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 , 1 6 6 , 0 - 0 2 - 1 .5 4 3 , 0 - 0 1 6 .6 8 4 ,3 - 0 2 - 5 , 5 6 7 1C.-C 2 2 .0 6 2 ,3 - 0 2 - 8 . 4 3 1 , 0 - 0 2
4 - 7 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 3 .8 5 3 ,0 + 0 0 5 .9 4 3 ,3 - 0 2 ■ 9 .3 8 7 i0-Q 2 2 .0 0 0 ,3 - 0 1 - 5 ,2 9 3 ,^ - 0 1 1 .4 3 8 ,0 - 0 1 - 1 .7 4 6 ,0 - G I 2 .9 5 9 ,3 - 0 1
5 - 7 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 5 .6 2 3 ,3 - 0 1 - 4 .3 6 3 , o “ 0 2 - 1 .3 2 0 ,o ~ 0 1 2 .8 0 2 ,3 - 0 2 2 .3 8 4 ,0 - 0 1 - 1 .4 1 O , 0“ O1 7 . 5 1 7 ^ - 0 1 - 1 , 8 6 S ,  .-0 1
5 — £ 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .2 8 1 ,3 + 0 0 1 .4 9 4 ,0 - 0 1 - 2 . 0 3 9 , . -G 1 4 .7 3 4 ,0 - 0 2 1 .1 8 2 ,3 + 0 0 6 .1 5 0 ,3 - 0 1 3 .4 7 0 ,3 - 0 1 5 .0 5 5 ,3 - 0 1
S - £ 7 .  5 0 0 1C+ 0 0 2 .7 2 1 ,3 + 0 0 2  .  2 2 9 ,0- 0 2 - 6 . 2 6 1 , 3 - 0 2 7 . 1 8 6 ,0 - 0 2 1 . 7 1 7 - - 0 1 7 .2 G 1 ,0-C 2 2 , 9 7 910“  01 9 .4 3 3 ,0 - 0 2
7 - £ 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .1 1 3 ,3 + 0 0 5 .2 6 2 ,0 - 0 2 - 9 , 0 5 3 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 .1 0 8 , 3 - 0 1 1 .3 4 9 ,0 - 0 1 2 .  3 8 0 ,0 - C l 5 . 4 4 1 , 0“ 01 1 ,  5 S 7 10-O 1
7 - 1 0 7  .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .9 6 8 ,3 +C0 1 .3 2 0 ,0 - 0 1 1 .4 9 9 ,3 - 0 1 1 .1 1 4 ,3 - 0 1 - 6 .9 5 4 , 3 - 0 1 5 .2 0 8 ,0 - 0 1 - 4 .2 9 8 , 0 - 0 1 4 .6 1 1 ,0 - 0 1
8 - 1 0 7  .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 8 .0 6 0 ,3 + 0 1 - 2 .2 0 4 , 3 - 0 1 3 .0 8 2 ,3 - 0 1 2 .  5 3 9 j0- 0 1 - 9 .3 3 8 , 3 - 0 1 - 7 .5 9 8 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 .3 7 3 ,0 + 0 0 - 8 . '9 3 5 ,3 - 0 1
9 - 11 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .4 9 3 ,0 + 0 0 - 1 . 8 1 0 , 3 - 0 2 3 ,7 3 9 ,3 - 0 2 —9 .8 8 4 ,0 — 0 2 - 3 .2 1 0 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 .4 3 5 , 0 - 0 1 4 . 0 5 4 ,3 - 0 2 7 .7 5 1 ,3 - 0 3
9 - 12 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 4 1 0 , 0+ 0 0 1 .6 1 9 ,0 - 0 2 - 4 . 2 0 8 , 3 - 0 3 1 .0 7 8 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 .9 1 9 , 0 - 0 1 4 . 3 0 2 ,0 - 0 3 3 .2 4 1 ,0 - 0 1 1 .1 6 6 j 0-O 1
1 0 - 1 2 7 ,5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 ,6 3 9 ,0 + 0 0 - 4 . 0 0 3 , 3 - 0 3 - 4 . 1 4 3 , 0 - 0 2 - 2 . 0 2 8 , 3 - 0 3 8 .3 4 8 ,0 - 0 2 4 ,7 6 4 ,0 - 0 2 2 , 22.210“ 01 - 7 . 7 6 6 , 3 - 0 2
1 0 - 1 3 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .4 8 7 ,3 + 0 0 1 .0 5 2 ,3 - 0 1 - 1  .4 4 3 ,3 - 0 2 - 1  . 4 8 2 , c- 0 1 3 .2 3 7 ,0 - 0 1 3 .3 7 9 ,3 - 0 1 - 2 .1 5 5 , 3 - 0 1 4 ,G 1 C ,o -0 1
1 1 - 1 4 /  ,  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 8 .  5 4 0 ,o + 0 0 2 .5 4 7 ,3 - 0 2 - 6 . 8 6 0 , 3 - 0 2 4 . S 6 1 i:- 0 8 8 . 2 2 0 ,3 - 0 2 3 . 7 3 3 j 0- 0 2 4 .3 2 3 ,3 - 0 1 1 . 5 3 7 , 0-G 1
1 2 - 1 4 7 . 5 0 0 10+ 0 0 1 a 8 6 7 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,3 8 5 ,3 - 0 2 - 7 . 7 5 3 , 0 - 0 2 - 1 .0 5 5 , 3 - 0 1 - 4 * 6 4 2 , 0- 0 2 7 . 4 6 5 ,3 - 0 3 6 . 2 3 3 ^ - 0 1 1 .  6 9 9 ,3 -0 1
1 2 - 1 5 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 1 2 5 j 0+OO 3 . 8 6 9 10-O 3 4 . 7 0 4 ,3 - 0 2 - 6 , 1 9 3 , 3 - 0 2 - 2 .7 1 9 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 .0 1 9 ,o ” C2 - 8 .0 3 8 , 3 - 0 2 3 .9 2 0 ,o " 0 2
1 3 - 1 5 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,1 3 9 ,0 + 0 0 1 .8 4 0 ,3 - 0 2  ~ 4 . 1 05 ,o“  0 2 1 . 1 1 4 / - 0 1 2 .7 8 2 ,3 - 0 1 -1 ,2 4 2 ,0 -0 1 - 3 .0 9 0 , 3 - 0 1 1 ,3 8 5 ,0 - 0 2
1 4 - 1 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .2 1 9 ,3 + 0 0 - 3 . 1 0 6 , 3 - 0 2 7 . 0 4 6 10- 0 8 - 7 .6 3 7 , 3 - 0 2 - S .  0 8 2 ,0 -0 1 - 2 . 3 6 3 10- 0 1 1 . 9 7 4 10“ 0 2 3 .3 7 0 ,0 - 0 3
1 4 - 1 7 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 8 ,2 0 6 ,3 + 0 0 - 9 . 4 2 6 , 3 - 0 4 - 3 . 0 5 5 , 0 - 0 3 6 ,5 3 3 ,0 - 0 2 - 4 . 3 2 3 10“ C1 - 1 . G 0 0 10-G 1 4 .5 5 2 ,0 - 0 1 9 . 2 9 8 ,0 - 0 8
1 5 - 1 7 7 .5 O O 10+OO 2 .1 6 9 ,3 + 0 0 3 .7 5 4 ,0 - 0 2 - 6 .  03 7 ,3 —0 2 - 3 .7 7 O , 0“ O2 2 .8 8 1 ,0 - 0 1 1 . 4 4 6 ,0 - C l 2 .1 3 4 ,0 - 0 1 1 .3 7 0 ,0 - 0 1
1 5 - 1 0 7 « 5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .  8 9 6 ,0+OO - 5 . 3 5 2 , 0 - 0 2 7 .5 7 7 ,0 - 0 2 - 1 .3 5 0 , 3 - 0 1 ■ 9 .3 2 1 ,0 -0 4 - 2 .1 8 3 , 0 - 0 1 - 5 . 6 2 2 . , - 0 1 - 1 . 8 2 S 1C- 0 1
1 0 - 1 9 7  .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2  ,  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 3 . 5 8 9 ,3 - 0 2 - 9 . 6 3 5 , 3 - 0 2 4 .7 0 1 ,3 - 0 2 , 5 .  8 1 3 ,0 -0 2 2 . 5 2 4 , 0“ O2 S .  0 4 4 lo-O 1 2 .3 9 5 ,0 - C I
1 7 - 1 9 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .3 9 8 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 7 8 5 , - 0 2 - 7 . 9 6 7 , 3 - 0 8 - 1 .2 5 8 , 3 - 0 1 - 1 .4 0 2 , 3 - 0 1 - 1  .6 5 3 ,0 - 0 2 7 , 3 7 7 , 0-C 1 8 .2 1 0 ,3 - 0 1
1 7 - 8 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .9 3 4 ,3 + 0 0 - 4 ,7 9 7 , 3 - 0 8 8 ,  9 4 2 ,3 — 0 8 —5 , 2 6 2 , - 0 2 - 4 , 2 6 9 ^ - 0 1 - 2 .0 7 7 , 3 - 0 1 - 8 .4 3 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 .5 2 1 , 3 - 0 1
1 0 - 2 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .8 9 9 ,3 + 0 0 4 .9 2 9 ,3 - 0 8 5 .2 0 0 ,3 - 0 4 7 .2 8 8 ,0 - 0 2 4 . C 0 7 n - 0 1 2 .0 4 8 ,3 - 0 1 - 4 .C 4 S lc- 0 1 1 .6 4 9 ,3 - 0 1
1 0 - 21 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .7 4 1 ,3 + 0 0 - 4 . 0 5 0 - - 0 8 1 .0 4 4 ,3 - 0 1 - 8 . 3 9 0 , - 0 2 - 7 .5 6 0 , 3 - 0 1 - 2 ^ 8 9 1 ,0 - 0 1 - 8 .  S 8 3 ,0-C 2 - 1 . 4 6 2 , 0 - 0 8
1 o ~ 8 8 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 , 1  6 1 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 , 9 0 5 , 3 - 0 8 4 .8 8 1 ,3 - 0 2 1 .0 2 0 ,3 - 0 1 - 6 .8 7 0 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 .9 4 6 , 0 - 0 1 3 ,6 5 9 ,3 - 0 1 4 .5 7 3 ,3 - 0 8
2 0 — 2 2 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,0 6 6 ,3 + 0 0 3 , 3 5 1 , 3 — 0 8 - 8 . 0 9 3 , 0 - 0 2 - 3 . 9 7 6 , 0 - 0 2 3 .2 0 6 ,0 - 0 1 1 .1 4 4 ,3 - 0 1 2 ,7 0 3 ,c - 0 1 1 .3 6 9 ,0 - 0 1
2 0 - 2 3 J .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1.G ?-3,-+C 0 - 4 .3 4 8 , 3 - 0 2 6 .2 9 6 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 .1 1 7 , 3 - 0 1 1 .4 8 7 ,3 - 0 1 - 1 ,5 5 3 , 0 - 0 1 - 6 .2 1 0 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 .7 0 8 , 3 - 0 1
2 1 - 2 4 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .  59C ,q+ 0 0 3 .  8 4 7 ,3 -0 8 - 1 .0 2 0 , 3 - 0 1 0 . 4 3 2 1:-C 2 2 . 5 8 4 ,3 - 0 2 1 , 4 2 2 ,0 - 0 2 7 .  3 21 lo-C I 2 . 7 4 S 10-O 1
8 2 - 2 4 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .3 4 6 ,3 + 0 0 1 . 5 4 2 ,3 - 0 2 - 7 . 0 7 1 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 .4 7 2 ,0 - C I - 2 . 4 7 7 r - 0 1 -7 .O O 5 ,0” O2, 7 ,7 8 C k - 0 1 1 .8 5 7 ,3 - 0 1
2 1 '- 2 5 7  o 5 0 0 ,o + 0 0 1 .  9 2 5 ,3 + 0 0 - 2 , 9 6 7 , 0 - 0 2 9 .3 2 3 ,0 - 0 8 - 1  . 3 1 6 ,0-O F - 3 .9 7 7 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 .2 1 9 , 3 - 0 1 - 3 .  0 1 6 ,0 -0 1 - 1  .0 0 7 ,0 - 0 1
81"" 2 5 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .8 7 2 ,3 + 0 0 2 .6 3 5 ,0 - 0 2 - 2 .2 9 1 ,3 - 0 2 , 3 .5 9 7 ,0 - 0 2 5 . 3 0 4 ,o - 0 1 1 .1 1 7 ,0 - 0 1 - 3 .5 0 6 , 3 - 0 1 3 . 5 9 0 ,c - 0 2
2 4 - 2 6 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .6 3 5 ,3 + 0 0 - 4 . 0 1 5 , 3 - 0 2 1 .0 7 1 ,3 - 0 1 - 9 .7 0 2 , 3 - 0 2 - 7 .6 9 4 , 3 - 0 1 - 2 ,8 6 1 , 0 - 0 1 - 3 . 3 5 3 , 0 - 0 2 - 1 .  5 0 4 ,0“ C8
8 4 - 8 7 7 ,  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 2 4 3 i:+eC - 1  . 4 9 1 xc- 0 2 5 .4 6 4 ,3 - 0 8 1 .3 5 9 ,0 - 0 1 - 7 ,5 2 6 , 0 - 0 1 - 1 .7 2 0 , 0 - 0 1 3 .  4 8 3 ,0 —01 6 ,  0 0 0 ,3 -0 8
8 5 - 2 7 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,0 4 5 ,3 + 0 0 1 . S4C r -C 2 - 9 , 4 9 7 , 3 - 0 2 - 8 . 3 1 0 , 0 - 0 2 3 .5 3 0 ,3 - 0 1 5 . 2 1 0 , c-C 2 3 ,5 9 3 ,0 - 0 1 7 . 0 9 1 ,0 - 0 2
8 5 — 2 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 .8 1 8 ,3 + 0 0 - 1  .7 4 9 ,0 - 0 2 5 .0 7 6 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 .0 9 9 , 3 - 0 1 2 .4 2 8 ,0 - 0 1 - 4 . 0 1 0 , 3 - 0 2 - S .2 3 5 f a - 0 1 - 8 , 2 0 7 , 3 - 0 2
2 6 - 2 9 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .6 1 3 ,3 + 0 0 3 . 9 3 6 j 0“ 0 8 - 1 .0 5 3 , 3 - 0 1 9 .9 1 5 ,3 - 0 2 3 . 0 0 4 10- 0 2 1 . 3 7 4 ,3 - 0 2 7 .5 9 9 ,3 - 0 1 2 . 8 1 5 ,3 - d
8 7 - 2 9 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 ,3 1 4 ,0 + C O 1 .3 0 9 ,0 - 0 2 - 6 . 2 0 9 , 3 - 0 2 - 1 .5 1 2 , 0 - 0 1 - 3 .0 9 0 , 0 - 0 1 - 7 . S 7 3 i C-G 2 '7 .7 5 5 ,3 - 0 1 1 .7 4 9 ,3 - 0 1
2 7 - 3 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 ,9 3 4 ,3 + 0 0 - 1 . 6 1 0 , 3 - 0 2 9 .6 2 0 ,3 - 0 2 4 . 3 3 7 , c—0 3 - 3 ,8 9 9 , 0 - 0 1 - 6 . 5 1 2 , 3 - 0 8 - 3 .3 1 5 , 0 - 0 1 - 5 . 6 1 9 , 3 - 0 8
2 0 - 3 0 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 1 ,8 4 9 ,; + 0 0 5 . 9 5 7 i;- 0 3 - 3 . 8 8 3 , 3 - 0 2 1 .0 5 6 ,0 - 0 1 5 .9 7 3 ,0 - 0 1 3 . 7 1 2 ,0 - 0 2 - 3 . 0 6 1 ,0-G I 7 . 5 5 7 ,3 - 0 3
2 9 — 31 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 . 6 5 7 JO+G0 - 3 . 9 7 6 , 3 - 0 2 1 .0 0 2 ,3 - 0 1 - 1 .0 2 5 , 3 - 0 1 - 7 .6 3 3 , 3 - 0 1 ~ 2 , 3 3 3 , 0-C 1 - S . 3 1 Su - 0 2 - 1 . 4 8 0 , 3 - 0 2
2 9 — 3 8 /  .  5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 .2 6 0 ,3 + 0 0 - 1  .3 3 7 ,0 - 0 2 6 .0 1 4 ,3 - 0 2 . 1 .4 9 O 10-O 1 - 7 . 7 5 S , - 0 1 - 1 . 7 4 7 1C- 0 1 3  .  2 4 2 ,.- -0 1 7 .4 4 4 ,3 - 0 2
SO­ 3 2 7 .5 0 0 ,3 + 0 0 2 » Ou 3 ,3 + 0 0 1 .1 7 2 ,3 - 0 2 —9 .5 5 0 ,3 —0 8 - 1 . 1 3 7 , 0 - 0 2 3 , 3 8 1  fa -01 3 .  9 5 5 ,0 -0 2 3 . 7  8 1 ,0-C I 4,834,3-02
S O - 33 7 . 5 0 0 10+ 0 0 1 .8 5 2 ,3 + 0 0 - 3 . 0 4 4 , 0 - 0 3 4 .2 7 7 ,3 - 0 2 - 1 .1 2 6 , 3 - 0 1 2.879,0-01 0 .  5 4 1 ,0 -0 3 —0.087,o—01 - 2 , 9 3 7 ,c- 0 2
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1 ABLE ( 2 3 )  MEMBKR-END FORCES
U N IT  LOADS APPLIED SYMMETRICALLY AT ALL JO IN T S (  EXCEPT LONGITUDINAL BOUNDARY JO IN T S )  
BOUNDARY JO IN T  : FIXED IN  PO SIT IO N  
GABLE ST IFFE N IN G  : ( (  TOD R IG ID  ) )
MEMBER LENGTH FORCE—X FORCE-Y FORCE-Z MOMENT-X MOMENT-Y1 MOMENT-Z1 MOMENT-Y2 MOMENT-Z2
1 - 2 1 ,404,0+01 4,126,o+00 -6 .565,0-02 -1.593,0-01 1.281,0-01 3.491,0-01 -6 .539,0-02 1.. 888,0+00 -3.565,0-01
1 - 4 7 . 500,0+00 3, G85,0-l-00 -1.989,0-02 9,70410-0 2 3,800,0-03 -3 .74Q ,t--Q1 -5 .  .198,0-02 -3.538,0-01 -9 .7 1 6 10-02
55- 3 1 .404,0+01 5.307,0-01 -5.951,0-02 2.915,0-01 3.76G,c-0 2 -1.656,0+00 3. 535,0-01 -2.433,0+00 —1. 689,0+00
2— 4 7 .5 0 0,o+0 0 -1.575,0+00 -7.425,0-02 8,761,0-02 1 .852,o“ OS -3 .3 2 8 10-01 -2.546,0-01 -3 .2 4 2 1C,-01 -3,023,0-01
s - 5 7.500,o+00 1 ,87410+OO 2 « 600,0-02 1.535,0-01 -7.118,0-02 -6.725,0-01 1.284,0-01 -5.1.61,0-01 7.256,0-02
s - 5 7 « 500,o+00 4.099lo-01 -9 .009 ,o~ 02 2.058,0-01 9.451,0-02 -7.749,0-01 -3 .3 0 9 10-01 -7 .6 0 4 lo-01 -3.447,0-01
4 - 6 7.500,0+00 -1.238,0-i'OO 9.783,0-03 ~3 .22510-02 - 8 . 847,0-0 2 1.686,0-01 4.933,0-02 7 .32210-02 2.399,0-02
4 - 7 7,5OO,0+OO 3. SOSjo'i'OO 5.752,0-02 —4.085,0—02 6.866,0-02 1.011,0-01 2.290,0-01 2.053,0-01 2/024,0-01
5 - 7 7 ,500,o+00 8.184,0-01 -1  .370,0-01 -S .  480,0-02 -1.090,o-01 3.322,0-01 -4.763,0-01 1.533,0-01 -5 .5 0 9 1C-01
5 - 3 7,500,o+00 2.005,o+00 1.735,0-01 3.284,0-02 S. 303,o-03 -7.750,0-02 6.565,0-01 -1.633,0-01 6.4.43,0-01
6 - 9 7.500,o+00 2.671,0+00 4.404,0-03 -1 .756,0-02 2.041,0-02 1.075,0-01 4.238,0-02 2.425,o~02 -9.346,0-03
7 - 9 7.50010+00 9.437,0-01 2.12,210-O2 -6.670,o” 02 -9.195,0-02 1.795,c-01 8.430,o-02 3.207,0-01 7.436,0-02
7 - 10 7.5OO10+OO 2.858,3+00 8.364,0-02 -1.013,0-02 -4 .4 4 6 10-0 2 -4.163,0-02 3.335,0-01 1,17610-01 3.313,0-01
3 - 10 7.500,o+00 1 ,380,0+QQ -1.294,0-01 -3 .219,0-02 -1 .1 7 9 iC-03 2.599,o-01 -4.273,0-01 - 1 .84610-02 -5.431,0-01
9„ 11 7.500,o+00 1.320,o+00 - 1 .483i0-O2 2.91710-O2 -6.504,0-02 -2.835,0-01 -1.239,0-01 6.471,0-02 1.76310-02
9 - 12 7.500,o+00 2.352,3+00 2.116,0-02 -5.529,0-02 1.913,0-02 -3 .0 3 7 lc-03 5.090,0-02 4.177,0-01 1.073,0-01
10- 12 7.500,0+00 1.754,0+00 1.786,0-02 -3 .6 1 5 lo-02 -7 ,1 2 5 10-0 2 2.152,0-01 1.153,0-01 5.589,0-02 1.363,c-02
10 - 13 7 .50010+00 2.437,0+00 3.575,o~G2 2.962,0-02 -1 .2 1 2 lo-01 -2 .5 5 6 10-02 9,418,0-02 -1.966,0-01 1.740,0-01
11- 14 7.500,0+00 2.46910+00 2,125,0-O2 -5 .8 S 9 ,0-02 8.586,0-03 8,517,0-02 3.742,0-02 3.573,o-01 1.220,0-01
12- 14 7 . 500,o+00 1.962,0+00 3.434,0-02 -1.037,0-01 -9.014,0-02 1.495,0-01 4.972,0~O2 6.234,0-01 2.073,0-01
12- 15 7,5OO10+OO 2.067,0+00 -2.518,0-02 3.095,0-02 -1 .1 7 1 ,0-01 -2.568,0-01 -1.342,0-01 2.469,0-02 -5 .4 S 0 ,0-0 2
13- 15 7.500,0+00 ' 2.161,3+00 5.871,0-02 4.495,c~02. 3.463,0-02 9.5211C-Q2 2-.'FI 3,0-01 -4.323,0-01 1 .G9Cl0-O1
14 - 16 7 ,500,o+00 2.312,3+00 —3 . 207,3“02 7,93510~O2 -S .  277,0-02 -6 .1 C S 10-O l -2 .4 4 4 10-01 '2.334,0-02 3 . 90410-03
14- 17 7 ,500,o+00 2., 133,0+00 -5 .0 5 5 k-Q3 -1,. 833,0-02 2.723.,0-OS -3.521,0-01 -1.098,0-01 4.0D510-01 7.193,0-02
15- 17 7 . 5O0,0+0C 2.210,0+00 5.34610-O2 -6.155,0-02 -7 .223,0-02 '3.265,0-O1 1 .958,o-01 1.352,0-01 2.051,0-01
15- ii; 7 . 500,0+CQ 1.877,3+00 -8 .760,0-02 3,227,0-02 -1 .222,0-01 -1.203,0-01 -3,561,0-01 -5.717,0-01 -3 .0 0 8 lo-C1
16- 19 7 .5 0 0,0+0G 2.480,3+00 3 *443,0—02 -9.379,0-02 3.391,0-02 5, 279,q—02 2.424,0-02 S,506,q-C1 2.34410-O1
17- 1! / . 500,3+00 2 .454,o+00 2.993,0-02 -9 .12C ,0-02 -1 .2391g-01 -6 .7 4 3 10-0 2 -9 .6 0 0 lc-0 3 7.514,0-01 2.344,0-01
17- SC 7 . 500,V+G0 1 .07910+OO —6.182,3—02 0.459,0-02 -7 .1 4 4 10~02 —4 ,255,o“ 01 -2 .6 5 1 ,c-01 -2 .  C33,0-C1 -1.985,0-01
13- 2C 7 . 500,3+00 1.91510+00 6,9G710-02 1.678,0-02 4.094,0-03 3.378,0-01 2.704,0-01 -4.636,0-01 2.456,0-01
19- 21 7.500,3+00 2.794,3+00 -4.130,0-02 1.063,0-01 ~8.010,c.-02 -7.709,0-01 -2.951,0-01 -2 .6 7 0 ,U-G2 ~1.463,c-02
19 - 22 7 . 500,3+00 2.137,3+00 -2.136,0-02 3 .026k-02 9.012,0-02 ~S.G9310-O1 -2 .0 0 2 ,C“ 01 3.82310-O1 3 . 99S,0-C2
550— 7 . 500,o+00 2.101,0+OG 3.868,0-02 -8.163,0-CS -5.352,0-02 3.528,0-01 1,28S10-O1 2.594,0-Cl 1.615,0-01
20 - 22 7.500,o+00 1. OOQ10+C G -5 .3 4 0 ,0-02 7.02410-02 -1.050,0-01 1 .076,r -01 -2.135,0-01 -6 .3 4 4 jC“C1 -2.245,0-CI
S I- 2,4 7.500,3+00 2 .58*i0+00 3.866,0-02 -1,025,0-01 3.12210-02 2.372VJ-C2 1 .354,0-C2 7.449,0-01 2,764,0-01
2 2 - 24 I « 500,3+00 2.383,3+00 1 . 62410-0 2 -7.405,0-02 - 1 ,4821C-01 -2 .3 1 5 ,0-01 -6 ,9 3 1 10~02 7.363,0-01 1.911,0-01
:  i - 25 7.500,3+00 1»905,0+00 -3.493,0-02 9.336,0-02 -1 .745,0-02 -4.024,3-01 -1.429,0-01 -2.973,0-01 -1.191,0-01
i 3 - 25 7.5OO10+OO 1.868,3+00 3.220,0-02 -1.936,0-02 7.516,0-03 5.213,0-CI 1 .312lc-01 -3.706,0-01 1.103,0-01
5 4 - se 7.500,3+00 8.721,0+00 -4.075,3-02 1.086,3-01 -9 .755,0-02 -7 .7 9 5 10-01 -2 .8 9 9 ,c-01 -3 .  526,0-02 -1 .5 7 1 ,c-0 2
2 4 - 27 7 . 500,o+00 2 .233,0+00 -1.594,0-02 5.5O910-O2 1.344lc-01 -7.578,0-01 -1 .345,0-C I 3.44610“ O1 S. 496,0-02
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27- 2S 7.50010+00 2.322,3+00 1 .205,0-02 -S,299,o“ G2 - 1 , 530,0-CI -3.088,0-01 -7 .3 7 0 ,c-02 7.313,0-01 1,751,o-01
27 - 30 7.5C0,0+00 1 .97810+OC -1 .656,0-02 9.648,0-02 4 .420 lc-03 -3.909,0-01 -6.619,0-02 -3 .3 2 7 10-C1 -5.799,0-02
20 - 30 7.500,o+00 1 .849,0+OQ 6.153,0-G3 - 3 . 350,:- 02 1.034,0-01 5.998,0-01 3 .71810-O2 -3,110,0—01 8.964,0-03
29 - 31 7.500,3+00 2.665,0+00 -3 ,998,3-02 1.069,0-01 -1 .0 3 6 ,-0 1 -7.683,0-01 -2.849,0-01 -3.355,0-02 -1.439,0-02
29 - 32 7.500,3+00 2.270,o+00 - 1 .332,0-O2 S . 051 lo-OS 1. 503,0-01 -7.799,0-01 -1 .7 5 1 10-01 3.261,0-CI 7 .51910-0 2
30 - 32 /«500,3+00 2.005,0+00 1 .112k-Q2 ~9.S40,0-0 2 -1.290,0-02 3.426,0-01 3.719,0-02 3.304,0-01 4 ,623k-02
30— 33 7.500,3+00 1,348,0+00 -2.462,0-03 4,323,0-02 -1 .1 2 1 l0-O1 2 ,091k-01 8.973,0-03 -0.132,0-01 -2 ,7 4 4 10-0 2
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1 50* 1 1 , 2 5 # 0 . 8 7 5 9 3 0 . 7 6 8 1 5 0 . 6 4 0 2 8 0 . 0 4 6 9 8 0 . 0 6 1 0 0
2 43* 2 1 . 7 5 ' 0 . 7 5 6 8 1 0 . 6 8 6 6 0 0 . 7 2 7 0 2 0 . 1 2 8 5 3 0 . 1 4 7 7 4  ,
3 . ’ 36 *  3 2 . 2 5 * 0 . 6 3  7 7 0 0 . 5 9 5 3 5 0 . 8 0 3 4 7 0 . 2 1 9 7 8 0 . 2 2 4 1 9
4 .. 29 *  4 2 . 7 5 0 . 5 1 8 5 7 0 . 4 9 5 6 4 0 . 8 6 8 5 2 0 . 3 1 9 4 9 0 . 2 8 9 2 4
5 22* 5 3 . 2 5 * 0 . 3 9 9 4 6 0 . 3 8 8 9 3 0 . 9 2 1 2 7 0 . 4 2 6 2 0 0 . 3 4 1 9 9
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1 . 0 5 6 6 2 0 .  8 4 7 8 5 0 . 7 1 8 8 5 0 . 5 5 3 4 9 0 . 5 6 7 6 1 6 . 1 0 6 3 2 5 . 1 7 7 2 4
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